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COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT: KANEOHE BAY
by Vicki N. Shigekane, University Laboratory School

INTR03UCTION

At the turn of the century~ scientists and naturalists referred to

Kaneohe Bsy as the «Coral Gardens«~ because of the beautiful and fascinating

corals that flourished in the bsy, Then, it was considered one of the fin-

est estuaries in Hawaii' It supported a wide and rich variety of marine and

plant life. It was also extensive3y used far recreational purposes, such as

swimming, diving, fishing, etc.

Today, due to man-made and natural effluents, Kaneohe Bay is anything

but a flourishing garden. It is a dying garden, and if b~ needed action

isn't taken soon, the bsy will soan be dead.

By the compiling of informatian abtained from newspaper articles, pub-

lished reports~ and fi1ms, I will discuss the problems of the bay and analise

the effect of the present modifications on the situation, and. whether or not

it is enaugh of an impravement.



RESULTS OF RESEARCH

Over the past several years, the coral growth rate in Kaneohe Bay has

been in a rapid decline. This decline in growth is the result of many con-

tributing factors, the main ones being: 1! Yoorly treated sewage effluent

from two main out falls, and 2! excessive soil runoff. The following is an

explanation of why those factors are so harmful to the ecosystem of the bay.

The first problem of sewage is attributed to the fact that the treat

ment of raw sewage at both the Kaneohe municipal sewage treatment plant and

the Marine Corps Air Station plant are quite inefficient, The 3,5 million

gallons of sewage that enters the bsy daily is either given primary treat
1

ment, in which the large particles are removed from the sewage, or second-

ary treatment,, in which the remaining sewage is further decomposed,

These methods of treatment do not decompose phosphorous and nitrogen

compounds in raw sewage~ so consequently the levels of these compounds in

the water are too high, The amounts of phosphorous and nitrogen dumped

into the bay exceed State water quality standards, Nitrogen alone exceeds

the standards by as much as ten times the maximum. In the year 1970, phos-

phorous levels near the outfall of the municipa1 sewage treatment in Kane-

ohe were more than twice the level in 1966. 2

Nitrogen and phosphates are harmful to corals because they serve as

nutrients for algae, especially a species of algae called "green bubble



RESUI.TS OF RESEARCH  con't.!

algae"  Dictyosphaeria cavernosa!. In closed waters such as Kaueahe Bay,

over-abundance of food, as provi.ded by the nitrates and phosphates, can have

adverse effects on its ecosystem. The algae msy grow to conditions where

they seriously deplete the oxygen supply in the water. Hence the marine

life populations will slow~ die off.

The green bubble algae pose other problems also. The huge masses of

algae spread over and cover the coral skeletons and the living coral, This

blocks out the sunlight to the corals' polyps. Without this sunlight, the

po3gps cannot carry on photosynthesis, which is vital to their life processes.

If the living corsls are killed off, it naturally follows that the rest of

the marine life in the bsy, that depend on the activity of the pages for

their oxygen supply, will eisa decrease in number.

The coral beds of Ksneohe Bay are further threatened by algae in still

another fashion. The bubble algae were found to change the pH balance in

the coral skeletons. This change brings about the dissalving of and bresk-

ing up of the white skeletons, which are princip~~ composed of calcium

carbonate,  CaCO !~ better known as limestone,

The second, problem facing Kaneohe Bsy, is the problem of excessive

amounts of soil that is eroded by the seasonal rains during the wet winter

months, and washed into the bsy.

As a result of the heavy rains in February of 1969, many acres of raw,

red eroding soil widely scarred the Kaneohe watershed. During the rainy

seasan in February, University of Hawaii scientists monitared one of the



RESULTS OF RESEARCH  con~t.!

ten major streams that empties into the bsy They found that in just 24

hours, that particular stream carried approximateig 10,000 tons of sedi-

ment from the bare land.

The sed>ment from that one stream alone was enough to cover each square

yard of the bay's bottom with two pounds of soil, if evenly distributed.

Most corals and marine life are not able to withstand such heavy sedimen-

tation, as it has a smothering effect, especially on coral heads. By bury-

ing the coral, the fish and other marine life are cut off from their food

supply and source of shelter.

So much soil was eroded from the land for the dimple reason that the

land developers were too cheap to go and replant the land areas that they

had bulldozed and cleared for houses and highway construction projects.

They left the land denuded without any forethought aspthe possibilities of

its soil to get w'ashed away, So, as a result of poor planning, irreversible

erosion damage occurred.

According to measurements taken by Dr. Ken Roy in 1970, the average depth

of the water in Kaneohe Bay had decreased five feet since 1 927, due to such

heavy sedimentation. See graph.

It is quite difficult for the corsls to make a reasonable come back, and

replenish the bay with its beauty. Because the bay bottom is covered with

the soft silt and mud, the new corals cannot become estab',eshedg~ohgo un-

stable and shifting a bottom.

Dr. James E. Maragos, of the Hawaii Institute of Marine Biology, had

conducted a study of the growth patterns of corals in Kaneohe Bay. He



RESULTS OF RESEARCH  con'to!

collected several colonies of the six most abundant species of corals,

among them being the dominant species of finger coral,  Porites compresa!,

and transplanted them on metal platforms. These platforms were placed in

twenty-five �5! different areas within the bsy, and were allowed to mul-

tiply,

The finger coral species comprises nihag 90! per cent of the total

living mass of corals in the bay. Yet when the coral transplants were

placed in the southern sectors of the bey, they all died within a short

time. These experiments were performed seasonally for a whole year with

the same results.

Two of the five other species of coral, transplanted into the south-

ern sectors of the bsy, used in the experiment, died quiclQy also. Two

others had survived but were in poor health or failed to grow, and the last

species had survived and grew, but it had displayed some signs of abnormal

growth.

Dr. Naragos further related that all the corals that were transplanted

into other sectors of the bay had survived and grown with no abnormalities.

But, he added, "...hsd I not periodically removed bubble algae from the

platforms in the middle bay, the transplanted corals would have been smoth-

ered and killed.»



DlSGUSSION

In this discussion, I would like to bring up some of the alternatives

that may be considered to save Kaneohe Bay from deteriorating further.

The topic I would like to discuss is the problem of the inefficient

sewage treatments. One alternative is to change the existing plant to in-

clude tertiary treatment, which would remove most of the bothersome nitrates

and phosphates from the effluent. But the draw-back on this is that the

cost to install the faciUties to handle tertiary treatment is phenomenal~

not .to mention the cost of its maintenance,

Another suggestion is that the sewage from the municipa1 plant be

pumped over to the outfall in Kailua, where it is discharged into the open

ocean, and can be carried off by the currents, rather than sitting and col-

lecting at the bottom of the bsy as it is now, The draw back on that~ too,

is money. The money needed to finance these changes are to come from the

Hawaii tax payer. For any abatement program approved by the Federal Water

Quality Administration, the Federal gevernment vill pay 55 per cent of the

cost+ The State would then pay 25 per cent~ and the City would pay the

remairdLng 20 per cent, Which~ in short~ means that the cleaning up of

Kaneohe Bay and other endangered areas, depends on whether or not the State

and City officials feel it is a cause worthy of that much money,

Pertai~ing to the erosion problems~ there have been ordinances and

laws drawn up to discourage any land developers from not proper+ replanting

cleared land. Ordinance Number 3968 sets down guidelines as to how deep or



DISCUSSION  can~t,!

how high up thev may grade, excavate, or fill land for construction. In

Article Number 2 of Ordinance Number 3968, Section 23-2,2 says:

~ ..a drainage and erosion cantral plan prepared by an engin-
eer~ showing the general scheme for contra~ erosion and dis
posal of run off water~ ta include drainage devices such as ter-
races, berms, ditches~ culverts, subsurface mulching, sprigging~
or sodding+ ~ ~ "

This type of ordinance is all fine and good, but without sufficient

enforcement of these rules and regulations, there can be no improvement in

the situation,

CONCLUSIONS

I would like to conclude this paper by saying fJmt from the infar-

mation I recieved while researching this paper, I can say that I now know

all of the facts involved with Kaneohe Bay and its problems, and that I

honestly believe that something definitely should be done in order to save

its canals  what~s left af it, that is! from extinction, and it should be

done immediate>,



Diseases Possib Associated

with Pollution in Water�

Typhoid and Paratyphoid fever

Dysentery

Streptococcal sore throat

Diseases of Gastro-intestinal tract

Hepatitis

Viral infections

Dermotophytosis  Athlete~s Foot!

Conjunctivitis and Ophthalmia

Stye

Other inflammatory diseases of the eye

Inflammatory diseases of the ear

Other acute respiratory infections

Influenza with digestive manifestations

Gastro entheritis

Boil and. carbuncle

Jaundice
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THE COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM OF HAGGAI? 1974-1977
by Daria K. Young, Sacred Hearts Academy

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to give you a little background into what the

coastal Eone management program is and to show how it might affect the water and

land surrounding the islands, The program is now 'n its third year of plannirg

and it still isn't finished yet. The program started in 1970 and it is eligible

for a developing or planning grant for up to three 'years. i hope this report

will orove to be knowledgeable for all who wish to know ~bout this program,
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The Coastal Zone Nanagement Act  CZN! of 1972's national policy is "to

preserve, protect, develop, and restore the resources of the coastal zones; to

encourage and a~sis'..he states in the development and implementation of manas'e-

me."t svstems; ~cr a',1 Federal aaencies engaged $n programs affecting coastal

zones to cooperate with the respective states; and to encourage the participation

of both the general public and various public agencies in program development."

According to this act, the development of this program must include:

1! An identification of boundaries of the coastal zone subject to the manage-

ment program.

2! A definition of what shall constitute permissible land and the use of

water within that coastal zone, which vill have a direct and significant impact

on the coastal waters.

3! A list and designation of areas of particular concern within the coastal

zone.

0! An identification of the means by which the State proposes to exert control

over the land and water uses, also including a list of relevant constitutional

provisions, l.egislative enactments, regulations, and judicial decisions.

5! Broad guidelines on priority in certain areas, telling specifically the

uses of lowest priorities.

6! A description of the organizational structure which is to carry out this

management program, The responsibilities and interrelations of local, areawide,

State, and regional agencies in the management process,

The decision-making goals for the three key aspects of The management program

are 1! to determine the inland boundary for the coastal zone, 2! to select a

State agency to receive Federal funds when the CZN  Coastal Zone Nanagement! Act

is carried out, and 3! to determine how Areas of Particular "oncern  APC! are to

be designated and governed .



The inland boundary plan has been planned for the entire state to be in the

coastal zone. The CZN Act calls for the State eventually to be designated for

inland boundary for management purposes. Hawaii lies between a coastal zone that

'..s either broadly defined to include all the State or narrowly defined to include

only a narrow coastal strip.

The Narrowly Defined Coastal Zone's advantages are that they allow Federal

ana State comprehen-ive planning and management for the areas needing it the

most and they permit County and State regulatory programs that focus on CZN

problem. Some disadvantages are that it is hard to define the zone, many signif-

icant coastal areas and activities are excluded, and the State cannot use CZN

planning and management funds whenever coastal significance arise.

8roadly Defined Coastal Zone's advantages are integration of CZN program

with statewide planning efforts, CZN planning and management funds which can

help other funds in the State, allowing the Stat fo cooperate with Federal on the

CZM, and so the CZN program may have control over all coastal land and water.

The disadvantages are that it might be hard to nut the State General Plan and the

CZN program together because they both involve the entire state and if they set,

controls it will interfere with other State and City controls.

The Department of Planning and Economic Planning I,DPKD! is the administrative

lead agency. They will have to coordinate and provide financial support, for the

CZN planning. Xt will not be a regulatory power while the program is being carried

out.

Areas of Particular Concern  APC! are to give governmental bodies power to

deal with special situations some situations are

1! lichen there are cumulative impacts that regular management cannot handle.

2! When a rare resource is endangered.

3! When very hazardous or unhealthy conditions are created.
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0! i&en pieces of regulation cannot he put together to form a response

to a threatening situation.

5! ~hen the State or national interest in resources is ignored.

Durinu the second year of coastal zone planning major coastal problems were

analyzed, esoecially the management of coastal resources, coastal hazards, shore-

line development and to compile data to support. CZN planning. During the third

year, the program was supposed to have an analysis on the changes in present

land and water use's regulatory system was to be discussed and new tools would

be found for preserving resources, trying to put together ideas on the impact

of coastal zone lands and wat,er.

There are seven coastal resource categories which are recreational resources,

historic resources, scenic and open space resources, coastal ecosystems, economic

uses coastal hazards, and managing development. Recreational resources main

objectives are to grovi:!e a balanced select,ion of coastal recreation open to all

and to see that all recreational activities are able to comply with t.he conserva-

tion of coastal resources and with other land and water ar ound it, But the basic

problem is for the government to keep up with the demand for coastal recreation

and to maintain the quality of this recreation. The exisiting recreational supoly

system is inefficent, not funded, or supported by land use controls. The cateogory

of Historic Resource is to protect and preserve hist.oric and pre-histor ic resources

in +he coastal zone which influence American and Hawaiian history and culture.

The present, regulatory system has no concept of preserving these landmarks.

Archaeological impacts are viewed as a minor concern and funding in the past is

not adequate so there is no way the goals of the State Historic Preservation

Prorram could be met. Scenic and open space resources are to protect, preserve,

and if possible to restore the coastal scenic and open reources. Governmental

sy' tems do not protect valued resources and needless damage to property cannot be

15



prohibited. The increase in the cost of the land near the coast is due to all

the litter that is thrown on accessible land to coastal ax'eas. Coastal ecosystems

are to orotect valuahle coastal ecosystems from any harm and to minize adverse

impacts on all coastal ecosystems. The main problem is that ther'e is no conserva-

tion for coastal lands so many times there is needless waste. The Federal, State,

and County need to inform peoxrle about this needless waste of Hawaii's natural

resouxces, Economic uses are to provide gx'owth and development. of essential

facilities and public improvements in the coastal zone with sociaj and environ-

mental objectives. The main problem here is that shoreline sites axe useful in

many ways commericial, industrial, and fox transportation such as harbors, sewage

plants, power plants, resorts, fisheries, aquaculture operations, and oceanographic

reasearch which all rely on water, but which one should have priority7 Many times

there are conflicts because of this. But what must be kept in mind is to have

something for the good of the community but also to keep the island beautiful.

Coastal hazards are to reduce hazard to life and property from tsunami, storm

waves, stream flooding, subsidence, and lava flow. Until recently the government

has not been aware that the land near hazardous situations must be restricted

because too many lives and proxrerties were lost because people were living in

danger zones. The Federal Flood Insurance Program has also restricted the use

of these lands. The last resource category is managing development the main

objective is to improve t.he coordination of governing land and water use managing

to eliminate wasted time and to improve communication and public participation in

managing coastal resources and hazards. The px'oblem herc is that the present way

of planning� locating, and operating private and public facilities in the coastal

zone takes too much time and money. To solve most of these problems in all

categories there must be organization and a more indeDt look at these categories

before deciding what t,o do.
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Hawaii's caselaw relating to coastal lands and waters has been completed

during its second year. The review has covered both substantial  protection

of public interest in coastal resources and activities! and procedural

 adminstrative actions dealing with planning and management of oublic resources!.

Review of the case law on substantial standards dealt with protection of

specific resources and activities. Resources examined were ownership and use of

beached, navigable waters and tidal lands, fisheries, surface waters, mineral

resources, artesian water, and the disposition of public lands. Protections of

activities were reviewed according to reserved rights, statutory rights, and

custoengry usages. The case law on procedural standards for planning and manage-

ment of public resources was reviewed applicable to: the nature and role of

general planning, adminstrative procedure and due process, standing, and zoning

estoppel { a variant of the "taking issue" involving frustration of an expectation

or:investment!.

The courts must be prepared to take an active role in deciding many questions

in this program. They must protect both the public resources and the rights of

individual affected parties.

CONCLUSION

This program will have a great effect once it is put into effect. It has

a great potential here on the islands because we rely on the sea for many of our

resources, This program will control the uses of these resources so that there

is not needless waste and to save the resources so that other generations may be

able to share the kind of resources that we have. fhe courts will play a big role

in decid,ing who will be given the r'.ght to the use of some of these lands surrounding

the islands, They will have a great influence on the controversial cases concerning

these lands.
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SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANTS ON OAHU, HAWAII
by Clarence Blizzard III, University Laboratory School

ASST;ACT

the '.<nited States today clean >rater is becominr', harder

a~-.l harder to find. This is not only true in the big states

'e.! York and Chicago, 'out it is also true here in Hawaii

;ation'" .rater aollution problems and wastewater problems

continued even though many new treatment plants have been

ilt. In 1972 under the amendments to the Federal Mater Pol-

lution ' ontrol Act thousands of tr eatment plants frere to be

.ilt bv 1977, not just built but built better. Boch Primarv
Secondary treatment are re~~ ir ' in i~ ra>i -- or th -'air-

land, but in some states it isn't .rorkinp well enough h,water

is still .~ettinc filthier and filthier. 'his can onlv be sol-

ved ~arith better stud;- programs to create better designs that

~ill ~ivc even more efficiencv in::rastewater treatment. ''e

.� ,.ust also l.eep oursueing better and better ideas ~s".til .re catch

~r it'". the gro ring;rater pollution. Although h Hawaii has ~!one

ell hus far, it could 'oe better. .''.v paper .!ill explore ~e

c'characteristics of t'hreeof the City and County of Honolulu's

se'.ra e plants



XI'JTRQDUCTXON

"Under the 1972 amendments to the Federal ~~later Pollution

Control Act, thousands of waste treatment plants were to be

built aCross the nation in order to control or prevent water

pollution." The law authorized grant of approximately nineteen

billion dollars io build new and improved sewage treatme~t

planish'

"According to the law, every sewage treatment system must

meet federal standards by July, 1977.» "11any businessmen and

city officials complained that the deadline was unreasonable I I 3

"They ar gued that in many cases the deadlines either could

not be met at all or could be met only ag too high a cost for

consumers and taxpayers.'~»Xn an answer to these complaints
Congress voted to give the cities six more years ~til July

1, 1983 � to meet the intermediate deadline." The final dead-,5

line for both cities and industries to have the "best available"

antipollution equipment is July 1, 198>. Also limits have been

set on the amount and quality of effluents to protect the wat-

erways.

Xn the sewage plants of Hawaii either primary treatment

or secondary treatment , or both are being given. There are

On-site systems in Hawaii also, they include , cesspools,septic

tanks, aerobic systems, non-water systems, Dackage treatment

nlants, and treatment lagoons.

i'METHODOLOGY

The research for this paper included a personal inter-

view, the reading of selected books, pamphlets, and articles,
and visitations to..the three ~lant si~hts. The results of ~v

1 8search Are presented here.
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Sewape treatment r lents have been used for almost

hundred ~rears, There are two basis sta~es of treat-

ments, the Primarv stage and the Secondary stage. In the

Primari st::.-o. of the basic tx'eatment the sewage travel.-

through a numbex' of screens. The screens remove large

objects floating in the sewage. After the sewage has

been screened it then flows to what is called a grit

chamber , whez e grit, sand, cinders, and small stones

are allowed to settle to the bottom of the tank. !.then

all .he g.iC is removed the sewage still contains org-

anic and inorganic matter in the sewage in liquid and

solid form . The sewage then travels to a sedimentat-

ion tank and is allowed to set for awhile to let the

rest of the solidified oz'"-.anic and inor"anic material

fall to the bottom of the tank. This residue is called

sludge. To complete the primary stage of process the

effluent is chlorinated to kill the disease causing

bacteria in it.

"The secondary stage removes up to 90 percent of the

organic matter in sewage by making use of the bacteria

in it .""The two principal techniques used in the seco-

ndary stage are trickling filters and .he activa+ed sl-
1

udge." After the sewage leaves the sedimentation tank

in the primary stage of tx'eatment, it flows or is pumped

to a facility using one or the other of these processes.

A trickling filter is a bed of rocks from three to

six feet deep through which the sewage passes. "Hacter-

ia gather on these rocks and multiply until they can

consume most of the organic matter in the sewage." The

cleaner water seeps thxough the pipes in the bottom of

the filter for further treatment

The trend today is toward the use of the activ-

ated sludge process instead of tricklin-.. filters,"
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"This process speeds up the work of the bacteria by br-

inging air and bacteria laden sludge into close con-

tact with the sewage

After the sewage leaves the settlinr tank it ~oes

to an aeratio~ tank where it is mixed with air and slu-

dge loaded with bacteria and allowed to remain for sev-

eral hours. During this time, the bacteria breaks dcrwn

the organic matter.

"The sludge, now activated with additional mi.llions

of bacteria and other tiny orgariLsms, can be used again

by returning it to an aeration <ahk for mixing with new

se.rage and ample amounts of air."

The activated sludge process, like most other tech-

niques, has its advantages and limitations. The size

of the units necessary for this treatment is small,

thereby requiring less land space and the process with-

out flies and odors. "Rut it is more coa4ly to operate

than the trickling filter.

Lots of oxygen is needed in order for the activated

sludge process to be effective. Three methods are used to

to mix air with sewage and biolo~ically active slud,.e in

the aeration tanks. The first, is mechanical aeration,

the second is the forced air me~ end the tax.d is a

combination of the forced air method and mechanical aeration.

The final step in this process is the addition of chlorine.

Other traditional methods are lagoons, sometimes

called stabilization or oxidation ponds, They can oe used

to treat sewage in the secondary stage or they may be com-

bined with some other process. 'iIhen used with other basic

treatments, lagoons can be very effective.

Septic tanks are also used to treat the sewage f'rom

individual homes.
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Hawaii's traditional system is Che flushing toilet.

The toilet is connected to the public sewer system.. The

sewer system consists of pipes, pumps, and treatment plants,

The flushing toilets and connecting system uses a lot of water

and the system costs a lot of' money to construct and maintain.

They ar en't liked much because of the expenses involved

Construction of sewage treatment plants affect land uses and

increase Che water consumption. The traditional system is

needed f' or densely populated areas, but, ~ewer approaches must

be tested.

On-site systems use little or no water and don't require

expensive sewage linking. On-site systems include, cessoools,

septic tanks,and -aerobic systems.

Cesspools are the most widely used on-site system in Hawaii to-

day. a cesspool is a pit in the ground that receives untreated

waste from residents. They work well in rural areas, they are

popular because they are inexpensive and easy to install. They

are also unreliable at times . They get clogged somet"'-.es and

require pumping at private or public expense.

'ii'ith a septic tank wastes from a home go into an irt' ght

tank in the ground . this tank retains the solid and organic

waste materialsto be digested . The solids are eventually

pumped out, but this occurs af'ter a number of' years. There is

some treatment of wastes; and liquids that are discharc;ed over

a large land area allowing the soil to take out the pollutants.

here are very few sceptic tanks in.Hawaii because of the large

amount of land that they require.

":!aste enters an aerobic system where bacteria feed on

organic wastes. Air supplies Co the bacteria keeps them alive.

As the bacteria grow and die waste solids accumulate and must

be removed. By conf'ining wastes in a closed tank there is

less danger of polluting Che ground water suoply or nearby

coastal waters. Aerobic systems are environmentally sound.

The costs of pumping , repairs and energy make them more

expensive than cesspools and sceptic tanks.
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The Wahiawa Sewa e Treatment Plant

The Wahiawa sewage treatment plant uses the Activ-

ated Sludge Drocess with Anaerobic Di~estion. On an

verage day at the Vahiawa plant 1.4 million gallons of

sewage pass through the plant. During peak periods at

the plant the flow is increased to 2.6 million r.,allons

a day. Once the sewage goes through the Primary treM-

ment and the Activ'ated Sludge process , the excess slu-

dge must be broken down, this is done in an Anaerobic

Digestor, then the sludge is dewatered and disposed of

at a sanitary landfill. t5

At the Wahiawa plant sewage is tested weekly acco-

rding to NPDES permit requirements. Phosphates are te-

sted for in the sewage, but no tests for arsenic,mer-

cury, or radioactive wastes, the plant has it's own

laboratory for operational control analysis.

Seven men work at the plant on a three part twenty
I 1'

-four hour shift, seven days a week . Three to four men

work the 7:00am to 3:30 pm shift. One man from 3:00pm

to 11;00pm,and one man from 11:00pm to 7:00am. There

is also a, relief shift of one man.

The Vahiawa se«age treatment plant is the most ad-

vanced plant on the Island and puts its treated waters

into Lake Wilson Reservoir, where i,t is used among oth-

er things as water for irrigation purposes. The quality

of the effluents released by the plant must also meet

the requirements of the NPDES which is administered by

the State Department of Health.

In the case of an emergency the plant has a dual

power source and dual equipment but, if a tank should

break down the plant must be shut down until repairs are

made. The cost to run the Wahiawa nlant for one year is

lt115,988.
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THE PEARI CITY SEWAGE TREAT.'I NT PLAJJT

On an average day tne Pearl City sewage treatment

plant carries aaoroximately 6.5 million gallons of untreated

sewage. This plant uses primary treatment and anaerobic
cyV'

digestors for total flow, and the activated sludge secondary

treatment and aero'oic digestion for four million gallons

of the total flow ver day. ' On a oeak day, the aver'age amount

of sewage treated is ten million gallons. ':Jhen the sewage

treatment, orocess at Pearl City is completed, the sludge

is broken down in an anaerobic digestor, dried in sand beds

and disposed of at a sanitary landfill or city dump and
g2-

is cypverted into fertilizer. Sewage samples are tested

daily, Tuesday thru Friday according to NPDES permit require-

ments. Re Treatment plant does have its own laboratory
for operational control analysis but the plant dosen't test

for phosphates. arsenic, mercury or radioactive wastes . The

Pearl City treatment plant's last inspection by the federal

government was in I'Jovember 1977.

The plant has a two part 14 hour shift, seven days

a week, with a total of six men on the crew. There's one

-ian on relief shift, two to three men on the seven to three

thirty shift, and one man on the three to eleven shift. To

r'un the Pearl City sewage tr'eatment plant it costs $ 85,66l

thousand dollars per year. .If an emergency should occur

the Pearl City plant has dual equipment and an emergency

generator on the new expansion phase of the treatment plant.

THE SAND ISLAND SAVAGE TREAT"':tENT PLANT

The phase 2 construction of the Sand Island sewage

treatm,.nt plant is still in progress and should be com-

olete sometime in June 1978. So far only the screening

units are beina operated. After screening the sewage is

discharged into a deer ocean outfall.
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The Sand Island plant has an average f'low of 70.0

million gallons of' raw sewage per day. During a peak

period the plant takes in on the average approximately

90.0 million gallons per day. When the plant is finish-

ed in June 1978 it will be using Advanced Primary Treat-

ment with a Sludge Heat Treatment and Incineration. The

sewage will be tested weekly and whenever the lVPDES re-

quires it done.

CONCLUSION

The research presented. here in this paper provi-

des a general picture of the types of' wastewater treatment

plants on Oahu . I f'eel that a satisfactory representation

of' the primary and secondary treatments are used in the

three plants and On-site approaches. Ny research however,

provides only baseline information and further study pro-

grams are needed to be donducted of all existing plants

in order to improved the sewage plants that we already

have. Alternative disposal systems must be considered

from both an economic or conservation standpoint.
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SHORELINE BOUNDARIES AND HOM THEV AFFECT US
by Arno L. Hawman, Pahoa High School

INTRODUCTION

Few people are aware of the boun4ary lines ef beaches an4

coastal areas in gener+ in the state of Eawaii.

The reason I chose this topic was because of my ovn curiosity,
arouse4 by an experience I ha4 on a Bey Scout hkke along the north

Kana coastline. While hiking we came across many no krespassing
signs, keep out signs, an4 one fence that ran into the water at

high ti4e.

Another thing that areuse4 my curiosity was talking with

the Narine Science teacher «t Pahoa High School, Mrs ~ San4ra

IOLite, whe tel4 me that the management of the Sauna Kea Bea4h

Rotel »ere asking people en the beach, vho vere not, staying at the

hotels to leave. I vas curious about their rights an4 mineo

I wante4 te knew vhat rights I ha4 te that beach er any beach. ~

In this report, I am trying to answer all of my own questions

that I am hoping ether people think about, at least, once in awhile

I hope I am answering everyone elses' questions, as veil as, my

~ vn e

Shen people weul4 talk abeut, the shereline areun4 me, my

ears woul4 automatically perk up, because I vante4 to learn

something, It finally get to the paint, I just ha4 te 4e it

myself. Mhen I first starte4 my research, I was very confuse4 ~

I 4i4n't knew which answer was right because I encountere4

a variety of i4eas.

Ifhere 4ees the beun4ary line between public an4 private

property along the shoreline lief itchy aren't mere peephole

aware ef the laws concerning the shorelinyV Why hasn't the

government trie4 to inform the people ef the laws' The
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people in Hawaii rely en the sea for many things. In or4er te

get te the sea> yeu must cross the lan4. De you have the right
~ f access te the seat

METHODS AND MATERIALS

My first step, was te ask people what they knew about the

bou4nary line along the Hawaiian coast. I recieve4 four
4ifferent answers.

The secon4 step, was te go to the school library an4 look
fer useful information concerning the problem. I came across twe
books that turne4 out to be worthwhile. Princi les an4 Practices
~ f Hawaiian Real Estate an4 a law book containing information oC
coastal management.

The thix 4 stepf was to meet with a lawyer, Douglas Halste4
who previ4e4 me with vaxious law books. The only book I was able to
acquire a large amount of useful information from was Vol. 50 of the

Re-Applicatien ef Ashfor4. Nr. Halste4 4ix ecte4 me to the nearect
tarn map office> where I spent time looking at maps of shoreline
property. These maps were net of much use, because the sham'eline
was not cleaxly 4efine4.

The fourth, an4 last step, was te wxite letters te Life of the

Lan4, the Siexra Club-Hawaii Chapter, an4 the Legislative Reference

Bureau. I 4i4n't xecieve much useful information frem these

~ ouxces,however, the Legislative Reference Bureau 4i4 sen4 me a

list of cases to check outi This I 4i4i The Sierra Club referre4

my letter an4 myself, te another person whe is involve4 in coastal

cene management. This person was to reply te my questions, but
has ne t te 4ate ~



DISCUSSION

I feel that what people have tel4 me about the shoreline

boun4ary ~s all correct information. But if you want to sit adown

an4 otu4y the books an4 notes fex' awhile you fin4 eut that they
are all. Just as wrong as they are right. This is because there are

~ o many right answeres te the question, '%aero is the beun4ary

line between public an4 private property en the shoroline2«

If there was a set regulation there woul4n't be se much confusion.

Peaplo shou14 4e more to keep themselves inf'orme4 about

what is going on aroun4 them Mauna Kea Beach Kotel is in a law

~ uite at the present time because of their practice in x egar4 to
shoreline access. The hotel's inattention to the laws is what

has it in tho mess it is in at the pxesexlt time

If yeu yyn beach preperty, it woul4 be very a4visoble to leaxn

as much as yeu can about shoreline boun4aries. Check your lank

4ocument an4 see what it has to say. That might be as far as you

have to go. If you 4en't want to 4e this, then y'ou have no right
to say who's trespassing . an4 who isn't unless he walks accross

your property to get to the shore. kn4 even this is 4ebatable,

if «n ac%oat trail was thxough your preperty.

It is also a4visable to check out beach access rights. If

you are blocking people from going to the beach you might be in as

much trouble as Nauna Koa Beach Hotel is in for asking peeple te

leave the beach. The Hotel is also being sue4 fer blocking beach
access.

RESULTS OT RESEARCH

%hen I aske4 the people about shonoline boun4ries, the first

answer was, that these was no public property other than the water.



The secon4 answer, was the mainlan4 law which really has no effect

on u» here in Hawaii. The mainlan4 l~ states that a surveyor

must sux vey thy property an4 4etermine the boun4ary linc' The

thir4 answer, was the beun4ary line was the vegetation line. An4

the fourth answer, was the boungary line was the limu line, which

is the 4ebris line cause4 by the wash ef the waves at normal high
ti4e

The library boo4s I feun4, state4 that the boun4ary was most

commonly the limu line or vegetation line. However, the law in

effect when the property is sol4 has a great 4eal of effect en the

seawar4 boun4ary. The way the 4ecument was written effects the

beun4ary aloe. If the 4ocument states the makai beun4ary as being
along the sea, then the beun4ary line is the 4ebris line. If the

4ocument states the beun4ary line as being water lige at high

ti4e, then that is what it is,

From the case In Re-Application of kshfor4 from Volume �

witnesses are allowe4 to state their opinions because the court

wants to maintain ancient txa4itien, custom an4 practice. The

Na Ks Kai, or meawar4 beun4ary, is usually i4entifie4 as the
limu line.

I 4i4 net recieve any new information from any of the

people I wrote te, but I weul4 like te thank the Sierra Club

an4 Le+elative Reference Bureau for an acknowle4gement ef my
letters

CONCLUSION

I have cenclu4e4 that the boun4ary line, or Na Ke Kai, is

the limu line, unless the property 4ee4 says etherwise. Or

the property was purchase4 when the law was 4ifferent.
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I have also concluae4 that I have the right to walk down the

beach an4 not be bothere4 by property owners. Property owners

ought to be aware of these laws concerning the shoreline for their

own safety. For my own pretectian, it is a goo4 i4ea that I

known them 'toe ~

There ought to be one consistent regulation governing the

shoreline ef the entire state. It wou+4 cut confusion an4 4isputes

4ewn to a minimum.

People are not aware of the laws concerning the shoreline

because they 4on't try to be informe4. I arm now more aware of the

laws> because of the research I have 4one.

I have conclu4e4 that most shoreline property owmers with

beach property, in meat cases, must have some sort of public access'

They 4o not have the right to stop people from going te the beach.

They 4o, however, have the right te stop you or me from cro~s1ng

their property'

All of the answers I got from the people I asko4, er out of books

were all right answers,yet they were wrong in 4ifferent situations

where 4iffermnt laws were in effect.

The state of Hawaii shoul4 ckarify its shoreline boun4ary

laws for the benefit of all.
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IS NETAL A POLLUTION?
by Nelanie J. Staophill, Kubasaki High School

INTRODUCTION

The main part of this report will center around the i4inamata incid-

ent which sparked off the issue oF mercury poisoning. In this report I

will answer what happened and vhy. Afterwards I will discuss whether

metals are a danger to man and his enviro@ent or not.

The problem is that a disease that was first noticed in 1950 did

not really surface until the 1970's. We disease, once people heard

about it, caused a scare from fish for the time being. What happened to

it? Are metals still a menace to the envir8nent? What caused the disease?

What does it do to people? These are the questions I vill ansver in the

following report.
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A company named Chisso, +h t produces petro-c'emicals an plastics,

dmpea repu~rly in the .41namr ts area its araina:.e. Between the comp ny

and .linamata was a draina�~e channel which went into the nay. As far

back as l95C people noticed unusual happenings in the tay's water. Fish

were dying in great amounts and some of the sea pl nt life was also dy-

ing. By 1952, the situation was growing worse. There were now to be seen

lar ge patches of dead fish floating on the vs.ter. The dead fish weren' t

just in the bay, but also in the Shiranui Sea. Cuttlefish in the bay

we. e becoming so weak that children were able to catch them with their

bare hands.

ln the followinp year the cats in tne i1inamata ares started to be-

come sick. 'Ihe people in the area began to call the sickness "the danc-

ing disease" or "the cat's discs.se"2. The reason was that the cats

staggered about, salivating and then they would turn around in violent

circles. After this they would collapse and die. After tive years of

this all of the ca'.,s had disappeared, and this deadly disease took on

another form.

In April of 1956, a five year old girl from tiinamata fell ill with

irregular speech and symptoms like those of delirium. In about five

weeks members of the neighboring families had the same symptoms. By

that summer an epedemic of this strange disease had broken out. Most of

the af.ected people were from Minamata or surrounding vil'.ages.

1 and c oarae from Natural History-June July 19'75



The diseased peop'e h'd had the symptoms for many years before .anyone

really noticed. The Kumamoto University Medical School came to invest-

igate the case o the outbreak of the disease. They found out it was a

type of heavy-metal poisonin,' that vas in the fish ar.d shellfish they

were eating. By 1956, fifty-tvo people had this painful disease, out of

these fifty-two, tventy-tvo died. When examined a high amount of mer-

cury was found in the victims.

Way back then, a few people were worried and they found out what

was causing it. Was this the end of the matter? Will this always be the

end of the matter? No. In fact five years later, in 1971, scientists

of l'vA found that eighty-seven percent of the swordfish had more mercury

than federal guidelines will allow. So the officials asked the swordfish

industry to hold all shipments of swordfish for analynis. The next step

wax to recommend the public to stop eating swordfish. This and many

earlier reports of contaminated fish as salmon, tuna, and other seafood

showed the public there was another form of pollution....metal pollution.

WHZr» DQ MTALS BKCO!4K A POi,l U ANT?

Every living thing has many different metals in their hOdies in var-

ious concentrations. If you take the human as an example we contain al-

most every metal element there is. Yiost of these are needed for everyday

good body health. There are three instances that metals are considered

a pollutant. They are when they are in the vrong place, vrong time or

wrong concentrations. Vnen these conditions are present, it may harm

our envir8kent or health. Even though we mainly worry about the harm-

ful effects on map, it is normally man who causes the metal pol'ution.

Every year zan ~;et rid of a"- much mercury into oceans, rive s,

and lakes as is carried to the oceans by sll the world' s rivers.



The rivers get the mercury from the form of mercury compounds. This is

washed away from the soil and from .natural resourCes that are eroded

through rain and wind. One of the greatest causes of putting mercury in-

to the atomsphere is through the burnin~ of fuels. After these ca .ses,

this is only a small part of all mercury put into n'ture. The a~cans

have so much mercury that is always there that if man didn't ~dd any

mercury at al.L into the bodies of water the mercury level would still te

higher than the FI3A considers safe for humans. The main problem with

man's contributions to this problem is that they have a heavy concent-

ration so they are more dangerous.

Found in gunny river and lake sediments there are lsr.",e amounts of

dangerous mercury compounds and many people have tried to find a w: y to

get rid of the poisonous affects of this. At one time people thought

that the mercury compounds used for agriculture and inaustry were harmless

because of am experiment that showed it was safe. But the experiments

done at that tILme also said that the mercury co@pounds were not held in

the tissues of humans, fish, or birds that are in the humn food chain.

Yet this sounds contradictory because of the Minamata episode. But

scientg.sts considered this and many other cases of mercury poisonin~,

that were appearing in many other parts of the world, that there was more

to it.

They re-did some of the experiments they were doing and this time

thev found large amounts of methymercury. This is one of the most poi-

sonous kinds of mercury because this is held in anima3. tissues. 'Ibis mer-

cury came from the methane-forming bacteria th- t lies in lake nd river

sediments. This bacteria changes the less poisonous forms of mercury

into the dangerous methlymercury.
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So when the mer~uzy gathers in the body it combines with enzymes

and this then gets in the way of norm l life activity like oreatning,

thinking, etc. There seems to be no way to stop thi.; problem. iven if

the nercury com~oux~us in a. riculture weren't used any more, the river has

so m'py of these compounds now~ that they would continue to produce methyl-

mercury for hundreds of years to come.

In the ocean alone the mercury content of the water in the deep-

est ocean, the fish in this area compared to others, doesn't seem to

determine the amount of mercury in certqin fish. Also, the species of

the fish and the size don't hejp in the ~tter of concentration of

mercury. In the same species of fish the me- cury levels may be na-

turaxiy high in some and not in others.

CON CLUSIOK

5y conclude this report I can say that metals in the ocean and

rivers are a threat to man and the enviroment. There is no recent

information on this topic, and I assume that there is sow research being

done to solve the ~tte*- ~~ .mercury poisoning. To solve this problem we

could stop using methlymercury-forming materia~s in agriculture, so that

future generations would live mercury free. But, it seems there is»o

way we can stop the mercury in fish ths are in the ocean because they

are beyond our. ~entropy. I hope in the near future that something will

be done to clear this pro'blam from tn earth bee~use it is a pollution

and we have enough as it is.
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THE PEARL: THE GEM OF THE SEA
by Doris S. Kwan, Kubasaki High School

Though there exists a number of precious stones, each assessed by their

beauty, rarity and value, a perfect pearl of some size is certainly one

of the rarest of all gems. Although pearls are of organic origin, they

are principally composed of mineral matter. A pearl is a gem that is created

by a mollusc by an accident, of nature thus being unique of such as rubies,

diamonds and emeralds. Also unlike other gems, a pearl is admired. not for

its sparkle and glitter, but instead, for its rich luster and irridescence.

Ever since the early uses of the pearl were discovered, men have sought,

to discover the origin of it. Similarily, I had also been intrigued by

questions about this unique sphere. Therefore, I decided to research this

topic of much d,iscuasion in this report. The following ia an informatory

sketch of the pearl that will cover its history, its uses to man, its prod,uction,

and the kinds of pearls in existence.

Because of the immense amount of informs,tion on this subject, I have

endeavored to present this paper in a factual, concise manner which will

hopefully prove to be as fascinating a topic as I have found it to be,

"Materials and Methods"

Materials used in completing this report were encyclopedias, books, charts

and maps. Thorough research of knowledge on this topic of pearls was

needed in order to comprehend. the areas of the pearl that were covered,

After this was d.one, the topic was split into different sections and I

decided, upon the depth of presentation, the extent of detail needed to

explain my subject sufficiently. Then the report was written in a logical>

self explanatory manner,
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The Pearl> Gem of the Sea

The history of the pearl is a long one, even dating back to thirty-five

hundred years befoxe the birth of Christ and possibly further. It is

mentioned in the literature of ancient India as well as in that of China.

Yet, while the Singalese, Persians, Egyptigns and, Greeks all recogniEed the

pearl as a rare gem, it was the most popular with the Romans. In fact, the

pearl was so valued, that even a law was instituted forbidding the wearing of

pearls by all except those who had. attained a certain rank in the empire,

In ancient and medieval history, peaxls were religious symbols of

purity, harmony, humility, and. the gift of life. " The unblemished pearl

is one of the most ancient symbols of perfection."< Pearls were also used,

in medicine and magic not to mention ornamentally. Pearls were thought to

have medicinal value in soothing heart and. stomach disorders when coupled

with certain herbs. Pearl dust was believed. to be beneficial to the eyes,

Today, pearls are not only gems of romance and, love, but are still used in

medicineq decoration, and even as fertiliser.

The origin of pearls was sub!ect of much speculation by many early

writers. The belief that they were formed by rain drops falling into

certain shells and afterwards hardened by the secretion of the animal was

a popular belief. awhile another theory was that a pearl was a gallstone

created by a diseased oyster. However, it was not until after two centuries

of a world. wide argument that the truth was discovered. In 1907, a Japanese

scientist, Tokichi Nishikawa solved. the mystery of the pearl,

1 Kncyclopaedia 3ritannica Vol. 17
Encyclopaedia Britannica inc. 1972, Fg, 5 A
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Before anything is said, about the production of a, pearl, let us first

examine the animal that produces it so that we may und.erstand fully all that

is involved.. Theoretically, all bivalves are capable of producing pearls yet

only those that are produced by pearl oysters are accepts,ble to be called

gems. Those produced by other bivalves, though rarely found., are lusterless,

crude and. rather ugly. The pearl oyster belongs to the mussel family. The

producing what we call the fresh water pearl, and the specie found and

cultivated in Japan, Pinctada martensii.

During the bi-yearly spawning, millions of young oysters are liberated.

",hough, true to nature's laws, only some will survive. These will cling

to rocks and other submarine objects by means of their byssus, a glandular

«. ecretion of tough fibers. Bearing favorable conditions, the oyster will

begin to build its shell which will consist of four main layers, The

periostracum being the outer most layer, the prismatic layer consisting

of ca.lcite or aragonite with conchyolin  a horny substance!, the nacreous

layer composed of calcium carbonate and usually refered. to as "mother-of-

pearl", and. lastly, the innermost layer, the hypostracum,

After the shell is completed, there is little more for the oyster to

do than to stay in the shell and feed.. When feeding, the oyster will relax

its powerful adductor muscle and open its shell to consider any suitable food.

Chat passes by. If by any chance, a foreign object such as a grain of

sand, parasite, or fragment of rock gets lodged inside of the oyster, an

irritation is set up and the oyster will attempt to expel the object or

isolate it. If this is not possible then the oyster will proceed to cover the
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irritant with layers of the same substance aa its shell. hus as a result

of such an accident, the gem we know as the pearl is created,

Contrary to many people's beliefs, all pearls do not form into spherical

shapes. "Nearly 40 per cent of the harvested pearls have no commercial value,

and of the remai,ning 60 per cent, perhaps only 5 or 10 per cent will be flaw-

less, round, white jewels." The most valuable therefore the most desirable

shapes are round, drop, and pear-shaped pearls. If an irritant such aa a coring

parasite for example, is positioned between the shell and the mantle  inner

shell layer!, the produced pearl will be connected to the shell and therefore

must be cut away. This will naturally leave a flat surface from where it was

cut off. These shapes are called. blister pearls and are commonly used in

rings, earrings, pendants, and such settings that are able to hide the flat

aide, Also, quite commonly, pearls will assume strange, irregular, and

sometimes interesting shapes. Usually these shapes, refered. to as baroque,

are caused by the shape of the pearl's nucleus. Unless they are of unusual

luster, baroque pearls are of little value.

There are three types of pearls in existence. They are the natural

pearl, the imitation pearl, and the cultured. pearl. A brief description of

each kind will be given in the next few paragraphs.

Natural pearls are those which have been formed, without any human factor

involved. It ia these pearls which are acciddnts of nature, produced.

entirely without the help of man, Natural pearls are often called.

"Oriental" pearls, the reason being that moat of the pearl-bearing species

of oyster come from Japan and the Far East. 'he hues of natural pearls

can range from a white to a rosee and, even black. Black pearls are very rare

though,

2 Pearls, Jo Mazy McCormick
Sterling Publishing Co., Inc. 1966, Pg 74



Imitation pearls developed. as a part of the pearl industry but are now

classed as costume jewelry. hese pearls are in no way related. to natural

pearls. This is not to say that imitation pearls are of no value. In

fact, some imitations are made with fine materials such as mother-of-pearl

shell, conch shell and coral, but unfortunately, most are macLe with inexpensive

chemicals. "Quality ranges from the very beautiful "Yiajorca" pearls macLe

in Spain to cheap, shoddy and peeling white balls of plastic."

The making and marketing of cultured. pearls in recent years is largely

d.ue to the work of Japanese noodle-maker turned vegetable peddler, Kokichi

Nikimoto. It was he who first succeeded. in cultivating pearl oysters and,

devising an ingenious method. of producing a cultured. whole pearl. He

simply used. 8 n arti f i cial irritant, usually mother-of -pearl bead s and insez ted.

them within the oyster. The oyster was taken care of for approximately 3

years then harvested.. From this system arose the largest of all pearl

industries. Since the cultured pearl is actually formed by the oyster,

one cannot say that the pearl is synthetic. It is the product of an

alliance between man and. oyster. Even now, the cultured. pearl is
0

sometimes called,, after its discoverer, Nikimoto pearls.

Whether the pearl is natural, imitation, or cultured, they are all

used as jewelry but that is where, as you have just read, the resemblance

end.s.

3 Pearls, Jo Nary NcCormick
Sterling Publishing Co., Inc. L966, Pg 75
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Pearls have played. a large role all through man's history. 1'hey had

many uses then and t,oday, the peaxl i.s sti.ll a source of delight and is of

use to man. A little was presented in this report not only of the history

and. uses of the pearl, but also about the oyster and, the formation of a, pearl,

Three types of pearls were discussed, These were the natural pearl, the

imitation pearl and the cultured pearl respectively. In addition to this,

we have seen how man is able to work with nature to change the production

of pearls from an accident to an industry.

+ recommendations to the governments vhose countries have pearl

industries is to standardize the quality of export pearls in order to

keep pearl prices and values consistent worM vide. I also recomsend that

those governments institute Iavs that vauld make mandatory that pearls

be labeled natural, cultured, or imitation to protect businesses as veil

as consumers from any false representation.
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PRECIOUS CORALS IN HAMAII
by Naia Chang, University Laboratory School

ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the precious coral industry in Hawaii. The old. and

new harvesting systems are described and also the danger of over- harvesting,



IMP.ODUCTIOt<

This paper talks about the 3 types of precious coral, the problem of

over-harvesting, and other information regarding the precious coral industry

of Hawaii.

Information fer this paper came from The U,H. Sea Grant Pr~~, The

Department of Planning and Zcomamic Development, and. an interviee with Nr.

3oh 3artko, co-inventor of the harvesting system for the Star II.

The precious coral industry has been around for a long time, It was not

until recent years that the beautiful jewelry made from the coral became

popular. Pink, gold, and. black coral, all havested near the Hawaiian Islands

are the 3 species that are the basis fo} the local coral industry; an industry

that may gross ll million this year. The tourists identify the jewelry with

the Hawaiian Islands, and buy a lot of it, thus practically doubling the local

market this year,

All of the big coral bede are owned. by the state. Anyone wcth a special

permit can harvest shallow water precious coral by scuba diving, but there is

a limitation to how much coral they can bring up. 4fith the deep water coral~

harvested w th the Star II, e submersible, they need to have a licens< and

the operators of the sub have to file a report every month to the state division

of fis' and '-arne of how much coral they brought up. They are also required to

renew +"eir license ever ' ear.



The dredging method was the only meth+4 of harvesting coral until the
Star II ~ They would wrap huge rocks weighing about 20 kg with heavy wire and.
attach them to nets. Then they dragged them across the ocean floor and. the
coral would get tangled. up in the nets and hauled up to the boats A tat of
"oral is lost while being hauled. up and this method also destroys much of the
remaining coral The Star II is now the only mithod used. for harvesting coral
.'Ln Hawaii. Dredging has been outlawed because it is wasteful and destructive,
~ile with the Star X, they can be selective and. choose the big trees and

:Leave the small ones to grow, The Star II is a small 2-man submersible. It

has a basket built in front, a coral cutter blade, and a manipulator that puts
the coral in the baskets It is all monitored. by remote control inside the sub.

The Star II is only designed. for depths of l,200 ft. 1,600 ft down there

are hundreds of beds of coral they can't reach, They are actually getting

only the first layer. A 70 foot support ship, tows the sub out and. back

They maintain communications with the ship throughout the dive. There aren' t

too many people involved. in the dive, only one man in the sub, two on the

support ship, and $ divers on the 1aunch and recovery platform, but they axe
i

all very highly skilled and trained.

Coral is made by tiny animals called Polyps, What they basically do, is

tc take the calcium out of the water, then deposit calcium caxbenate  limestone!

around the lower half of their bodies. As new polyps grow, the limestone

formation becomes 1arger and larger thus produoing the skeleton that we know

as corale

Corallium Secondum, more commonly known as Pink coral is found between

depths of 1200 to 1600 feet deep, The average tree is 12" to 15" high but may
8grow as large as Q feet high. About 75/~ of pink coral is harvested locally.

Kaui divers who are now the largest precoius coral manufacturers in the world

have harvested. more than lyt00 kgs of pink coral annually. Prior to 1972
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the industry was almost totally dependant on Japan for their pink coral. gut,

in 1972 the Star II, had begun operating. This, together with the pink coral

resources, essentially freed the local industry from their dependance on Japan.

At 1200 feet, pink coral looks like a combination of orange, yellow red,

and on the tips a light yellow. All coral is more colorful underwater because

of the animal life surrounding it. It is quite easy to te13, wether it is pink

or gold underwater, regardless of the lack of light. Because of the branch

formation, shape, and the light they give off,

Pink coral is the largest selling of the p~ious corals because of its

pretty colm. There are many shades of it~ some so light that they look white,

but the largest selliqof the pink is a very light pink called Angels Skin by
the retailers.

Harvesting the pink coral, off Nakapuu point, led to the discovery of

gold coral vhich resulted in an economic boost te the coral industry. Go3.d

coral~ othervise called Para@can Thus~ is found. at the same depths as pink

coral, The difference in pink and gold coral, other that the color factor,

is their difference in siss. While pink coral grows to a maximum height of

Q feet, the average height of a gold is g-6 feet high and may grow up tc 10

feet, i~nderwater, gold coral is yel3.owish geeen and has a bio-luminecencse

about it. The color reflects the light soil is easy tc see. Gold coral has

a range of colors; tan, brcnse, gold., olive, and a near black, all nave great

commercial potential.

The Nakapuu bed. of pink coral, discovered in 1965, is the largest bed of

pink and gold ever found It is approximately 6 miles avay from shore and

covers about 1.4 square miles. It is an ideal place for coral because of

it's decl currents and hard rock bottom, washed clean of silt and sand. 'w'hen

Naui Divers fo out looking fm coral beds, they look for places like Fakapuu

vith the right bottom contour. It has tc be somewhere quite c3ose to a major
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harbor so tney can operate with the harbor and. service their equi~'ment there.

If it takes too long to get back from where they harvest, it's uneconomical,

so they try to find coral beds nearby.

The last of the precious corals is the Antipathes:"randis, black coral

'Men the industry started out, all they used was black until the pink and,

mid were discovered. .here are two types of black coral, deep and shallow

water, The deep watex black is shiny in its natural state, The shallow

water black has to be shined and polished. to get the shiny effect.

The majority of black coral is in the Luau Channel off Ywui, and, the

is more black coral in the ocean than any o4ct.

about 100-$00 feet deep. Black coral is

southern half of Kauai. There

Scuba divexs harvest at

the still some sales of undersized colonies

The deep watex black, harvested with the sub,

primarily used for jewelry> but

as curios, especially in JIaui,
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looks deep dark red underwater, It is the hardest to see of the three corals

because it gives off the fCa4flight. The average sise of a black tree is about

6 feet but they grow up to lO feet high

The problem of over-harvestir~ is small but growing There is a conservation

law now in effect that states just how much coxal you can bring up. Emu.divers

can harvest up to 2,200 lbs of coral a year but even so, there are thousands

of small trees left to grow and. replenish themselves. There ~ also small

beds of coral distributed. all arced the iSlands. There is no serious danger

of extinction because these beds and, rnuqr erous others are too far Sway for IIaui

divers of' anyone else to harvest,

5 ~ coral may be endangered bgf only off Kaui Point Since people

~st them frequently and sell them as curios, serious depletion of the black

there mav occur.

Coral, in its original state is not sold. The new ruling of the state



says it is illegal to sell coral as curios. Sometime you may see a tree in

a store window. These are not for sale but are just advertisement for the

stores jewelryo

If the over-harvesting should get ou of hand, there. are many ways to

solve the problem, A f'ew are:

1! Increase the limitations on harvesting for everyone. This will present

problems because the coral industry will most certainly object to this unless

they are as consious of the problem as we are, Otherwise this seems like the

best idea.

2! To permit only store retailers of persoNal business operators to ~sst

the coral. This idea seems logical but we can expect a strong refusal from the

".ublic who will probably feel they have as much of a right to harvest as others.

3! Have certain seasons for harvesting. For example, harvest only during

summer and winter. This way the coral will be allowed. to replenish itseLf,

A drawback to this method is that the companies might feel cheated. out of 2

seasons of harvesting and complain,

4! Ban harvesting for a few years till the coral can be replenished.. This

should be done immediately if the coral starts getting sparce. This will

certainly make the companies most unhappy, but if the situation gets so out

of hand. it is the only alternative.

These are just a few of the things we could do if the problem of over-

harvesting gets serious.

CONCIUSION

At the present time there appears to be no danger of serious depletion

of the precious corals. However, steps should be taken to inventory the

situa'ion periodically ~
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PRECIOUS CORALS OF HAWAII
by Letttia K. S. Dang, Sacred Hearts Academy

INTRODUCTION

Can our precious coral resources become extinct7 Ax'e our precious coral

resources being used wisely? In my report on precious corals in Hawaii, I

explain briefly how the use of certain coral came about, its growth rate and

how its being harvested. I also tell where and how m»ch coral is found

around the islands. But most 9atfpoitant I tell how much is used and what it

is used for,

'%K HAWAIIAN CORAL INDUSTRY

In Hawaii, theze are presently, four different types of living corals,

which are under exploitation, These are the black corals, the pink corals~

t,he gold corals, and the stony' or reef-building cora1s.

The black corals are harvested by scuba divers at great, depths, generally

between 30 and 80 meters. The black coral is primarily the. magog one used in

the manufacture of jewelry. If the use of black coral is not controlled,

there may be a decrease of it in resources off Lahaina.

The black coral industry began in 1/58 in Hawaii, when Jack Ackerman and

Lax'ry Windley discovexed the beds off Lahaina, Maui. Since then the harvest

of black coral has increased from year to yeax' gradually. The main place of

harvest is the Auau Channel off Maui and the southern half of Kauai. The

divers are required to have a commercial fishing license, but there are no

regulations to the amount, they harvest.

Pink and gold coral are presently harvested with a small two-man submer-

sible, named Star II. The Maui Divers of Hawaii~ Ltd. ~ harvest approximately

1,200 kilograms of pink coral every year.
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Before, the Hawaiian Coral Industry got, their pink coral from Japan~ but

through the development of natural resources, we don' t, have to depend on Japan

for the pink coral anymore.

".mid coral was first introduced in the late 1974, since then it,s market-

ing has been successful. The amount of gold coral taken from the sea was

about, 300 kilograms annually.

Both pink and gold corals in Hawaii are harvested at depths between 350

and 400 meters~ generally at distances greater than 3 miles from shore. The

state of Hawaii now has authority to regulate landings, but can not prevent

U.S. nationals from harvesting the resources outside of 3 miles of each island.

The stony or reef-building corals are harvested by scuba divers. Current

state law prohibits the taking of stonjt corals from the shoreline area and the

ocean inside of 304 meters off shore and at depths of less than $ meters.

Outside of these limits the harvesting of stony coral for domestic or curio

purposes is legal in all countries. Commercial harvest is legal in all coun-

tries except the City and County of Honolulu, where a permit is required.

However, because the stqte does not have the man power for adequate patrol,

it, is virtual+ impossible to determine where corals are collected and for

what purposes.
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BLACK CORAL

The history of black coral goes back generally thousands of years.

Apparently the commercially available supply of black coral was rather limited

until the advent of scuba in the early 1',50's. In 3.558 a large bed of black

coral was discovered oft maui by Jack Ackerman and Larry Windley of Maui

Diver of Hawaii. Since that time a vigorous although small, black coral

jewelry industry has flourished in Hawaii,

There ax'e two types of black corals, the Anti athes dichotoma snd the

Anti athes andis species. The average annual rate of increase in height

over a 3.5 year period was 6.42 centimeters for the A. dichotoma and 6 l2

centimeters for the ~A, andis. This means hetsesn the tso species there is

not much difference, due to the siae or placement on a reef. The growth rate

of a colony is due to its heslth and not its enviroment.

HARVEST

Black corals are harvested by scuba divers at depths of 30-80 meters.

There are no government restrictions on the number of divers, but nevertheless

the job and its dangerous nature~ has not been a competitive one. There are

about l0-12 known divers in Hawaii, plus a unknown number of amature divers~

who dive occasionally for coral.

Most divex's work in pairs~ using which they have a small boat, ranging

in cost between $4,000-$l5~000~ depending on its sile. Other required equip-

ment which they have is air tanks, a regulator, a depth gauge, fins, mask,

a sledge hammer, a hatchets and a decompression meter.

There is no regular season fox diving. The number of days on which they

dive depends on the weather and varies from month to month ranging from 0-30
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days and averaging about 10 days per month.

Colonies of black coral are dislodged from the bottom with an ax or sledge

hammer. R,arely saws or powerheads are used. Most divers tie the coral to lift.

bags and float the colonies to the surface During a dive~ which usually lasts

10-20 minutes, depending on the depth, a diver usually gets 1-2 trees. A

daily harvest averages 5 pounds, but may range from O-l00 pounds. With the

present price of black coral at $7.50 per pound, a diver will average about

$70.00 per day, but may make as much as 8750.00 per day.

To date the black coral supply has always been greater than the demand,

the reason for the small number of divers, which depend on black coral as a

steady so~res of income. Nost divers, have other part time jobs or depend on

other resources of the sea.

DISTRXBUTION AND APt!NDANCE

The '.sant. aeogoaphio osage foe both Anti athes diohotoaa and ~Anti athes

AHsndis in the Hawaiian Islands extends between the island oi' Hawaii and

Niihau, but studies show'that it also extends northwest of the Niihau island.

The depth ranges of both species are 30-65 meters and 45-Q6 meters,

respectively require modification at the lower limit. Based on recent obser-

vations from Star II off Hawaii, Jgiaui, Molokai, and Kauai, it is now resonably

certain that the lower depth limit at both species is about 110 meters.

Since 110 meters is close to the top of the major thermocline in Hawaiian

waters, temperture may play a ale in determining the lower depth limit of

these species.

Within the depth ranges, both species are highly aggregated and are

mostly fcund on or under verticil drop-offs. Where such features are found,

such as off Maui and Kauai, both species are particularly abundanto This

means that their abundance is related to habitat space and that a positive
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relationship may exist between abundance and recruitment, least until the ha-

bitat is fully' saturated. Off Oahu, sediments have covered many submarine

terraces and notches thereby significantly reducing the habitat of both species.

This may be the reason why there is hardly any black coral off Oahu.

PRODUCTION

The coral divers do not have a special buyer or agent. They sell their

coral to anyone who will pay the price. In most cases, coral jewerly manu-

factures buy the black coral from them individually.

To some extent, the group of black divers acts as a monopoly. Since

this is the only significant source of black coral. Though these divers have

not become formally organized~ they make !oint decisions with regard to price.

There is a limit to w5ich the divers can increase the supply price because

futher increase in supply price may lead to a decrease in demand and/or import-

ation of non-local resources. Such considerations hant: tended to stablize the

price of raw black coral.

If there were any large change in supply or demand, the price may go up

the supply of coral. It all depends if the coral fishing gets better and

can meet the demands. But if cora1 fishing gets better and the demand is low,

the prices for raw coral will be lowered.

LA1'ENDINGS AND RUSSO>'RCE NANAG86ÃT

The amount of black coral landed in Hawaii yearly primarly depends on

loca1 consumer demand. According to a survey about 85$ gf local coral

gewgx;y sales were to tourists. The total annual landings have varied fxom

about 5,000 to 7,000 kilograms.

Because it, appears likely that the demand for black coral will continue

to increase, some sources of resource management, will have to be necessary.



While establishing an annual quota for conserving the resource, it may be

difficult to enforce. Divers may stockpile landings and/or attempt to create

an export market. A better thing to do is to establish a size limit.

If the size limit is sufficiently greater than the size at reoroductive

maturity, a protected period for reproduction is assured, this is sometimes

called a "reproductive cushion."

BLACK CORAL JERKILY

'i%en the first black coral jewelr~ was made, the manufactures attention

was toward tourist. The tourist bought the black coral jewelry because it

was as exotic product found in the deep sea in Hawaii, However, as the local

people got more exposed to it ~ they saw it as a scarce, natural precious

stone. The people from Japan preferred black coral to pink coral, because

they don't have black coral but large amounts of pink coral. For other tourist

it was considered a souvenir from Hawaii.

Black coral is sold in jewelry in such items as, branch pins, tie-tacks,

cuff-links, rings, pendants and almost any other type of jewelry. Black coral

is also sold loosely in bags for the tourist to take home.
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PINK CORAL

The use of pink coral dates back to pre-Christian times. The Italians,

Tibetanese, Chinese, Indians, Persians and Japanese used the coral because

of its commercial value, but also because it was supposed tc, nave mystical

powers. Before 1830 most pink coral came from tne .'~iediterranean Sea. But in

the last century Japan, Okinawa, and Taiwan have become the major producers.

Scarcity of coral beds in Japan lead them to discover an enormous bed at

400 meters on the Nilwaukee Banks, 500 miles northwest of the Nidway Island

in the Hawaiian Archipelago.

In 1566 Dr. Vernon Z. Brook and Dr, Theodore C. Chamberlain of the Uni-

versity of Hawaii discovered a pink coral Bed at 1,200 to 1,500 feet in the

Yolokai Channel, 6 miles off Nakapuu, Oahu.

From 1966 to 1969 several firms were involved in harvesting the pink

coral in Hawaii. The colors collected ranged from pink to almost white.

Only 10/ of the shade of pink, referred to as "Hawaiian angelskin" was har-

vested, The harvesting stopped in 1565 due to bad weather and no records were

kept of how much was collected. Since then, the pink coral jewerly industry

has been flourishing in Hawaii, although temporily dependent on imported pink

cora3..

GROWTH

Neasurement of the growth for Corallium secundum  pink coral! after one

year is about 0.9 centimeters. Scientists get their measurements by growth

rings, which is not a very precise method, but the only they ~ave. The growth

rate depends on the health of the coral and its placement on a reef, not on

its environment.
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HAH,VEST

The method by which we harvest our pink coral in Hawaii is the same as the

Japanese technique. They use tangle nets attached to stones, which are dragged

across the bottom where the stones serve to dislodge the coral~ after which it

is entan�.led in the nets. This method obviously is a hit and miss operation.

It is also not too economically successful, because dredging vessels locally

have employed only one line per haul. Japanese vessels have up to 16 lines a

vessel. We must increase our efforts for better harvesting to become competi-

tive.

The University of Hawaii is planning to collect coral with a submersible.

This will allow selective harvest and also will help us conserve the resource.

VISTRIBT'TION !NP ABIDANCE

The geographic range for pink coral extends from the Hawaiian Islands to

the Milwaukee Banks. The depth range is about $50 to 475 meters, but some

co3onies have been found as shallow as 230 meters. Nost of the pink coral

are found in patches at the 200-fathom contour on the Oahu side of the Nolokai

Channel. Bottom currents are bi-directional and range between 0 ano 150 centi-

meters.

The entire bed of pink corgi esthnates aboi:t 80,000 co3.onies. But the

estimate standing crop is about 26,000 kilograms in the Makapuu bed.

V PORTED PINK CORAL

cept for the time between 1966 and 1565 when a small amount of pink

coral was harvested locally~ Hawaii's c oral industry depench mainly on imported

resources. The imports included three categories of pink coral: cruel or raw

coral; coral polished, but unset; and coral jewelry .

Hawaii's inported coral came mainly from Japan~ Taiwan, and Hong Kong,
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with a small exception which a small amount came from Okinawa and Italy.

LSfDXNGS JIB RESOURCE NKAG~» T

Landings over the past 3 years have averaged about 1,200 kilograms,

which is slightly high. The maximum landing should te around 1,000 kilogrsms

per vear, so that there is enough ti~e for tl"e coral to mature in growth,

At the present time there is no need to limit how much is being harvested,

because the cost to operate a submersible is doing the job. Shat would be

more useful would be ti e prohibition of all forms of dredging for precious

corals because it can ruin the habitat,

A jurisdictional base for management of the pink coral fishery by the

United States had been established in l'..58, by the Geneva Convention on the

Contiental Shelf. Since the pink coral fishery is just outside of the state' s

territoral sea, its management should become the responsibility of the western

Pacific Reginal Council.

PINK CORAL ~LY

Pink coral is sometimes considered a precious stone. The pink coral in-

dustry started in the same manner of the black coral industry with the thought

of tourist sales. Pink coral also has a souvenir value, even though it seems

more of a precious stone. The pink coral labeled as "genuine Hawaii. an angel-

skin" are impor'ted from Japan, although it has been harvested in the Hawaiian

Archipelago by Japanese fisherman.

Pink coral is found in almost sny type of jewe lay you can think of. Tt

is also sold in branches as souvenirs for the tourist, to take back with them.
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STONY CORALS

There are many types of stony corals some of them listed in the order of

importance are Pocilla ra meandrina Pocilla ra da~icornis Fun ia sctaria,

Portes lobata and Monti ra verrucosa. Cut of them one is of commercial use,

that is the Pocilla ra aeandrina species, Pocillo ra deaicornis end ~Fun ia

scut@I'.ia are foiiM hi Shan.lowei' .Waters and are protected by the laws

The Pocillo ra meandrina species is found main+ on the leeward side of

the islands of Oahu and Hawaii. The minimum diameter of colonies of the Po-

cillo ra meandrina is about 16 meters.

Stony corals or reef-building corals~ which are used by the construction

industry are not, in danger of being overharvested~ although small colonies of

for a number of reasons and it could become locally extinct ~

GOLD CORAL

Golc,' coral was first discovered in 1567 and was not of commercial use un-

til 1974 when an entire bed of gold coral trees ms found off Kaena Point on

the island of Oahu.

Gold coral is extremely rare and they are occasionally found among the

pink coral trees. The gold coral trees are cut and polished in the same man-

ner as the pink corals, It is a1so made into ~ewerly, in such forms of rings,

earrings, pendants and so on,
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CONCLUSIONS

If our precious coral resources are not limited in harvesting, they could

become extinct. Natural+, Hawaii auld not want to lose a main resounce like

coral. Coral may be abundant now, hut. maybe in t,he future years it will be no

more. [Sat will happen then' Hawaii should start preserving the coral now

and so there will be some for later on.

Ways in which Hawaii could preserve its natural coral resource are,

first, to 1imit the amount of harvesting and second, to make coral reserva-

tions, which coral could be grown, just like plantations in which grow plants

for people to eat.
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PRAMN FARMING J.N HAWAII
by Leslie R. Kop, Sacred Hearts Academy

Introduction

Aquaculture is not some mysterious science. It has many

practical uses and it may be one of the most rewarding field

in which science can make an immediate and lasting contribution

to mankind,

Por thousands of years man has farmed on land and has

neglected the sea. Aquaculture, as an important addition to

the world's food, supply, also has the responsibilities for pro-

tection of the seas and the coastal areas.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the major aspects

of prawn aquaculture in the State of Hawaii.

Introduction of Prawns

In 1965 the Pish and Game Division of the State of Hawaii

imported, 36 giant fresh water prawns  Nacrobrachium rosenbergii!

from Relaysia. After a thorough investigation of the physical

and biological characteristics and after a number of trials, a

technique was developed. The state scientists can now hatch

eggs and rear them through the life cycle. More than 2 million

prawns of 5 generations have been produced from 36 originally

imported prawns.
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Advantages

The advantages of this particular species over the many

others are

l. it readily adapts te a mde range of salinity

2. it is amenable to culture techniques

it breeds throughout the year under natural conditions

a large female can produce as many as 80 thousand eggs

5. the female carries and cares for eggs thus resulting in

relatively high hatching success

6. it has a relatively short larval life

7. it is a fast-growing omnivore, feeding on both animal

and. plant materials

8. taste test done by an independent laboratory in New

York indicated that the fromen fresh water prawn was

more delectable than froaen salt water shrimp. Although

it is technically feasible to produce prawns in Hawaii,

the economic feasibility of this production has yet to

be determined

1. Shang, Dr. Yung Cheug. "Some Economic Aspects of Fresh Water
Prawm Farming In Hawaii," proceedings Kauai aquaculture con-
ference. June 25, 1972. pg 14.
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Kiajor Steps Involved. in Prawn Production on a Commericial Scale

There are two major steps involved in prawn production

on a major commercial scales 1! producing of juvenile prawns

{eggs to a stockable size! in a hatchery and. 2! growing stockable

;juvenile prawns in ponds to market-size.

The first step is to estimate the cost to the farmers in

producing juvenile prawns. The production of juvenile prawn

involves the building of tanks, the constructing of a laboratory,

and. the purchasing of different kinds of equipment. There are

also yearly costs in operating the hatchery. It is estimated

that construction costs of a hatchery facility, with the space

of producing 16 million juvenile prawns, would be about $170,000.

Equipment costs would be around $21,000 and. the yearly operation

cost would be in the area of $70,000. The production cost of

juvenile prawns is estimated to be about $6 per thousand. How-

ever, if both the death rate of juvenile prawns and the length of

the production cycle can be reduced., an annual production of 23

million is likely. Then, the cost of production would be reduced,

to about $5 per thousand.

The next step is to estimate how much it would cost the

farmer to produce juvenile prawns in ponds to market-size. Por

a 10 acre farm construction, cost of ponds is estimated o,k about

@,000 per acre. The cost depends on the slope of the land, type

of soil, and, amount of clearing work. The yearly operating cost
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Market Potential

The success of this industry depends on the market potential

of prawns. It is estimated that the local market potential is

less than half a million pounds at the price range of $1.60 to

$2.00 per lb. If the cost of prawns is about the same as that

of shrimp, which is equivalent to about $1.20 yer lb. in live

weight, the local use may be over 0.5 million younds under a

sufficient market pxomotion program.

There is a potential market on the U.S. mainland and in

Japan. However, it is not likely that locally produced yrawns

can compete with shrimp of comyarable size in those msrkets at

this time unless yroduction cost is reduced and/or the price

of shrimp is increasing there- Ntith the demand of shrimp greater

prices have been increasing rapidlythan the supply, W~ ~p

during the past few years in the United States as well as in the

world market. This helps to supply some promise for prawn farm-

ing in the futures
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 including the cost of juvenile prawns! is estimated to be about

$4,300 and the equipment cost would be about 4700 yer acre. The

estimated annual production of prawns is about $,000 lb. per acre.

The cost of production of prawns to market-size is about $1.90

per lb. With more exyerience and studies, the death rate may be

reduced and annual production of 4.000 lb. per acre may be pos-

sible. Then, the cost of production would be reduced. to about

$1.50 pex lb.



Observations  Research! 1965-1970

From 1965 to September, 1968, the research into prawn

biology and a number of tzials, scientists succeeded in dev-

eloping a practical mass-culture techniqde and bhilding up a

breeding stock that could fill predicted needs for both re-

search and, industry. The research allowed completion of the

animal's life cycle, that is, rearing from egg to adult. It

was found, when placed in ponds for the grow-out phase, that is,

to grow from small juveniles to mazketable prawns, the period

of time is 6 to 7 months. Total time to market was approxi-

mately 9 months.

l969 through 1971, several small private ponds on Oahu

were experimentally stocked with juvenile prawns. Harvesting

of these ponds at the end of 9 months produced ponds st the

rate from 3,200 to 0,000 lb. per acre per year. Data from

these studies were used to develop a production schedule for

the ponds based on a cyclic program.

During the 1969 through 1970 time period attempts were

made to reduce labor by using 5,000 -gallon laxva3. rearisg tanks.

Though management of mater quality proved a problem with these

larger tanks, the total cost of producing 1,000 juvenile prawns

was reduced. to $1.93. In October 1970, under terms of agree-

ment, about 260,000 juvenile prawns were stocked in ponds of

Fishfarms Hawaii at Kihei, Maui, to test the effectiveness and
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economics of prawn food. Destroying storms wiped out this crop,

suspending the experiement:

However. in April 1971, 4 ponds were reconstructed. In

1971 and 1972 research work continued on a continuous cycling

method of prawn culture. Progress was made in cooperation with

Gentaro Ota, pond owner, who produced an average of 300 lb. of

marketable prawns per acre per month.

In 1973 new larval-rearing facilities at the Anuenue Fisheries

Research Center were completed. With these facilities, more

than 2 million juvenile prawns per 40-day rearing cycle were

provided to stock approximately 100 acres of ponds.

By 1974 several more pond owners had entered into cooperation

agreements with the Anuenue Fisheries Research Center and received

juveniles to stock their ponds. An estimated 2,700,000 juveniles

were produced for distribution to farmers. As a result of the

research and development of prawns, there is an economically

feasible aquacultural industry in Hawaii.
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Conclusion

Fresh water prawn is a new product. Por any individual

or firm wanting to start a commercial prawn business, it is nec-

cessary that the operation be advised, and supervised by a person

specifically trained in the culture of prawns. At present, only

a few persons within the State of Ha~aii have this knowledge.

Aquaculture can provide financial benefits to the state.

It can provide an increased form of income through production

for local end export markets. Federal funding can generate

research and training, thereby creating new jobs for those who

are able to work in this field and reducing independence on im-

ports of fish, seafood, and other products. It is very probable

that Hawaii can be a leader in this field.

1. Corbin, John, S. January 1976. A uaculture in Hawaii 1 6.
Prepared foz the Department of Planning and Economic Develop-
ment State of Hawaii.

2. Craven, John P. 1971. Hawaii and, A uaculture~ The Blue Hater
Revolution. State of Hawaii Department of Planning and Econo-
mics Development.

Rona, Hideto. January, 1977. Hawaii A uacultere Planni Pro-
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A }UACULTURE: THE PROBLEMS, POTENTIAL, AND DEVELOPMENTS
IN RAISING AMCBOBR4CHZLM ROSSMZRGI1

by Mendell M. Hino, University Laboratory School

Foreword  or Ward Four in the State Hospital!

My decision to waste my time and effort by doing research on Hawaii's

prawn industry stems from the fact that the dumb shrimps are raised to be

eaten.

At Anuenue Fisheries, I saw the experiments and research projects that

were used to gather the data that is presented in my reference material.

All this took place a few years ago when they pioneered the methods that

the commercial prawn farmers use today. I was surprised to hear about the

progress and new developments made since then.

Recently, however, the aquaculture industry has shown that it can stand

on its own two feet. No longer are prawns raised only by guys with backyard

swimming pools and bathtubs. Prawns make me sick.

"Eh, we gc ~crahhin in da Ala Wai!"

Introduc tion

Aqua. culture has, and always will be an important subject to consider when

Hawaii's economy is concerned. The Division of Fish and Game of the Depart-

ment of Land and Natural Resources has been trying to establish aquaculture

as a major industry, and. has conducted research on aquaculture in cooperation

with other State agencies and private individuals. U successful, such an indus-

try would provide jobs and income for the residents of thi.s state and make the

State of Hawaii more self-sufficient.
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This paper focuses on and analyzes the problems, development, and aqua-

culture potential of one of the animals used in aquaculture research, the

Ma lays ian p rawn.

Methods of Research

There weren't any experimental or controversial research methods used

in the preparation of this paper, Data was gathered froxn other reports that

were actual field studies, or the results obtained from the production records

of the prawn farmers.

Because there was a lack of suitable material at the library, I requested

and received reference material through the mail from Takuji Fujimura and

Anuenue Fisheries. Others who were involved with aquaculture offered papers

and pamphlets on the subject.

Although this paper covers most of the important topics concerning prawn

farming and summarizes the content of these four recent reports, it should be

noted that the original data from which my generalizations are made are not

xIly own.

Re suits

in the aquaculture indust ry because it has a number of advantages over many

other crustaceans. The species is perennial, and "is widely distributed in

l
most of the fndo-Pacific Region." It inhabits both fresh and brackish water

regions, and thrives in either turbulent or calm waters.
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2
tures once it reaches its juvenile stage, and this makes it possible for it to

raised almost anywhere in the State, The hatching success of Malaysian prawn

eggs is high because the fernale prawn carries her eggs, thereby resulting in

minimal loss of the eggs to predators.

I'
metamorphose from larva to juvenile, and this metamorphosis can be achieved

in only twenty-two days under ideal conditions. It is also a fast-growing

3.
species; some individuals reach market size in only seven months.

Because of its excellent potential for success in Hawaii's aquaculture

4
industry, it was inevitable that the Malaysian prawn would be introduced to

the State. Many obstacles lay in the path to success. Solutions had to be

found tn the existing economic and biological constraints, yet a prawn industry,

if successful, would be a great asset to Hawaii's economy; the problems were

well worth solving.

Penang,, Malaysia by Mr. Takuji Fujimura in 1965 for the research and the

development of mass-culture techniques, a critical requirement in the

domestication of an aquatic species.

After four years of intensive research of the biological characteristics of

the species and the economics of rearing juvenile prawns at a hatchery, a

mass-rearing technique was perfected. At Anuenue Fisheries Research Center

2 0

3
From a range of 15 to 35 degrees Centigrade; max. gr owth achieved at 31 C

4Those larger than ll crn. in length or 30 g, in weight,
Hawaii's aquaculture industry is essentially in the experimental stage.



on Sand Island, where the largest and most intensive effort has taken place, the

maes-rearing project progressed from the research and developmental stage

to the point of practical application after numerous rearing trials and experi:-

ments were conducted.

The first commercial venture began in 1971 using juvenile prawns provided

by the State's hatchery. Presently, Anuenue Fisheries "can adequately fulfill

the needs of a commercial operation of almost any size in Hawaii, and although

research activities will be continued, primary emphasis will be given to the

assisting and encouraging the private sector in the actual commercial pro-

»5duction of fresh-water prawns. "

There are now about a dozen prawn farmers in Hawaii, and data obtained

by harvesting their ponds at the end of nine months by Fisheries Station

scientists in cooperation with the farmers was used to develop a production

schedule which entails selective harvesting and periodic restocking of the pond

to maintain a level population growth cycle.

Despite the major advances made by the prawn industry, comprehensive

cost eva1uations conducted by Anuenue Fisheries investigating the crucial

economics of the rearing trials suggest that by "reducing the 1abor cost

through b.iotechnological innovations, they can lower their production costs. "»6

Labor "accounts for 4Z/o of the total annual operating expenses for a one-acre

5

6

in Hawaii.
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farci and about Z3$0 for a 100-acre farxn. Efficiency of labor increases in

7
large-scale operations."

In addition to the problexns of labor efficiency, there are limiting factors

that must be minimized or overcome to decrease the costs of production and

to increase the profit margin for the prawn farmers,

These limiting factors are:  a! lack of an inc~pensive compounded, feed;

 b! competition among "bulls" for choice sites within the pond due to their

territorialistic behavior;  c! susceptibility of newly-molted prawns to injury;

 d! overloading or underloading of a pond because of initial over or under-

stocking; and  e! the  future! market for prawns both locally and world-wide.

Research done to minimize any of these factors will assist in providing

the indUstry with new technology to reduce costs, minimize the risks of loss

to investors, and make the expansion of a prawn farm a lot easier.

Competition among "bulls" could be minimized by providing suitable

artificial shelter. Territorialistic behavior is probably instinctive but loss

of prawns due to injuries sustained through fighting could be reduced by

providing  adequate! shelter relative to the number of prawns kept in the

pond.

Overloading and underloading of ponds, like the problem of competition,

could be minimized by careful planning and by accurate monitoring of the

prawn population within each pond. Although it "appears that the female

prawns do not exhibit terri.torialistic behavior and that the~r growth rates do

7
Shang, Y. C. and Fujimura, Takuji, 1977. 'The production economics of

8
freshwater prawn farming in Hawaii, p. 101.

Large sexual.ly mature male prawns.
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not appear to be affected by the presence or absence of 'bulls', resu1ts indicate

that monthly culling of market size prawns provided an environment for faster

growth among those remaining, both males and females, by reducing compe-

9
tition for food, oxygen, and space. " Underloading, obviously, would not

suffice for economical reasons; a pond should support an amount of prawns

equal to its food, oxygen, and living space capacity. Overloading causes

the unnecessary loss of prawns due to competition and it also advocates slow

growth.

remain to be a major problem until someone comes up with a better feed

than the chicken broiler starter that is now being used as the basic food for

prawns in Hawaii.

"The price of the feed in Hawaii is about U. S. $o. 12 per lb." Feed

is * major cost item. On the average, it accounts for about 20% of the annual

cost for a prawn farmer. Converted money-wise, feed costs are about forty

cents per pound of prawn harvested. Jt is also important to note that part of

the feed serves indirectly as nutrient fertilizer, the base of the food chain.

Not all of the feed is consumed, and the plankton that thrive on this supply of

nutxients presemably contributes to prawn growth.

The problem of protecting the newly molted prawns is relativel g un-

important. Having a soft shell after molting is characteristic of the species,

and therefore there is little hope of changing a physical characteristic like

9

~lndustr in Hawaii, p. 9 and Figure 6, Length of frequency distribution.
Shang, Y. C. and Fujimura, Takuji, 1977. "The production economics
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this one. However, by providing more sheltex, the loss of prawns could be

xeduced because of the protection offered.

11,The ease of harvesting is given first consideration, but factors such as

site selection are the most critical factox s in prawn farming. Things such as

availability of quality water, soil that is impermeable to water, and the

relative flatness of the land are impoxtant considerations.

Construction and equipment costs comprise a major part of the prawn

farmers initial expenses, but become minor once the farm becomes established

and is in opexation. As with othex expenses, it decreases with the increase

in farm size.

Although both construction and operating costs have risen over 3G%%uo within

the past five years, the annual rates of return increase in relation to farm

size as the size of the farm increases. Large farms benefif, from more

efficiency in resource utilization, which reduces the operating costs, which

in turn increases profit.

Conclus ion

industry because farming it has been proven to be profitable. As new develop-

ments are perfected and progress is made in efficiency, farming freshwater

prawns will be even more profita'ble.

As the chances for profits rise, more people will be willing to commit

their land and investments toward the industry. By becoming a major industry,

prawn farming will help make the State of Hawaii more self sufficient and such

an industry will also create jobs for Hawaii's unemployed.

Il
By selective seining.
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There is a potential market for prawns in Japan and on the U. S. mainland,

and the money generated by this export would further strengthen our economy.

"dumb shrimp"; I believe the Freshwater Prawn is a swimming goldmine.
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AQUACULTURE: PRAWNS rV HAWrr
by Dianne F. Kiyabu, Sacred Hearts Academy

ImaoaUCTZON

One of the biggest problems facing the world, today is

feeding ".he billions of people who populate it. Sources of

animal protein have become more difficult to find, so man has

turned more to the waters of the world, to seek ansvrers to his

problem. This, in turn., haa resulted in another difficulty:l

overfishing of many specica vrith the end re ult being the extinc-

tion or endangering of some types of marine life.
2

within recent years, man has returned to the vratervrays of

-'arth in a new capacity, aa a farmer rather than as a fish-

erman. This vras the birth of aquaculture as a science. Labor-

atories all over the world, especially since the l950'a, have

concentrated on the cultivation of aquatic animals. In earl;

experiments, fry, or baby fish, vrere collected from the sea. and.

then raised, on farms until they vrere ready for market. This

eased the problem somevrhat, but not enough to counterbalance t'.ie

overfishing of adult fish and. shellfish in oceans, rivers, and

lakes. Some success vras achieved during the 1950's, again,

when scientists vrere able to breed. captive parents fish and shell-

fish.
6

It is a historical fact that aquaculture was practiced in

Hawaii long before II'western man came to her shores. t is esti-

mated. that there were 340 to 360 fishponds maintained by the

Hawaiians before the coming of Captain Cook, producinp tulle',.

and. milkfiah. The concept of fishing rights in ponds was called7

'-.onohi ki .
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P'awaii is still the leader in aauaculture, especially in

the raising of the >'alaysian prawn, os Macrobrachium rosenber "ii.

Fish and Gari Division of the State of:hawaii brought in

thirty-six of the great fres" water prawns in 1965.

S.' ATE.", -'ET OF PROPiLE

"khy was this particular species o. prawn chosen to be cul-

tured experimentally in Hawaii? First of all, this prawn flour-

ishes in both fresh and brackish water, and it is also very

responsive to artificial culture techniques. Other advantages

are that these animals breed throughout the yesr, and. one large

female alc.;-.e can produce 80,000 eggs. Because the female

carries and cares for the eggs she lays, there is a high rate of

success in hatching of the eggs. Also, this species has all

short larval life and is a quick growing omnivore.

The "Udang Galah", as the prawn is called in Kalavsia, is

redistributed in most subtropical and tropical areas of the Indo-

P".cific region. This means that their natural home environ~cntl3

is very similar in climate to their adoptive environment in

A big' plus for the Malaysian prawn is its very superior

taste. It has been highly recommended oy people from the count-

ri s of Asia and the Far East. In one ta te test, conductecl4,

an independant New York laboratory, fr ozen freshwater prawns

were judrec to ce much more delectable than frozen sal. water

.. rErimp. 15

Pravrn are considered a luxury food ite~i and would proba'"1 .'

be purchased ...ainly by hotels and restaurants, more than b�;



consumers. The wholesale price of importing prawns with '~c'ads16

on is $2.00 per pound, which is roughly equivalent to $4.00 -~or

pound with heads off. If they are locally ~rove, the cost co".-

parison would be $2.30 per pound with heads to 52. 50 per pound

without heads. This shows that it would indeed be an advantage.e17

-;o grow the prawns locally.

RESEARCH

Research on Iacrobrachium xosenbergii was started bv the

Department of Land and Natural Resources in 1965 when Mr. Takuji

Pujimura, Chief of the Anuenue Fisheries Research Center, Division

of Pish and Game, first brought thirty-six of the giant prawn
18to Hawaii from 2 enang, malaysia.

Since then scientists have found that a very good place to

raise prawn iS in earthen ponds. The earthen ponds vary in

shape, the bottom slopes varying from .75m �.5'! to 1.4m �.6'!

at the deep end. The embankment also slopes. Grass is grown on

the perimeter of the po~ for stabilizing the bank, providing

shelter for young or moulting prawn, and in some cases it is a

supplemental food for the prawn. Hater is supplied constantly

and a rich bloom of algae is kept up to help with cleaning the

water. It also acts as the base of the food. web in the pond..l9

Delivering the water is done through a pipe coming from the main

line. The pipe runs to the "head." of the pond.s. The main line

is connected to a well or a water source.

Brine shrimp in its larval stage can be used as food for

freshwater prawn, and are easily raised.. The prawn feed con-21

sists of 99$ broiler starter to 10 . shrimp feed, The feed is



loaded onto the bed of a true'.=; while one man drives the other

shovels the food into the ponds as the: are passed. 22

The life c;.cle of prawns poes fro.. erg to adult to syawnin,,

to more eggs. The embryonic develoyment takes ayproximatel- 20

days. The larval development takes 30-3". da;is. The larval stage

requires brackish water. Larvae need saline water to survive,23

but �'uveniles and. adults stages are euryhaline to a consid rable

d,egree. Prawn spawn in brackish water and when '.atched move to

fresher water. Larval pravm do best at 24.4-30. 6 Centigrade.

There appears to be wide agreement that 28 Centigrade is pre-

ferred, for larval rearing. he best temperature for 60-day24

juveniles is 30-31 Centigrade with 29-33 Centigrade accept-0 0

able.

After completing a yre-mating moult mature females are

ready to be bred.. Located in the dorsal and lateral parts of

the ceyhalothorax the ripe ovaries are visible as large, orange-

colored egg masses. Average-sized females may lay as many as

60,000 eggs. Pemales vrho are larger may produce eggs twice in

5 months, sometimes even more often. '~Vhen a female completes a

moult she is vulnerable to attack from other female yrawns. If

there is a male in the same pond he will protect her from all

attacks. A male prawn may protect 4-6 prawns at the mme time.

The eggs are carried for about 15-17 days and on the 18 � orth

19 � day the eggs hatch. The eggs of the unmated. females soon
th

drop from their yleopods. 26

The cost for producing juvenile prawns of Rmm average lenpth
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is equal to about $6.63 per thousand. The labor is 77$ of the

total cost. Suggestions for the reduction of labor costs tl rough

riot-chnical innovations would reduce production costs. The27

State of Hawaii appropriated 5110,000, in 1976, for temperature

control and enclosure of' the freshwater prawn hatchery at

Anuenue Fisheries Research Center.
28

In the future, research will be jointly fund.ed. by the State

and. Federal Governments. They will focus their efforts on devel-

oping:

1- inexpensive compounded. feed,

2- a harvesting and sorting device,

a domesticated prawn,

4- methods to diagnose and treat prawn disease and

5- a prototype of a semi-automatic or full automatic freshwater

prawn hatchery. 29

CONC LU SION

In conclusion, I feel that aquaculture has a very bright

future in Hawaii, particularly in the raising of the llalaysian

prawn. 1f better food and feeding methods could. be found, more

efficient harvesting techniques evolved, automation of hatcheries

developed, and prawn diseases controlled., production costs would.

decrease. This would make the prawn available to an even

greater market and thus alleviate some problems in sustaining

Hswaii's people as well as its economy.
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AQUACULTURE: SOLUTION TO FISH DISEASES AND bfASTE
AND INCREASE OF SEAFOOD SUPPLY

by Judith D. Seo, University Laboratory School

ABSTRACT

Seafood resources have been depleting rapidly and it is

expected that the supply of seafood in our market will be

further reduced due to increasing fish diseases, spoilage

caused by poor storage techniques, and. the increasing con-

tamination of the fish resources from undesirable chemical

substances discharged into our oceans and rivers.

Although presently, aquaculture supplys only 10'5 of

available seafood in the market, there are definite signs

that seafood supply will increase through the use of aquacul-

ture. This would alleviate some of 0he problems of the

seafood shortage.
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INTRODUCTION

Part 1:

Part ll:

Fish Diseases and Contamination

Fish Spoilage and Handling

Part ill: Fish Consumption and Prices

Part 1V: Aquaculture: Its' Future

ConclusionPart V:

METHODOLOGY

The research of this paper is based on the examination

of articles, books newspaper clippings, Seagrant reports, and

personal interviews with specialists in aquaculture.

PART 1: FISH DISEASES AND CONTAMINATION

Marine animals, like human beings, have diseases which

are difficult to control. Most common fish diseases are

bacterial infections such as salmonella. This particular

90

The per capita consumption of seafood has been increas-

ing despite the higher prices. We need more seafood in the

market, yet the fishing resources are already being harvested

to their greatest extent in the United States.

My paper discusses the following aspects of why the

supply of seafood in our market decreased and how to increase

needed seafood supply in the market by aquaculture.



bacteria causes diarrhea. Nearly every type of cancer also

has been found in fishes; affecting the stomach, nervous

system and skin, as well as the other organs. Fish have high

cholesterol levels, thus they are also prone to heart diseases.

Another infection-causing organisim is the tape worm. This

worm will cause inflamation of the brain and the surrounding

membranes. Fish are also affected by allergies. Of course

there are numerous other diseases that cause depletion of the

supply of the fish resources.
1

During the last 10 to 20 years, fish diseases have mul-

tiplied due to fish contamination by undesirable chemical

substances. It is well publicized that contaminated fish-

cake was sold in the Hawaiian market in 1971. This caused a

number of health problems in our community. 2

The Monsanto Co., the nation's leading supplier of

polychlorinat;ed biphenyl; used as an electric Insulator,

said it would stop the production of chemicals such as this

because of the possible hazardous effects on marine animals.

The Allied Chemical Corp. has been discharging Keepone and

other chemical wastes into Virginia's James River. This

1. University of Hawaii, "Fish and Humans Share a Common
Heritage � Diseases", July, 1976.

2. Honolulu Advertiser, "Perilous Chemicals Vill Be Phased
Out;", Oct. 6, 1976.

3. Honolulu Advertiser, "Firm Fined $13.2 Million For
Polluting Virginia River", Oct. 6, 1976.
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action caused a horrendous amount of undesirable environ-

mental problems. These are only a few instances where

negative outcomes were caused by chemical substances in our

fishing waters. It has been said that more fish diseases

and contaminations are expected to occur in our surroundings;

particularly along the coast lines in developing countries

where industries' waste are not controlled or properly treat-

ed. All of these wastes and discharges of harmful chemicals

will reduce fishing resources and therefore will reduce the

supply of seafood in our market.

PART ll: FISH SPOILAGE AND HANDLING

After a fish is caught, there are many steps which must

be taken before that fish is served at your dinner table.

Soon after being caught, fish must be cooled quickly at a

temperature near 32 F. or colder. This means that a mechani-0

cal refrigeration unit must be available until the fresh fish

can be transported to their various destinations.
4

Figure 1 indicates that after the fish are caught, they

must be transferred to land. Some fish will be frozen and

others must reach their coastal buyers, local dealers and

markets as fresh seafood. Of course other fish may be canned

through a number of mechanical processes. Even after local

4. Hawaii Fish 'n Facts, "Handling Frozen Seafood in the Re-
tail Store", A Seagrant/Food Technology Product,
University of Hawaii, August, 1973.
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fish dealers obtain the fish, these fish must be kept in

the store until they are purchased. There is a problem of

storage and display. The poor handling of seafood results

in a loss of quality of the fish; many times spoilage occurs

and the fish then become waste.

Todays' problems of proper handling of fish are even

more complicated due to the fact that our vessels must

go far out to sea. Handling fish requires the upmost care

and the proper use of temperatures.

PART ill: PISH CONSUMPTION AND PRICES

As Table 1 indicates, the per capita consumption of

fish in 1975 was 12.1 pounds in the United States. The

consumption of meat and poultry in 1975 was 160 pounds for

meat and 50 pounds for poultry. The annual growth rate of

fish consumption per capita is much less than that of meat

and poultry.

The data of Table 2 indicates that consumer prices have

gone up 81.7 percent, food. prices are up 99.3 per cent, where-

as poultry prices have risen only 51.9 percent; meat and fish

prices, on the other hand, have increased 104.0 and 139.2

percent, respectively.

If one looks at the pro!ected world real prices for

selected seafoods between 1965 and the year 2000, in Table 3,
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Figure 1

MARKETING CHANNELS FOR MAINE SHRIMP

 Percentages based on 1971-2 data!

Source: Dunham, Wallace C. and Walter P. Stinson, "Market Structure Analysis of
the Maine Shrimp Industry"; Orono, Maine: University of Maine, L~fe
Sciences and Agriculture Experiment Station, Bulletin 705, June 1973,
p. 27.

This figure was provided by Professor Richard E. Pe ters on
from his article on "Narketing Economics in Aquaculture",
which will be submitted for publication.  University of
Hawaii!.



Table l

FishNeat Paul try

Fresh and
FrozenYear Canned CuredTotal

1950 6.3137 11. 8 4.9 0.6 53.4

1955 10.5 3,95.9153 0.7 56.2

1960 4.05.733146 10.3 0.6 55.3

6.0 4.3150 421965 10. 8 55.6

4 ' 51970 11 ~ 8166 0.450 58. 5

12. 1 4,27,5 0.41601975 62.0

Annual Growth
Rate  K! -1.6 0.60.72.8 0.10.6

*Fish consumption excludes amounts harvested and consumed by recreational
fishermen.

Fish consumption data source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Fisheries of the
United States, 1976

liest and poultry consumption data sources: U.S. Department of Agriculture,
U.S. Food Consum thon t1976! and Donald P. Cleary, "Demand and Price Structure
for SPrraip, ureau of Commercial Fisheries, U.S. Department of Agri'culture,
Working Paper No. 15  June 1969!.

This table was provided by Px'ofessox' Riohard K. Peterson, Univer-
sity of Hawaii, from his artiole, "Narketini Eoonomios in
Aquaoulture", whioh vill be submitted fox publioation.

U.S. PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION OF MEAT, POULTRY,
ANO FISH, 1950-1975*

 pounds per year, retail weight!

Fresh and
Frozen as
X of Total



Table 2

U.S. RETAIL PRICE INDEXES FGR FISH, MEAT, POULTRY AND
ALL FOGDS, 1960-l975

 !ndex !960=100!

Year Fish Meat Poultry All Food Consumer Price Index

100.0 1GO.O 100.0 100.0

106.8 107.7 94.7 107.3

138.8 134.9 101.4 130.6

153.2 133.8 102.0 134.5

166.9 148.2 103.3 140.3

191.5 184.7 144.8 160.7

220.8 188.2 137.4 183.8

239.2 204.0 151.9 199.3

1960 100.0

1965 �6.5

1970 131.1

1971 �6.8

1972 141. 3,

150.11973

166.51974

181.71975

1975 Real Price* 1. 32 1.12 . 84 1. 10

Annual Growth
Rate  %! 4.062. 83 4.705.99 4.87

%he 1975 rea1 price of fish, for example, is 239.2/181.7 1.32

This table was provided by Professor Richard E. Peterson,
Univexsity of Hawaii, from his artiole, "Narketing
Eoonomios in Aquaculture", which will be submitted for
publication,

S: II.I. 0 p t t i AI 1 It, U.5. i 1 ~Ctf, l918



Table 3

PRMECTED MORLD REAL PRICES FOR
SELECTED SE'AFOODS, 1965-2000

 Cents per pound!

Annual Price
Species 1965-7 1970 1980 1990 2000 Increase  per cent!

Clams 0.96

Crabs 7.06

6.42

4. 78

2.24

4.96

!.40

7.5 7.6 0.167.2 7.2 7.4

2. 87

!.92Tuna

Source: Bell, Frederick et al., "The Future of the Morld's Fisheries
Resources: Forecasts of Demand. Supply and Prices to the
Year 2000 with a Discussion of Implications for Public
Policy;" Washington, D.C.: National Narine Fisheries
Service, Morking Paper No. 71-1, December 1970.

This table was provided, by Professor Richard E. Peterson,
University of Hawaii, from his article, "Marketing
Economics in Aquaculture", which will be submitted.
for publication.

Fish meal

Groundfish

Halibut

Lobster

Salmon

Scallops

Shrimp

3.5 3.5 3.7 4.2 4.8

12.0 12.0 21.0 80.0 114.0

1.0 1.1 2.1 5.7 7.8

6.0 8.9 15.0 23.0 28.0

25.0 28.0 36.0 45.0 52.0

63.0 67.0 97.0 147.0 311.0

24.0 24.0 28.0 32.0 38.0

37.0 42.0 52.0 67.0 94.0

16.0 16.0 20.0 25.0 30.0



Is apparent that the annual real prIce increase expected

Is approximately 3 to 4

The fish and shellfish with the largest expected annual

real price increases are crabs; 7.06$, fish meal; 6.42$, and

lobster; 4.96'.

The analysis of these tables 1ndicate that the kInds of

seafoods needed in the market have been identified in terms

of the price of the product. Mainly, the higher priced

items are those with an increasIng demand and a very limited

supply.

PART 1V' AQUACULTURE ITS' FUTURE

Aquaculture Is the solution to many problems cited

previously. Aquaculture allows man to raise seafood f' or

commercial purposes by controlling the environment, Optimum

temperature, nutrition, breeding and. control of diseases

would yield a bountiful supply of seafood. Another positive

aspect of aquaculture is that spoilage problems could be

eliminated. Storage problems would also be eliminated since

seafood would be harvested on land where refrigeration facili-

ties would be readily available. Perhaps of greatest import-

ance is the fact that we could raise specific types of fish;

those which are most demanded in the market. Indeed, aqua-

culture would not only Increase our supply. of seafood, but

would. help to alliviate food shortages 1n the world.
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However, aquaculture activities are not easy. The success of

aquaculture depends on proper research and the ability to

overcome many technical problems such as environment-control

and other factors which were mentioned earlier.

PART V: CONCLUSION

In view of the depleting fish resources in our oceans

and rivers and the increasing cost of obtaining seafoods,

aquaculture is a definite solution in providing the market

with an increasing supply of much demanded seafoods.

In the same manner that "green houses" are used in the

florist industry, aquaculture would. allow man to control the

environment and raise the kinds of seafood which are most

desired.

Aquaculture has been found to be successful in providing

almost 100$ of the seafood requirement of Israel.

I believe that through proper research and by encourag-

ing business investments in this field, aquaculture will

prove to be a benefit to all mankind.

5. Ka Leo 0 Hawaii, "Aquaculture is Way to Meet the World' s
Demand for F1.sh", Dec. 7, 1977.
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OCEAN THERMAL ENERGY CONSERVATION
by Anjulie C. Fong, Sacred Hearts Academy

Ocean Power, an Alternative Source of Energy

Oil is the world's main source of energy. 75' of America's energy canes

from it. Over 994 of Hawaii's energy also coee from this same source. 30 to

40$ of this energy is wasted often needlessly. As population continues to ex-

pand and countries keep up toward a higher standard of living, the demand for

oil is expected to exceed its production capabilities during the early 2000's.

World governments are presenting programs for conservation, reduction, and

elimination of wasted energy te their people while researchers are encouraged

to find alternative sources of energy.

Since oceans cover about71$ of the earth's surface and 97$ of the earth' s

water is in the ocean, there is no way man can avoid using it as a major energy

source. Theoretically, huge amounts of energy can be gotten from the ocean

waters. The magnitude of this energy is further reinforced by winds, changes

in barometric pressure, rotation of the earth, and eart~akes. Successful

ocean energy projects would mean: 1! an almost inexhaustible natural fuel

source; 2! no fuel cost except for the cost of construction and maintance of

the plant because water will be the free source of energy production; 3! clean

energy production with no pollution generated; 4! very little disruption to the

earth; and 5! no heat generated except for cons~ed electricity.3

Hydropower is not a new idea. Paddlewheels were driven by water to grind

corn as early as llGO A.D. Later, water was used to generate electricity for

faxaers and small industry. Presently, hydropower supplies 294 of America' s

electrical power. Scientifically, energy can be extracted fram the ocean

through the forces of tides, currents, waves, and from the different temperatures

of the water.
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1. Tides

The concept of tidal power deals vith a great amount of water ~hing into

an inland bay, reservior, dam, or esturary at the high tide and becaming trapped

in it. This causes a difference in the water level between the inland area and

the sea. After a fev hours this water is allo~ed to receed back into the ocean.5

It is only at very high tides and during either the high tide  half cycle! or

the high and low tide  complete cycle!, that energy is produced.

During the half tide cycle, vater flows through slukce. gates and spins

turbines that are connected to drive shafts to produce electricity for 6 hours

 the number of hours it takes for all of the trapped water to pass through the

sluice gates!. During the complete tide cycle, water flows through a control

gate that channels the high tide, to turn the turbines until the water reaches

s specific level and the tide has fallen to a specific point. When this happens

the control gate is closed and a gate on the opposite side of the dam opens to

allov the trapped vater to flow back into the ocean while spinning the turbines

on its way out,6

Zn 1956, 36 years after America first considered a tidal power project,

France built the simplest experimental type of a tidal plant on the Rance River.

Using 24 turbines as pumps to raise the water to a higher level so that more

energy cou1d be produced. This plant began operating in 1967. Znfonaation of

all kinds vere gathered frcm this plant but nothing has been done to extend

this project. The Kislet Inlet on the Mhite Sea in U.S.S.R. is the only other

place of a working tidal project.7

Canada's Bay of Fundy has the greatest tidal range  a difference of 50 feet

between a high and low tide! and is often talked of as an ideal site for a tidal

project.8 In 1919 a Canadian and an American separately made studies of the

area and presented their findings and proposed projects to their respective
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governments. hey were not able to convince many supporters about their research

~ut through the years that followed, on and off study groups have been formed to

evaluate the possibility of such a projected. Had their plans been pet, into

effect, and jointly, reportS show that if a gigantic plant was developed on this

site, it could provide Canada's Nsritime Paver Fool wit'- most of its electrical

energy need for this century and electrical energy for the southeastern portion

of Canada to Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, and possibly Vermont.

In 1955 England proposed a tidal project on the Severn Estuary for an

output, of energy which was to be controlled by an operator rather than the tides.

Their plan was similar to America's plans for the Bay of Fundy, except on a

much smaller scale. an estimation of 12$ of England's daytime electrical

consumption could be produced by mid-1980 at a cost which by today's standard

would be considered economical. Other possible tidal sites are the Gulf of

San Jose in Argentina, the Yellow Sea off the west coast of Korea, and Collier

Bay in Australia.

2. Currents

Portions of ocean water that move in a continuous direction covering a

distance sometimes up to thousands of miles are called currents. There are sur-

face currents that flow at, different speeds and in different directions at the

same time. The northern flowing Gulf Stream current in the deep waters between

;Florida and Bimini 150 to 400 feet down is America's sit,e for a current project.

Plans to construct 200 large turbines resembling windmills are to be positioned

under the sea at a specific level vhere the fast moving current can rotate the

turbine's blades to generate electricity. Current projects have never been

tested but appears to be the easiest method to produce alternat.ive energy.

g. Waves
Waves continuously move vertically in an up and down motion except when

t.hey break horozonta11y at the shoreline. They have no weight and are not a
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moving mass of water. Tides, wind, submarines, volcanic eruptions and earth-

quakes cause waves. Wave powe. can be turned into many kinds of useable

energy: 1! energy that is sent ashore by relaying cables for land use;

2! turning water into hydrogen by electrolysis; and 3! used to extract .".

supply of cheap and limitless amount of uranium for nuclear power.

England is most interested in this power source because it has a useable

shoreline of 900 miles that recieves much wave activity during the winter

just when the demand for energy is highest. England already has ~~ experimantal

machine that can rotate with the motion of the waves to gene'.ate electricity.

However, to build a working structure that would equal a power station is

still a long way off. A powerful wave station would be technologically simple

to build and could be built faster than a nuclear power station for energy.

Wave power is seen by the English as something like an insurance policy taken

out just in case there is a disastrous nuclear accedent that would make it

impossible to build nuclear power stations.

America's Isaac Wave Pump last year produced 100-$00 watts of electrical

energy in Kaneohe's waters, State funds are being sought for to build a larger

experimental pump. A practical use for this pump would be to raise nutrient-

rich ocean water for aquaculture projects besides being used to turn energy

for other kinds of uses already mentioned.

4. OTKC  Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion!
OTKC os a fom of solar energy by which tropical ocean surface water

�0degrees F! and deep cold water �0 degrees F! provide the energy to generate

electricity. Researchers prefer using OTEC's closed cycle concept where a work-

ing fluid is used as the heat exchanger to generate electricity instead of

using the vaporized warm water to move the turbines in the open cycle concept.

OTEC plants could produce hundreds of megawatts of electrical power, hydrogen
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gas, chlorine and ammonia. Ke-ahole "oint in Kawaih~e Harbor on the Big Island

has been chosen far the proposed project site because: 1! this site reauires a

relative short cold water pipe; 2! Hawaii's surface water temperature is about

t,he same year round; 3! Hawaiian waters are not exposed to hurricanes that

would damage the platform; and 4! '.he floating vessels will not be in Inter-

national waters. 5

In general, ocean projects have received very little support fram public

and private power. Reasons for these are many: 1! energy plans seem revo-

lutionary and people are reluctant to accept these new ideas and changes;

2! the t,heories are feasible but actual operations are a long way off; 3! cast,s

of these large plants run into the billions of dollars; 4,! not enough suitable

places exist for these plans; 5! demand for energy can not depend on tide

cycles. 6! Politicians who allocate funda rarely look beyond election year

and would cut funds when energy problems seem to be working themselves out;

7} all out support for specific projects could throw existing energy supplies

into a panic and they will try to earn as nuch as possible in the limited time

1eft ta them.

While people are discussing the pros and cons of ocean power, oil is

depleting rapidly. Arab countries own 5@ of the world's oil. Since they

provide 8� of non-Communist Countries supply of oil, these countries are being

placed in a sensitive position and international tensions are high. If

nuclear energy is to be chosen as the new main power, the whole world will be

placed in an even more seriaus circumstances. Electricity seems to be the best

alternative main source af energy for international independence and peace. It

is available in great, quantities fram the oceans and ready for the taking.

To respond to the changes in the energy system, scientists and engineers must,

be allowed to experimer.t with their ideas for solving the problem. It. takes
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years to develop new energy technologies but the key to the future energy

supplies in in new technology. Researchers must seriously and objectively

evaluate their proposed projects so that money and time, which are limited,

can be put to good use. Projects whe.e chance of success are small or impro-

bable and way-out schemes that offer fantastic opportunities should not be

given any considerations. S
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OTEC: AN ALTERNATE SOURCE OF ENERGY AT KE-AHOLE
by L i sa M. Mc Pher son, Pahoa Hi gh School

~ST~BCT

ks more and more research

is done on the sea/ we begin to

discover ways in which the sea

can help us. 'Ife are now !ust

learning how to use the precious

resources the sea has to offer.

One of these resources is

Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion.

This source could, help Hawaii

greatly in becoming an energy

exporter.
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INTRODUCTION

Today, while we are more dependent on energy then we «ere a

century ago, we do not have as much energy as ln the past. 1e

have used up practlca3.ly all of our energy producing resources,

such as oil. In Hawaii, oil is our chief source of energy.

3ecause of this, we are forced to find, other «ays of yroduclng

energy Mom «hatever resources we have.

Here ln Hawaii research ls being done on several alternative

energy sources. One source that intexested me the most «as

Ocean Thermal ]hxergy Conversion  OTIC! � «hlch is a type of Solar

Enexgy. The name OTZC was given by the National Science

Poundation-Research Applied to National Needs  NSP/RMN!. This

name is the one used, no« instead of the half do2;en or so names

earlier given by othexs.

OTKl interested. me more than the other types of energy because

I was curious to kno« ho% it worked and ho« it was possible to

produce energy from the sea. I' ve been very concerned about the

energy shortage and decided to report on OTEC because the @qr is

coming when we will surely have to rely on other souroes of energy.

I ZRIkM kÃD METHODS

The first place I tried looking for infoxmation on OTE',, «as

the library. Since OTK' is fairly new there were no books on the

subject. I looked, through The Reader's Guide hoping to find some

magasine articles about it, but found. nothing. This is «hen I

finally called the Marine Advisory ~ent for west Hawaii. He had

just about evexythlag I needed, kn paaph1ete, reports on a3.tee'native

energy sources, and many other types of information.
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ks OTEC plant can be put anywhere there is deep «ater with a

significant temperature difference of 40 P. The surface waters

should be about 70 P to 85 P and the temperature of the water

below the 2000 foot depth shogM be 40'P or less. Xn the OTIC

process, the warm surface ocean waters yroviles the heat source

and. the deep cold waters yrovilea the heat sink.

Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion is a type of Solar Energy,

The equipment used to convert this energy operates like a steam

turbine but uses a low boiling point liquid, such as ammonia or

px'opaque, usually in a closed.-cycle systems The system used to produce

this energy is known as the Rankine cpcle. which was developed

by Nilliam John Macquorn Rankine. The following are steps on ho»

the Rankine cycle fhnctions!

Step:1: The ammonia or propane is turned. into a vapor by the

«arm surface waters, in sections called evaporators

or boilers.

Step 2s The vapor with increased pressure passes through the

turb|ne. Where its energy runs the electrical

generators.

Step 5! Mter the vapor has passed through the turbine, cooler

because energy has been use4 The next step is for

it to be change back into a liquM by the cold ocean

water at the 2000 foot depth. This section is called

the condenser.

Step 4! kiter passing through the condenser its then pumped

back into the boiler, where it starts all over sgatn

in an endless cycle.
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Xt takes much work to produce this energy. Huge amounts of

warm and, cool water have to be pumped into a machine which has a

low efficiency level. Also energy is lost through friction, The

expected efficiency of a closed, Ra@kine cycle is probably about

l to 2 percent. This is very low when compared with the '55 to 40

percent expected by a steam turbine power plant ~ However supporters

of the pro!cot point out that this fuel is free and almost

inexhauetab3.e,

heat out

Simplified. Diagram of a Closed Ran]cine Cycle,
«This diagram was copied from a report by the Committee on Alternate
Energy Sources.'for Hawaii, which is called Alternate Energy Sources
for Hawaii.
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kI Ke-ahois point, located in the Kona district on the island

of Hawaii a facility is now being constructed.� fox a number of

research proJects. Q.l of which contribute to the development of

alternate energy systems. These systems are Ocean Thermal Energy

Comersion, R.omass, and Direct Solar Energy. The name os this

yro!ect is The Natural Energy Laboratory cX Hawaii  HELH!. Out of

the eight sites investigated, Ke-ahole met all of the ma!or

requirments. The following are some of these requirments: the

nearby access to deep cold ocean water~ a warm ocean surface; which

is not sub!eot to strong seasonal cooling; high yearly solar radiation;

easy access to airports, harbors, snd, highways; and much

undeveloped land suited for Iarieulture and aquatic bioconversion,

The L6G sores granted to this yro!ect are state owned, and if

necessary Nore Land can be given, «ithout any cost. The site is

next to the state airport, which is already served with a main

highway. There is also water and electricity within easy access.

The area is easy to get to g, and has a flat terrain, which causes

no construction or environmental problems. This land has good

industrial potential, therefore, agreeing with the future plans

for this area.



Ke-ahole is extremely well suited. for OTEC, two studies on

the site clearly pointed out this fact. The offshore area is

unique, because Just a half mile offshore the depth of the water

drops steeply to 2500 feet . At a mile offshore the depth drops

clearly a mile deep. There are few places around the world that have

these types of offshore features. Another good. reason why Ke-ahole

is suited for OTZC, is because it is in the tropic zone.

Throughout the whole year, the surface waters maintain a teiperature

of 73 P to 83 P. The temperature of the water at 2500 feet down,

i8 extir4ed at 41 F ~ Purther down, in the depths, colder water

can be found ~

gp~ggj! pc 91578 A/c.E ZN~RMD t>lSrA /VCR

+This diagram was taken from a. synopsis prepared by Hawaii Xeeward
planning Conference on the Ke-ahole Energy Research Pacility.
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The ma!or yrc!ect for the Natux'al Energy Taboratory cf

Hawaii is OTIC . This federal yrcQect is a yhased research and

development program of the Energy Research and Development

Administration  ZR3A!. The first yhase begins with small scale

experiments in existing facilities. Then goes on to construction

of a land based facility to test components and subsystems an4

finally the ma!or ob!ective of the OTJK yregram. To develop a

fullscale floating yrototyye plant for +ginning oyeration in the

early 1980's. The hull of this plant will be about 350 feet in

diameter and 172 feet high. The generated power will be

transm1.ted to shore by a underwater electrical cable
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3XSCUSSXON

k floating prototype OT3K plant will cause certain impacts on

the marine eaviroment, The following is alist of some of the

impacts that may be expected.

1 ~ Cold. water discharge from the floating OTIC plant will

cause the surface waters around the discharge ares to cool.

The maximum temperature decrease will be about 0.6OP to

1 ~ 2 P. This surface cooling will result in the increase

of heat flow from the atmosphere to the water, making the

iver temperatuxe 3.ower by about 1 P, st the surface. The

effects of this atmospheric heat loss has not been tested,,

This thermaL impaot cga be decreased by returning

mixe@ discharge water to s depth the temperature is the same.

2. Xf there is a noticable tempex'atux'e change within the normal

everyday fluctuation in an area 11/16 square miles

around the OTÃ plant, its considered s significant

temperature change, The maximum temperature change in the

mixed layex «as figured to be less than or equal to 1 P.

3 ~ In Hawaiian waters, sooplankton fluctuations are opyeoaimately

100 percent. The phytoplankton fluctuations are unknown,

but is estimated. to be about the same. A normal

background flunotustion of 25 percent was estimated. and

it was concluded that the cold, water discharge wou3.d be

significant in biostimulation in an area of .6 to 1.7

square miles around. the OTEC plant

4o ~other impacts is the possible damage to the plankton and

larval stages of organisms. Which 1s eau,eed. by the

temperature decrease and the shock of the warm surface
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water as they pass through the heat exchangers, The

average temperature of Hawaii surface watex's is about

75 R, The temperature drop expected through the heat

exchangers has not been tested yet, but a drop of 4-5 R

has been mentioned.

5 ~ The large floating OHC plant may be an obstacle for boats,

but the surface area taken up when compared to the space

of the offshore waters, proves it can be avoided.

6. The large amount of nutrient rich watex' that is brought

te the surface could become a valuable by product if the

development of open ocean mariculture is combined with plant

development ~ The lack of land and abundant water supply

are the ma]or obstacles to successful aquaculture in

Hawaii ~ Open oceaa mariculture solves the land proM.eIL

and the OT1K plant will supply the nutrient rich water needed.

7>. The oppx'oximate electrical production st this time for

the island of Hawaii is 124 milliwatts and, for the state

1,250 aLlliwatts. The available power we have now rill be

greatly increased by an OTIC plant, generating 100 to

1,000 milliwatts of power.

The Environmental Task Rorce of the Committee on Alternate

Energy Sources for Hawaii formed a set of standards to !udge the

significance of the impacts by alternate energy systems. OTIC was

rated as one of the least damaging alternate energy systems.

+These impacts were taken fxom the Environmental Impact Statement

for the Natural Zuergy Laboratory of Hawaii at Ke-ahole point, Hawaii.
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CONCLUSION

%hen first hearing about Ocean Thermal Energy Conversiou, I

wondered how it was possible to convert energy from the sea. Now

that I have done research on OTIC and. have written about it, I

have come to the conclusion that OTE' is an excellent energy

source. One of the reasons I feel this way is its free and practically

inexhaustable supply, Unlike other energy sources, it wG.l not

run out. To me, tM.s is a very important fact. He would not have

to worry about finding other sources of energy.

To produce energy from an OTIC plant, takes much work, but has

a low efficiency � which meaus the amount of energy produced is low.

Since the energy is inexhaustable, and does not cause pollution, it

has very little impact on the marine environment .

Looking into Ockan Thermal Energy Conversion, has aake me

aware of the amount of research that is being doue on alternate

energy systems. Hawaii has a great alternate energy yrotential which

could, make us self sufficient in the future. &so, we could

become a leader in alternate energy research and development .
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HYDROGEN: DREAM FUEL FOR HANAII'S FUTURE
by Edward R, Souza and Tracy M. Ban, Honokaa High School

ABSTRACT

Mith the inevitable approach of another world-wide energy

crisis, man must look for new sources of energy or improve the

ones we have .now. Solar panels, wind and wave generators, ocean

thermal energy conversion plants, geo-thermal wells, and nuclear

reactors will probably provide for Hawaii's electrical energy in

the future. But this technology can only be used for producing

heat and electricity and cannot be used. for the majority of our

motor vehicles. Although there are some electric cars now in use,

they have limited range and low performance. According to General

Motors, it will be 10 to 20 years before electric cars will have

sufficient range for use by the general public. But even if the

range problems were overcome, these electric motors will not have

enough power to be used in our trucks, tractors, and farm equip-

ment. Neither can electricity be used to power our jet planes.

Mhat we need, is a new kind of combustable fuel source. It

has to be plentiful, easy to extract, can be produced at a reason-

able cost, and is clean burning. In this day and age, such a fuel

would be considered a "dream fuel". One fuel source comes pretty

close to being a "dream fuel". In fact, we are literally "swim-

ming"'i.n it.
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INTRODUCE ION

The "dream fuel" we are referring to is hydrogen. It is plenti-

ful, in fact> it is the most abundant element in the universe. In

Hawaii we are surrounded by an ocean of it, hydrogen being one of

the components of water. Hydrogen can be extracted through elect-

rolysis. It can be produced economically. Also, the burning of

hydrogen leaves water vapor as its byproduct, not carbon monoxide

or sulfer dioxide as is the case with coal or oil.

Our proposal is for the state to build several small processing

plants near the ocean, where hydrogen would be extracted from ocean

water that has been pumped into tanks. This hydrogen would be

delivered to the homes of owners of hydrogen operated vehicles,

much like the way natural gas is delivered to people who live in

rural areas. Alterations to automobiles to adapt it to the use of

hydrogen fuel would be somewhat costly, but only because the parts

needed are not in mass production. When the parts are being mass

produced, the cost of converting an automobile to hydrogen use

will be much less than it is now.

The state would provide automobiles to a select group of peo-

ple. It would be better if these people had their own homes so that

storing the hydrogen would not be a problem as would be the case

for apartment dwellers. The vehicles would be provided on a rental

basis, the state making the rent and the cost of hydroge~ cheaper

than it costs to run gasoline powered automobiles to attract poten-

tial renters. As these vehicles begin to catch on, more rentals

will be made. Private oil companies would see this as a better
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future than is oil and would build their own plants. Consumers

will see this as a cheaper way of driving than conventional gas-

oline powered vehicles. Then slowly this hydrogen industry will

be established.

We have presented our proposal. Now we will look into the

process involved in making the conversion. We will start with a

look at electrolysis.

USING ELECTROLYSIS TO EXTRACT HYDROGEN

Electrolysis is the process where a certain amount of elect-

rical energy is used to accomplish a chemical change. Because a

current of electrical energy must be maintained, it is essential

to have a complete circuit. An electrolytic conductor, placed in

a field of two electrodes will do the trick. The chemical reaction

will take place at the electrodes, submerged in the elect~ytic

2solution. A power source i s engaged to supply current to the

electrodes as indicated by the arrows in Figure 1.

xt Jch'«
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2C1 ~ C12 gas! e 2e scouring at the anode, the overall reac-

tion can be stated. as 2C1 + 2H20 H2 gas! + C12 gas!

2e . This illustrates the production of hydrogen gas at the cathode,

and chlorine gas at the anode.

THE PROCESSING PLANT

Now that the electrolytic process has been explained, here

are two proposals that we have made for the building of the pro-

cessing plants:

 A! The plant, built near the ocean, would contain

several, each with one anode cable and one cathode cable

 Figure 2!. Ocean water would then be pumped into these

tanks. Mhen the tanks are filled, the current would be

applied to the ocean water solution, causing gas bubbles

to form at the tips of the electrodes. Both cables con-

necting the electrodes to the power source would be cov-

ered with glass tubing to catch the gases being emitted

from the solution Figure 3!. Pumps will then pressurize

the gases to their storage tanks.

On the cathode cable, the hydrogen gas will be attracted

up the tubing into one storage tank while the anode cable

will attract the chlorine gas into its storage tank.

Care must be taken when storing and handling either

of the gases. Hydrogen gas is very explosive and chlorine

gas is poisonous.

 B! Figure 0 shows our other model. It works on

the same principal except that the electrodes, tanks, and
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pipeline units are placed underground, below sea level.
This will eliminate the need for pumping ocean water
into the tanks because in this position, gravity is suf-
ficient to cause the water to flow into the tanks. This
will greatly reduce the cost of operating such a plant.
It will, however, make repairs more difficult due to

dig underground to repair pipes, valves, etc.
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THE EXTRACTED PRODUCT

The chlorine gas in one of the storage tanks can be sold as

a raw material to industries that use chlorine in their manufactures'

This will generate a moderate amount of income that will help to

keep the costs of running the plant down.

The hydrogen, which is stored in the other tank, is in a highly

explosive state. It will be too risky to use in automobiles because

an accident that causes a break in the fuel tank could cause an

explosion. The Brookhaven National Labratory has found a solution

to this problem through the use of metal alloys known as metal hy-

drides. This substance soaks up the hydrogen gas and stores the6

fuel in solid form. Not only will this make the fuel much safer

to use, .it will also allow much more hydrogen to be stored in the

same amount of space. In fact, 40 times as much hydrogen can be

stored. in a container in the hydride form than can be stored in the

gaseous form.

This hydrogen can know be delivered to the homes of hydro-

gen car owners, to be stored in tanks in their garage or yard.

Ahen the owner is low on fuel, he can refill his tank at home.

When the hydrogen industry becomes better established, he can fill

his tank at his local gas station.

USING THE HYDROGEN AS A FUEL

There is no need for specially built cars to run on hydrogen,

according to Roger Billings, head of the Billings Energy Corporation.

He say's that any car can be converted or modified for use with hy-
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drogen by adding a gaseous carburetor, changing the timing and plug

gap, and making provision for water induction. 8

Hydrogen fuel is 2.75 times more dense in energy than is gas-

oline. This gives hydrogen a better efficiency rating. Billing's

estimates that hydrogen engines are 50 percent more efficient than

gasoline engines.

However, while our model electrolysis plant uses electricity

produced by alternate energy sources, Billings' model plant calls

for electricity produced through coal gassification. Producing

electricity from coal gassification is cheaper than is from produ-

electricity from alternate energy sources, at least at the pres-

ent time. But we chose not to use coal because it will again make

Hawaii dependent on outside sources' Besides that, the extraction

of coal through strip mining has been coming under increased criti-

cism from enviromentalists and conservationists, and their may be

legislation to prevent strip mining which will make the coal hard-

er to extract, more expensive to produce, and harder to find. We

also disagree with the prsctice of strip mining.

Billings' coal model generating plant produces hydroge at the

rate of 31 to 52 cents per gallon of gasoline equivalent. We don' t10

know how much the hydrogen from our plant will cost except that it

is sure to be more expensive. In years to come, however, the in-

creased technology will provide hydrogen for us at a lower price.

CONCLUSION

We believe that hydrogen will become our next major source

of fuel� The advantages are much more evident than the disad-
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HOW THE ISLAND OF HAWAII CAN ACQUIRE A DECOMPRESSION CHAMBER
by Scott D. Snider, Pahoa High School

ABSTRACT

Men have been exploring the great underwater

with the help of SCUBA gear for over a decade.

A lot of diving is Hone on the island of

Hawaii. This along with other things makes

the accident rate of diving go up. I think

for the saftey of diving and personal enjoyment

of the ocean, Hawwaii should try to aquire a

decompression chamber. This would make skeptics

happy and could help save someones life or at

least help prevent partial or total paralisis.

A decompression chamber would make diving, for

work or play, safer and more enjoyable.
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INTRO DUCT ION

I think one of the most enjoyable sports in Hawaii is diving.

For someone who has never experienced the depths of the ocean, going

diving would be one of the most exhilerating things one could do.

There are so many things to do and see that you could never see or do

it all even if you spent your whole life at it.

When I go diving the one thing I see the most is other divers

enjoying the same sport as I am. With this big percentage of people

divt.ng it is likely there will be accidents. The accident that

occurs in diving that makes the use of a decompression chamber

nessescary is a disease known as the bends. The bends are caused

by surfacing to fast with nitrogen in your bloodstream. This disease

can leave you paralized or dead. If you were a diver wouldn't you

feel safer knowing that in case of an accident there would be a chamber

waiting for you7 This is why I am doing a study on how we can squire

a decompression chamber on the islan-~ of Hawaii.
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METHODS OF RESEARCH

Ny methods of research are few but the sources are good. The

first thing I did after making my topic decompression chambers was

to attend a meeting at Hilo Hospital with all the people there being

specialists on the subject of decompression chambers. Also I had an

interview with Nick Berg, a specialist on the construction an t use of

a decompression chambers. I also made inquiries to Dr. Craven, Narine

Af.'.airs caardi.-iater, for iaforma .ion on the subject. With these efforts

I have come up with this paper.

RESULTS OF RESEARCH

First I will try to explain what a decompression chamber is. It

is a chamber where when a person has a diving accident involving the

bends he can be put in this chamber and the pressure inside is made equal

to that of l65 ft. below sea level or five atmospheres. The pressure is

then released according to the instructions of a doctor trained in the

bends and to the U.S. Navy Standard Air Decompression tables.

The bends is actually caused by ascending to fast with ni,trogen

in your blood stream. The acsending causes a decrease in pressure

making the nitrogen expand, usually in the joints. This disease can

cause partial or total paralasis or even death.

The type of chamber to be aquired is a double lock model, This

allows, by means of a partition within the chamber, the ability to

put medical supplieis or even a doctor into the chamber without changing

the pressure in the patient s compartment.
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Tt works like this:

Hatch no. i. Chamber no, 1 Hatch no,2 Chamber no.2

After the correct pressure has been obtained in chamber 2 the

the doctor in chamber 2 needs supplies for the patient so he tells the

outside doctor, via telephone, and the outside doctor puts the supplies

in chamber no. 1 and makes the pressure the same as in chamber no.2. Then

the doctor in chamber no,2 can get the supplies by opening hatch no.2 and

not change the pressure in chamber no.2 thus not further endangering the

patient.

The need for two doctors is great because not only is the second

doctor, on the outside, needed for opinion but for making sure the inside

doctor is doing the right things to the patient. After the inside doctor

reaches a pressure equal to that of 90 ft. he suffers nitrogen narcosis

and his judgement is not always up to par.

This is a chart on the total cost of running a chamber for one

year.

Item No. Description Parts or service

Gas sampling �per year!

Misc. parts est.

Replacement filters 3/year

Compressor overhaul/year

Oil expendables. ect.

$269

675

3. 243

680

50
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Refurbish 4 1500 cu ft cylinders $945
every two years

172Replace oxegen sensor once

Recalibrate 6 gages once per year 243

One-man day/month Ocean Tech
12 months

1299

One engineer day/month R593
eeeae

$7169

10.
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This is estimated cost to run a decompression chamber for one

year. These figures have come from MR. Henry Horn who works at Makai

Ocean Engineering Inc. They are based on what it cost them to run

thier own decompression chamber they have at Makai Range.

At the beggining of the efforts to get a chamber on the island

of Hawaii the proposed spot was Kona Hospital but because of the

Hospitals location, At 15,000 ft above sea level, it woult be quite

dangerous to take a bends victum up that high because of the lower

pressure at that altitude. The lower pressure would further enlarge the

nitrogen causing a more severe case of decompression sickness,

T. think that if the state could not get the the bill for a chamber

passed through legislature we should look at other alternitives such as

using the plan Maui civers folowed in order to get thiers. What they did

was to form a diving club and have dues and money-making projects until

they had enough funds to buy and maintain a decompression chamber.

Some of my ideas would be to suggest to dive shop owners to form

a club and see if we too could collect funds for a chamber, I think

that we could also put up posters around diving areas explaining our

ideas and needs. This way we could squire more members for the club

and also to let people know something is being done to get a chamber.



CONC LUS ION

I hope that one of my plans can be used for a better course of

action in the hard fight to squire a decompression chamber. I have

explained what a chamber does and what it is used for. I have also

stressed the value of getting achamber fot the island of Hawaii. I

hope somebody with influence can see this paper and help us take action

in getting a chamber. After all if you were a diver wouldn t you feel

safer knowing that if you were in a diving acciden there would be a place

for you to go to prevent serious damage to your body' I know I would,

Sibi i opraphy
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Another method I thought of was to have someone go out to

different companies and see if we could get donations. I think If

they were able to see our need for a decompression chamber they

might think of donating something they might even be interested in sponca

ing our drive to get a chamber. Another approach would be to ask

the stste to get one for the hospital and write it off as a medical

expense. I have also been told that if the state could see the value

in getting achamber they might try harder to come up with funds for it



HOPE I: THE WAVE OF THE FUTURE
by Dean K. Aoki, Lahaina!una High School

Abstracts Someday the world as we know it shall be too crowded for

people expand outward on land. We will have to expand, out into the deep

reaches of outerspace. People will begin to believe that we can no longer

live on this earth and. be free to roam around and. do what we please. Nillions

of dollars more will be spent, on the all ready over budgeted space program.

The question is, "Do we really have to depend on outerspace being our new

sanctuary, when there is still room on this earth to live?" Where? you might

ask. The oceans is the answer. Sure sooner or later we will be moving into

outerspice, but innerspace seems to be the more logical answer at the time,

By building underwater cities we will be increasing the living area

a 1005. Because we will be moving underwater, we will need a better means of

transportation. I claim that my vehicle is one of the ideal methods of trans-

portation.
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Introductioni The cities under the water will not be built in waters

with great depths because of the pressure factor. It is for that reason that

my vehicle need not be able to stand great pressures. My vehicle will be

pollution free as I will later demonstrate. The prototype model will be

designed t 0 carry two passengers,

The present systems of underwater transportation are submersibles

sue/ as submarines, d,iving bells, scuba~ and, other vehicles which are

operated by men using scuba-beax. The vehicles and equipment were quite

limited as to who may opezate them. In the case of the subiaring, it is a

very bulky, overly adequate machine for the purpose of' personal transportation.

The people who may use the submarine is also limited to naval personnel and

researchers who own their own submarine. About the only obtainable apparatus

that an ordinary, everyday kind of person could pick up is scuba~. The

scuba~ holds many diea4vantages as a means of transportation, for if

you take into consideration long distance travel, scuba-gear will definitely

be ruled out.

Ny theory creates a vehicle that will operate on similar principles

of a submarine, Its likenesses will be that the vehicle will control its

depth by means of buoyancy. It will take in and remove water as balast.

Other principle Mill be discussed later in the paper. It will be powered

by a H en& n Combustion 8 ine. Appropriately the vehicle will be

named HOPE I  H-hydrogen, 0-oxygen' P prototype ~ E&ngine!.

Since HOPE I is a prototype model, it will have a seating capacity of 2

persons. The baeio design of HOPE I is illustrated in Fig, l.
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1. Front equi infront of cockpit

2. Lighting systea

3. Tanks for oxygen

Bateries to purer acoesseries

Cockpit

6, Instreaent paneI

7. Tanks for ~1

8. Rear eeL behead, eogcpN

9. Ceabustion ~~

IO. ~yellers
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The moat important dimension of HOPE I is that it is being powered by

a hydrogen and. oxygen fueled combustion engine. Both the hydrogen and. the

oxygen shall be tanked, separately and on opposite sides of the vehicle. My

combustion engine will work on the same principles of the gasoline engine.

In the gasoline engine the fuel is ~pad into the combustion chamber

in a gaseous state. My fuel shall all ready be in the gaseous state and in-

Qcted into the chamber. The hydrogen and oxygen at hQh pressure will

burn by itself when mixed, giving off a large amount of heat. Ho~ever, if

a spark is introduced in the presence of the mixture, the hydrogen and.

oxgyan will explode violently. The oxygen itself supports the combustion

of' the hydrogen fuel. Aa in the gas engine each chamber «hall contain a

piston. During the explosion the piet«n ia forced downward turin.ng a drive

shaft, which in'turn rotates the set of four blade type prop»liars in the

rear. Acceleration ie controlled. by the amount of fuel being fed into the

hanging. The driver of the vehicle can control the fuel conation by a
lever in the oockpit,

The whole system is a closed system, 'meaning that there will be no

»ahauat expelled from the vehicle, The product of the reaction Hp + Op

ia H~O wh$4h is «at»re therefore, even if the eocalled exhaust wae

expelled out of HOPE I, it would be a non pollutant. There ie a small

chance that oil from lubrication may enter the exhaust water, it ie for that

reason that the water la not exhausted. out of the moving vehicle.

Discussions With the uae of hydrogen and exygen as a fuel, the present

fuel crisis will not play a role with the running of HOPE I. Today, research-

ers are looking for new types of tu»la and oil subatitutea. My belief is

that hydrogen-oxygen will be one of the answers. The H~Wp fuel is re-

cycleable through th» process of electrolysis~ therefore, there «ill always

be a supply of fuel. Also, as long ae there ia a supply of water there will
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be fuel to run my vehicle.

~Ccck gati Inside the ccckpit the HOPE I will zsseshls s csr. It will

have standard. bucket style seats with two over the shoulder harnesses so:that

the driver and the passenger may be strapped in. The instrument panel will

contain the followingc

l. Slideshift � purpose of the shift is to control the speed at which the

vehicle should travel. Slidimg it backwanla will de-

crease the power and, sliding the shift forward will

increase the power.

2, 1PN scale-m scale to measure how hard the engine is working aiainst

the current,

3, Mrectional control-controls the left-right, u~own movement of

ialast control � controls the intake and. releasing of balast,

5. Directional compass � to gakh bearihis and to plot courses.

6, Speed indicator � to indi.~te the speed of HOPE I ~

7. Sonar necessary for underwater travel, to detect underwater objects,

depth of the water, and to locate distance underwater.

8. Pressure guage � measures the insi4e and outsMe pressures.

9. Air eonditione~ontrols temperature, pressure and amount of air

inside the cookpit.

lO. light switch � turns lights on and. off.

ll, 2-way radio � for emergencies and communications purposes.

""See illustration P2
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Xllustration P2

""The directional control is not shown beoause it will block out the

view of the instrument yanel. The streering control is similar to that

of a car's stseriag systea,
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Inside the cock iti The pressure in the coakpit shall nat be a great

factor because of the shallow depths involved. One atmosphere pressure

would be the desirable pressure. The oxygen will be held in tanks located

in the frontend of the vehicle. The oxygen will be pumped inta the cockpit

through an air conditioning system to regulate the amount af breathable gas

in the cockpit. The oxygen mixture will be approximately 2C5f of the total

gas in the cockpit while the other 80K will be the arigini.l nitrogen gas

which was introduced when the vehicle was at the surface. My system will not

remove the nitrogen and the nitrogen will not react with the K20 filter or

the ~vated oharcaal leaving the nitrogen a constant. However the C02

gases which is produced by our own breathing system will be removed. by a,

filter.

Sy recycling the air in the cockpit the gases wi remain a canstant 20K

oxygen and SAC Nitrogen, with the Carbo'n dioxide being extracted out. The

carbon dioxide will react with the K20 filter to produce K>003 The total

reaction ist K 0 + G02 ~~ K2CO~.
2

Also by using activated charcoal, 4' odsrs caused by human perspiration,

taCre4 gases and enclosed compartments wH.1 be removed.

~+The potassium oxide filter and the activated charcoal will be changM

periodically.

Li hti s stem~ The lighting system is a basic headlight similar te

that af a car, It is rectangular shaped and runs along the front of ~

vehiole, The light is divided into four section.  See Fig. 1! The twa

outside portions of the 1 ight are used for clear water dives, It say be used

during the day if the cloudiness of the water ieyaxes the vision. The inner

lights are used in addition ta the outer lights. Together they produce a high

beam for use in cloudy waters during the night or Sor better vision in clear

water during the night. The frame of the vehicle will extend, beyond. the lights
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protecting it from damage. A «ire mesh «ill also be place infront of the

light preventing debris coming in contact with the lights,

end will be Pttisonned. The bxidges which hold the cockpit with the rear

end. «ill be broken by a small explosing. The rear end. and, under the cockpit

containers which ho14s the balast will remain underwater. The cockpit will

remain shut and at a stable pressure. However, the possibility of the bends

vill be ruled out because the cabin pressure will be one atmosphere, the same

as the surface pressure. When it is considered. safe the exit hatch may be

open ~m the inside.

on the cost factor of the HOPI 3: and, X am unable to put even an extimate cost

on the vehicle. I believe that my vehicle would be the most convinient means

of underwater transportation in the future.

The fuel comsuptlon of my vehic3.e is unestimated. but it is m~ma3..

While the abundancy of oils to prod.uce gasoline is depleating, my vehic3.e will

suffer no set backs. HOPI I being a hydrogenmxygen fuel vehicle, it is not

dependent on ops. Though the prototype model has parts that are lubrioated

by oil at the present time, it will not always «se oils. New types of luMi-

cationare being developed that are even better than oil.

The xeason for my decision in designing an indepently powered, vehicle

over a station powered, vehiole such as a cable car is because of mobility,

Ny vehicle will be totally mobile whH4~the cable type car wi3.1 have to follow

a laid out ~ But I do not rule out the idea of a cable car type submersible

for intercity transportation,
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HOPE L is a non poluting vehicle with its closed systea engine with

an exhaust of H20, I believe that HOPE I will be the vehicle of the future,

because of the fact that the exhaust is H20 and the abundancy of H2 and 02.

Though ay vehicle is designed, for underwater transportation, its

principles may be incorporated into a land vehicle. That is why I believe that

HOPE I is the wave of the future.



TSUNAMIS IN THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS
by Kei th Kanetani, Hilo High School

ABSTRACT

Since Hawaii is affected constantly with tsunamis generated

locally and from places around the Pacific, averaging one every

seven years, it is only fitting to make others aware about the

causes, locations and the damages done by the past tsunamis. In

the past thirty years six major tsunamis smashed into the islands

causing severe damages amounting to millions of dollars. This

paper will give some detail facts about the past tsunamis.
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INTRODUCTION

Hawaii hae been affected, with tsunamis dating back to 1815.

Since then, many teunamis have been recorded, but some of them

were so small that they hit the islands unnoticed. During the

19th century, numerous tsunamis were reported, in newspapers and

other mews medias, but news traveled slowly in those days and.

ae a result, causes, effects and dates were often scrambled. ~

For instance, if there was an earthquake in Chile, i,t would, take

months before it would be known in Hawaii. Toward. the end of the

19th century, seismological stations became available and. the

establishment of the Volcano Observatory in 1912 brought a number

of scientists to the islands, who began. to make studies on earth-

quakes and tsunamic. The observatory,was established by Dr.

T.A. Jaggar, a noted, volcanologist. The April 1, 1946 tsunami

which originated from the Aleuti,ans, killed 600 people in Hawaii

crystallizing the need for a reliable tsunami warning system.

In 1948 the Tsunami %'arning System was established and has pro-

vided warnings of on coming tsunamis. Locally generated tsunamic

with localized effects occured in 1869, 1872, 1878, 1903, 1908,

1919, 1921 and. 1924. Most of the tsunamis were triggerd by

volcanic activity and associated earthquakes of Kilauea and Mauna

Loa.

METHODOLOGY

To study the past teunamis and the devastating effects

that it brought to the Hawaiian islands. This paper hae been com-

piled from historical accounts, newspaper archives, charts and

other reports. The study points out some of the more d.eetructive

waves that hit the islands in the past 165 years.

LOCATION OF THE HAWAIIAN ISLAND

The Hawaiian islands are located. in the north central

position of the pacific ocean and lies about 2, 300 miles south-
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east of the United States. The main Hawaiian group of' islands
consists of: Niihau, Kauai, Oahu, Molokai, Lanai, Kahoolawe,
Maui, and Hawaii together with adjacent islets which stretches

over a distance of nearly' two thousnd miles. All the major is-
lands are inhabited except for Kahoolawe. Long ago two other is-
lands were in the chain, those were Nihoa and Reeker, they were
inhabited by Polynesians, but now these islands are uninhabited.

TSUNAMIS IN GENERAL

Tsunamis are not always gigantic, it's only when the waves

are approaching the shore that it turns into distructive monsters.

The average height of a tsunami in the open sea is only about
2-3 feet. During the 1946 tsunami at Hawaii, the crew of a

freighter parked about a mile off shore watched. the waves break

over the buildings, but as far as they could tell there was

nothing going by them. Test on tsunamis confirms that the surge
velocity is determined, by the oceans topgraphy. Tsunamis maintain

their strenght for such great distances. The great Krakatoa
volcanic explosion in 3883 produced tsunami waves that traveled

two or three times around, the globe.

In order for a tsunami watch to be instituted, the earth-

quake magnitude has to be equal or greater than 7.0 on the

Richter scale. No one can really predict a tsunami or say that
there's a typical tsunami. Every tsunami is different, but there
are some common factors. One example is that tsunmis ale a

seres af waves, you can get some idea why a tsunamis is a series

of waves by' recalling whet happens when you drop a pebble into

a pond. of' water. It produces widening circles, and a tsunami is
the same thing, only' on a colossal scale.

TSUNAMI DETECTOR

Scientist in the state of Hawaii are d,eveloping a new device
that will alert people about approaching tsunamis. This d.eep
water sensor will be able to detect tsunamis that are approaching.
This sensor will also probe for seismic mechanisms that causes
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these tsunamis. This device that is being experimented on, will

be placed of the ocean bottom, far away from the shore itself.
Deep water sensors on the ocean floor around. the Hawaiian islands
should. enable scientist to predict more accurately what will
happen and what the amplitude will be before it actually strikes.
A gauge mill be connected. to the shore via satellite or with a
cable that will run along the ocean bottom. The estimated cost of
this complex deep-water detector will run up to about 480,000 to
490,000, and. should be completed in about a y'ear. Cooperative
ventures with the Russians will take place next fall, The in-

strument will be placed, in a seismically active place on the

bottom of the ocean floor.

Other reasearch is also being done to determine the effects
on various Hawaiian coastlines from tsunamis from different

parts of the ocean. Other equipment is also being devised to
trigger a warning to Hawaiian areas from locally generated, earth-
quakes'~

What they hope to accomplish by doing this is to make same-
thing that will refine the warning system and reduce false alerts.
They don't want to warn people needlessly, otherwise the people
may become complacent and ignore the warnings as happened in
Hilo prior to the 1960 tsunami in which 61 individuals perished.

DAMAt'ES DUE TG TSUIAl!GS

Devastating effects have been experienced. in Hawaii due to
two major tsunamis within the past twenty years, namely the 1946
Aleutian tsunami and the 1960 Chilean one, which wiped, out the

town of Hilo.

There are three types of damages that are produced by tsunamis.
These are:

1! Tsunami inundation as a rapid high tide. Usually houses are
swept completely off their foundation and vessels would. be carried
inland and grounded.
2! A combination of 1 and 3. Here, the major effect would be
flood.ing as a tidal inundation, however backflow may occur and
erosion and local impact damage such as caused. by 3 may occur.



5! Severe tsunami damage due to very high water velocities every-
where. Buildings and houses are completely destroyed, land and
vegetation, is stripped and eroded and rock, coral and, other debris
are left scattered. The third type is the most destructive and
this was the case in the 1960 Chilean tsunami that struck Hilo.

Usually it is not the first wave that causes the damages,
but the later waves. Such a thing happened in the May 22,1960
tsunami that struck Hilo. At 6:47 pm the U.S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey Magnetic Observatory' issued a seismic sea wave warning and
estimated. it to reach Hilo at about midnight. At 8:50 pm the
sirens were sounded, warning the people to evacuate low-lying
areas for higher grounds. At 12:15 am the first wave struck at
four-plus feet and at 12:46 am the second wave crested at about
nine-plus feet and. a turbulent, retreat from the Wailoa estuary
into the bay began. The second wave topped the Hilo breakwater
sea-wall and flooded an area near the center of the business
district. The water continued to pour out of the estuary until
1:00 am, when measurements were taken, the tape showed that the
level was seven feet below the pre-water level. By 1:02 am, a dis-
tant rumble could be heard and, as peoples eyes searched the dark-
ness for the source, all that could be seen was a pale wall of
tumbling water. The crest of the third. and the largest wave could
be seen with the dim lights that were shining from the town of' Hilo.
The wave seemed. to grow as if moved steadily towards the shore.
At 1:04 am the 55 feet high nearly vertical front smashed, into

the town of Hilo. All that could be seen was blue-white flashes

which showed the location of the tsunami front. At 1:05 am, the
wave reached, the power plant and after a brief greenish electrical
arch, Hawaii waa plunged into complete darkness. By 2:15 am, the
height of the waves had deminiahed sufficiently and it appeared
safe to enter the devastated streets. This experience waa

described by three trained observers: J.P. Eaton, D.H. Richter and
W.U ~ Ault.



CONCLUSION

In general, the most distructive tsunami that inundated. the

Hawaiian Islands was the April 1, 1946 one. This tsunami was the

most distructive on the records for the state of Hawaii. Water

elevation rose as high as 50 feet and inundated up to half a

mile. The tsunami that hit the islands in May 22, 1960, which

originated in Chile was alamo severe, however, it's effects were

felt mainly along the southern shores of the islands. The run-

up of both of these tsunamis were recorded around coastlines of

the major islands.

The inundation caused by a tsunami can be determined by the

following:

1! The wave elevations at the different coastlines   or other

datum seaward. of the coastlines!

2! The character of the waves.   whether it is a bore or a non-

bore surge!

3! The beds profile and, the roughness of the oceans topography
over which the waves travels.

Due to the paucity of tsunami records along the coast-

lines of the islands until recent times, no one is able to make

long-term statistical predictions. It is found that Honolulu,

Kahului and Hilo have sufficiently long records such that these

predictions can be made.
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IS TSUNAMI PROTECTION AOE UATE IN HAMAI I?
by Alison N. Niyashiro, University Laboratory School

INTRODUCTION

Is tsunami protection adequate in Hawaii? Since the state of Hawaii is

highly susceptible to tsunamis, we must protect and warn the people living on

the coast and their property.

This paper will study the possible methods of protecting Hawaii's coast

from tsunami damage.

METHODS OF RESEARCH

Information from this paper was obtained from research pamphlets and

annual reports. I was also aided by an interview with Professor Doak Cox

of the University of Hawaii and he supplied me with much information.

Professor Cox is an expert on tsunamis.

RESULTS OF RESEARCH

Is tsunami protection adequate in Hawaii? The answer to that question

is, no. Somewhat protected, yes, but guaranteed from harm, no. Hawaii or

anywhere else is susceptible to tsunamis and will never be fully protected.

Tsunamis are only predictable to a certain point, for example, knowing

the approximate time the tsunami will hit and maybe its speed. What scientists

are unable to predict are how big the tsunami will be, how far inland it will

go and finally, the most important thing, how much damage it will do.

One of the best ways to protect a tsunami hazard area is through zoning

or restricted land use. Much attention is now being focused on this subject

bere on Oabu. Zoning of a certain area would mean to restrict land use on the

coast. This way, when the tsunami hits� the damage to that area would be way
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less. If that coastal region had been densely populated and highly developed,

the damage to that area might be in millions of dollars and maybe lives. 1

Another way to avoid as much damage from tsunamis as possible is to

construct buildings on raised ground. For example, on the Big Island of Hawaii

2
the Hilo Civic Center is presently built on raised ground. After a tidal wave

wiped out that area, the people of Hilo filled in the land, higher than it

originally had been and built their Civic Center on that elevated ground.

Now, if a tidal wave should hit this area, the Civic Center will most

likely be safe from harm.

The three steps of this technique are:

1. The tsunami hits and the wave goes inland.

2. But there is a sudden inclination in the land.

3. So that, hopefully, the wave does not have enough speed and power

to go over the land and the water recedes back into the ocean.

 see diagram!.

One other way to protect coastal property from tsunami damage is to have

the buildings constructed on stilts or above the tsunami water level. By con-

structing buildings above the ground, when the tsunami hits, the water will

go under the building and hardly damage the property.

Another way to protect buildings constructed on the coast would be to

build waterproof walls around the building. These walls would have to be

high enough and strong enough so that water from the tsunami could not damage

the building. Since the height and power of tsunamis are unpredictable at this

time, this method of protection is not definitely tsunami-proof. 3
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CONCLUSION

After stating the different alternatives for protection against tsunamis,

think we should start using some of these methods of protection on our coast.

During previous tidal waves Hawai.i has had many people hurt and much property

damages.

I feel that many lives and -property could have been saved from previous

tsunamis had the protection and warning system been more adequate. I feel

that a warning system is not enough protection for a coastal region. Actual

protection from the waves is needed not just sirens. Perhaps if methods of

protection mentioned in my report had been used, many people in all those

tsunamis could have been saved.

FOOTNOTES

1 Professor Doak Cox, interviewed by Alison Miyashiro

 Environmental Center � University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii! November, 1977

2 Cox, Interview

3 Cox, Interview
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PROBLEMS IN CHOOSING THE LOCATION
OF A BOAT RAMP IN LAHAINA

by Lee H. Taylor, Lahainaluna High School

ABSTRACT:

There are inadequate facilities in Lahaina for small and.

private boats at the present time, So it was proposed, to build. a

small boat ramp. But in the planning and the actual build.ing of

the boat ramp many problems are sure to arise. The site which

was selected. is an old. butkkl grouod. There will be added. demands

for public utilities. There will be greatly increased traffic in

the area. The paved pard'ing area will add to the storm run off

to the area drainage area. Also There are people that live near

the facinity and noise will probably be a problem. I suggest

either they do away with the yresent ylan or find. a more suitable

location in the Lshains area.



INTRODUCTION:

The Mala Warf Boat Launching .Facility started out to be a

total relocation of the present, harbor. Thxough many years of

correspondence, instead of moving the whole harbor, the plans

wex'e ohanged to make a small boat x'amp The facility will consist

of a 2-lane launching ramp, two rigging docks, rock groins for

wave proteotion, 5l-boat and trailer parking stalls, 1-automobile

parking stalls, a boat washdown area with two spaces, a single

story comfort station with shake roof and split face block walls,

laxdseape planting and irrigation and. the repaving of the access

drive from Front Street. With all the problems that this pro!ect

has been confronted with,I assume that they will not go along

with the original plan. It is not very economical to stay with

f'he present plans. It behoves me to say that it will be better

for the county and. for the people that live next or near to the

future xamp that they find. some where else before they start

something they will be sorry for. Because fx'om the comments I

heard. from the people that live around. thexe will be alot of

complaints, after this ramp is built,

PROCEDURE OP RESEARCH:

I went to the Maui Planning Commission and asked them for

any files on the "Mala Warf Pro!ect." I used. the minutes from

the public heaa'ing, staff reports and, a file and also looked into

newspaper articles which I got from the Maui News.

RESULTS:

In my research I found that one of the mein xeasons to build

is the traffic problem that parsed. cars and boat trailers cause
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on the road. passing the historic courthouse and the elementary

school. The parked. tom buSes also cause a traffic hazard..

There are tourists standing in the middle of the road. taking

pictures and crossing the street where there is no crosswalk.

Another problem is the school buses that must pass to get to the

school. They Just barely make it with the tour buses, but with

the cars and, trailex s the buses have to back up befoxe they can

make it. It is also a safty hazard. to the school children. Then

the problem of over cx'owd.ing has come up.

The over crowded harbor is another reason why a small boat

launch should. be built. There are cars and. trailers waiting in

line for their turn at the ramp. There are also commercial boats

there, such as charters and. fishing boats for tourists and two

glass bottom boats fox cruising. And, on the out skirts of the

harbor there are people surfing. When fishermen and. independent

seamen come back with fish and. coral they need somewhere to wash

their catches, which the present harbor does not have a good. faci-

lity and. soon this will become a health problem.

At first, the planning commission proposed to restore the

Lahaina beach back to its ox iginal cond.ition. But this is very

illogical and most expensive allthis alternate was discarded.. So

fC was deoided. to scale 4own 4he problem by Oak~ ieay some of

the boats. Then the idea of a sjaall boat ramp came too. But of

course in building any pro!ect problems will arise.

The main problem no matter what you build. there is a little

five letter word. which makes the d,ifference between you building

or not, ia "money" which also 5.8 a ma]or factor in thia pro!ect.

The project, has $200,000 to spend but already have ~,,GOO spent.
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A large percentage will go to "the dead." fN that they have 5g

private graves and. they must be moved. to accommodate the pro]ect.

First they must identify as many graves as possible and. they' ll

make a common grave" for all of the unkzLowns. And. thus far only

three people responded to the notice that was published,. Besides

this, an archeologist must be present duz'ing construction and. if

any artifacts are found. that have any historic value to the

Hawaiian culture> construction will have to stop unti! the
archeologist is sure beyond the reason of a doubt. Also if they

find. sand. underneath the grouml, the simd. must be sifted. ~ As for

the three graves that weze identified., those graves will have to

be movers to a privated cemetary. 'This poses a big probe.em for1,

us and. target is $300,000. bfe figuz'e $60,000 for the reinternment

program; $1$,000 for the az'chaiological - $375,000 aM appropria-

tion is $200,000 ' You asking how we are going to do it. As of

now, we intend to borrow, beg - get from a Statewide fund..."

It also must include ll large crown shade trees which are tolerant

to ocean conditions and planted. in stratigic location. A Demptser

Dumpster must be present painted. earth colo'

Before you can build. anything you must have certain permits

to do certain things. In this case they also must have Imp~~

statements which state items you must have and. procedures y>u

must go through during construction.

The Impact Statements are as follows:

Iiono.ic Impact: The propee4 will ozeati short,

term employment during the comabnmtiog phase.

Quotation from Nr. Nam from the 'Ninutes of the Public Heari



Natural Impact: The pro!ect will result in the

removal of approximately 1.25 acres of Keawe and natural

vegetation. Also in %he process of grading and construc-

tion the boat launching facility will require the removal

of 53 scattered histox'ical graves which can be identified

as a cultural resource.

Social Impact: The pro!ect will create minimal

impact on existing services e.g.  water, sewer, ect.!.

It should. be noted. that a positive impact will result

relative to providing a much needed. launching facility

will generate increased. automobile traffic in the area.

Environmental Impact: Indicates that the 53 graves

will be x'elocated, to a px'ivate cemetary following notifi-

cation of surviving relatives, also that a Phase 1

archeological survey involving intensive site work should.

be conducted. prior to construction.

Cumulative Impact: The addition of a significant

asphalt paved. area will contribute increased storm runoff

which will be d.isposed. by sheet flow into Kahoma Stream

and the ocean. Also, the facility will generate

increased. automobile traffic in the ax'ea.

They have not yet the permit from the Corps of Egineers,

which permit them to go into the sea when they build. So they

need, this permit for the two groins which go into the water.

Another problem is the intersection that leads to the ramp.

it is a very confusing and dangerous intersection. There can be

one car coming fram the ramp its self  car Pl!, tour bus coming

off of Front Street and appxoaching Ala Noana Street,  TB.P1!-
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From the opposite d.irection comes a car and trailer off from

Front Street to Kala  the boat ramp!, which I will call "C 4 T".

You also have another tour bus coming from Ala Noana Street toward.

the intersection, {T&2!. And many people use this intersection

to make "U" turns. In this intersection there is no medial strip,

and a section just above there is a construction site. In my

illustration will show you how deadly this intersection ~ become.

Ro/I/7 %7;
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CONC LUS ION '

In view of Chh circumstances that surround the boat ramp

project, they should either do away with the whole plan due to

the danger at the intersection described earlier, a3:so Chere will

be a delay on construction if.argr artifacts that have historic

value at the burial site. There probably will have a traffic

congestion due to the length of the car and. trailer, which is

approximately 05 feet. They also should. move the boat ramp some-

where, where a better access road. could be built. It should. have

the entrance on the one end and, the exit on the other end.. I

suggest that either of the alternates are used. instead of the

present plan and, location. I believe that the cost will far exceed.

the estimated. cost,therfore the plans will either be changed or

disreguarded
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PADDLING AND SWIMMING AT ALA MOANA BEACH PARK
by Lester W.K. Luahiwa, University Laboratory School

INTRODUCTION

My paper is on a problem dealing with paddling in Ala Moana Beach

Park. The tourists and other swimners are complaining to the Parks and

Recreation Department about canoes being hazardous to pedestrian swimmers.

They are complaining that the canoes get in the way of swimrers and should

paddle somewhere else.

The paddlers feel that they don't get in the way of the swimmers.

They say that they try to stay away from where the swiaeers are. There are

about two to three hundred paddlers that use the beach in the afternoons

from 3 pm until 8 pm. The paddling season usua-ly lasts from mid-

January to early August. Each canoe is about 30 feet long and one and

a half feet wide. They also weigh around 400 pounds. This makes it

hard for the canoe clubs to handle sometimes because they have to keep

everyone alert for the swimners. It is especially a problem when there are

more than three canoe clubs and each club has about four or more canoes.

They really have to form a dependable system to keep everything running

smoothly and make sure nobody gets hurt.

The Parks and Recreation Department tried to notify the State about

this problem because the friction between the two parties might keep

tourists away from the beach. This migh affect trouism around the Ala

Moana Beach area. This repor t will capture what both of the parties have

to say about their side of the situation. It will also show the State' s
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part in this problem and what is being done to solve it.

METHODS OF RESEARCH

First I gent to Ala Noana Beach and interviewed a couple of tourists

and a couple of canoe paddlers. I also went to the Department of Parks

and Recreation and interviewed John Tomita who is concerned with this

problem. Then I watched the canoes practice for one hour and observed both

parties'reactions. I also talked with John Kapua who is the president of

the canoe club Hui o Kai 'Koo. He filled me in on some of the details

of the story. He also helped me get interviews with the coaches from

the canoe clubs.

RESULTS OF RESEARCH

Some paddlers cay that they try to stay away from pedestrians

on the beach and in the water. But with more than three canoe clubs

paddling in generally the same area, and when each club has about four

canoes in the water at the same time, it makes keeping track of each paddler's

actions hard.

Walter Kaapuni is the head coach for Kamehameha Canoe Club, which

practices at Ala Noana Beach. Walter says that he tells the members of

his club to be careful when carrying the canoes from the beach to the water.

Each club has great respect for all the canoes and each canoe must be

carried from its resting place, on the beach, to the water. Before lifting

these 400 pound .ibernlass structures Walter says, "A path to the beach is

picked where there is less people, but still being careful not to hit anyone

on the beach."

Walter also tells his steersmen from each crew to be alert at all times.

A steersman is the sixth person at the back end of the canoe. He is the

person that controls the canoe by sticking his paddle either on the left
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or right side of the canoe which makes the back end of the canoe swing

left or right. "The swimmers have plenty of room to swim," says Walter.

Malter also tries to supervise every practice session. Walter says that

he and his club members are making an effort to stay out of the way

from swimmers.

James Prescott is the steersman for the boy's 18 year old of

Kamehameha. He has been paddling at Ala Moana for five years. He says,

I never ran any swimmers over in all the time I been at Ala Moana." James

says that most of the swimners are near the shore. "When we are finished

practicing our sprints outside and it's time to come in, I look for a

spot where ther e is less people, and paddle slowly to and from the beach.

I am always trying to stay aler t."

Sammy Steamboat is head coach for the Hawaiian Warriors, who also

practice at Ala Moana Beach along with Moana Kai and a couple of other

canoe clubs. "We don'0 have too many problems with swimmers, because

we don't practice in Ala Moana Beach. We paddle on the other s'.de of

Magic Island, in the Ala Mai channel away from most of the swimmers." Sam '

also tells me that they have to watch out for boats going in and out of the

channel. "The canoes also have to watch out for surfers paddling

across the channel. The surfers are the ones we mostly have to watch

because most of their season is in the summer when the waves are up. So

there's a lot of young kids constantly paddling across the channel."

The Hawaiian Warriors have four practice canoes and two racing

canoes. The Warriors don't have too much trouble with crowds when carrying

the canoes to the water because their canoes are away from the sandy beach

area. The Marriors still have to make a path when moving the boats to
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paddlers' feeling towards this situation. The following paragraphs contain

some of the comments and points from the tourists or swimmers.

"We don't want to make trouble with any of the people. We just

want a little consideration," says Nike Peterson, a regular swimmer at

Ala Noana. He swims every afternoon, Monday through Friday for exercise.

Nike has never been hit or run over by any canoe, but he saw a few

situations where paddlers have to hold water or put on the brakes to

avoid hitting swimmers.

Gene Chong .is also a person that swims at Ala Noana beach a lot.

"The canoes are hazardous to small children playing near the shoreline,"

says Gene. Gene syas when the canoes are near the shore where children

are playing, the canoes have to be more careful. "When children are

playing and having fun, they aren't aware of canoes around them." Gene

also says that the canoes should rendevous elsewhere before an accident

occurs.

These next few paragrapsh will be on what ! observed while watching

the clubs practice. I also watched for the behavior of both parties in

action.

I observed that the canoes moved slowly with caution when close

to the shoreline. The paddlers also seemed to be alert not to hit anyone.

The canoes try to stay right outside of the swimmers. But they still have

to be alert because their still are a few swimmers outside. The only

time the canoes sprint or pick up the pace is when they get about 250

feet away from the shoreline, which is pretty far away from most of the

swimmers.. The steersmen always seem to be alert. They always keep an

eye on all sides around the canoe when the canoes are moiing in the

water. Each canoe uses the same route as the boat before them. These
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routes are picked by the coach and every steersman or at least the

steersman in the first canoe must know the route before 'leaving the beach.

All of the canoe clubs try to keep all members and equipment

together in one place. This makes it easier for the coaches to run a

practice session. Some paddlers go all over the beach and sometimes

get into trouble with the other clubs and sometimes the tourists, too.

Competition paddling will only work if all the members stay and work

together so the coasches try to keep everybody together. Keeping every-

body together will keep the members out of trouble.

The Department of Parks and Recreation has been re'ceiving complaints

from swimmers that the beach is dangerous for swimners. Nr. John

Tomita from the Department of Parks and Recreations says, "The problem

here is that the canoe clubs are too far apart from each other." John

says that the complaints were rapidly coming in to the Department

before, but slowed down after a while. John alsosays that his Department

has tried to notify some state officials after studying the problem a

bit. This is because if more canoe clubs come to Ala Moana or if

more members join, then there will be more paddlers and canoes

occupying the waters.

John also tells me that, "the state officials have not paid much

attention to this problem yet but if they let it go long enough they

will because fighs miqht break out between paddlers and swimmers." This

might lead to gang fights and threats among each other and less tourists

would come around the Ala I'.oana area. Then small stores as well as big

ones around Ala Moana might be affected. People might lose jobs and

boat rides and other tourist attractions might go out of business.

This is when the state will wake up and be aware.
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CONCLUS ION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I think that if a restricted area could be reserved for the canoes

to practice and keep the swimmers out of the area, then there will

be no swimmers that will get in the way. The are must be big enough and

fit for paddling first before they decide where the area should be.

To keep swimmers away, signs could be posted and markers could be put

out so both parties know where the boundaries are. They could also

fence an area on land big enough to hold all the paddling equipment.

This can result in less damage to the heavily respected canoes.

The Parks and Recreation Departemnt is trying to find another location

for the canoe clubs. But it's hard to find a suitable beach. The

officials still are trying to decide if moving the canoe clubs is the

right thing to do. Since paddling season is over now the state has

until next season to find a solution.

This is the conclusion to my report. I' ve showed the arguments,

facts, and my observations towards this problem, and also what I

think should be done in this situation.
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THE FUTURE OF LAHAlNA HARBOR
by Glenn S. Kishi, Lahainaluna High School

I asked. the people of Lahaina some questions about the

small boat harbor in Lahaina. I asked. questions about the prob-

lems of an expansion of the harbor and. a new harbor. Although

the results of the questions that I asked, were good, ho signif-

oant conolusion that would. serve the publio well oould be drawn.

But I found. that I ooul4 give ay personel oonolusion. Whioh

is that we should. not expand the harbor nor should. a new harbor

be mate.
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INTRODUCTION

Lahaina is known as a small town that's on the verge

of becoming a small city. On its way to becoming this small

city, it is experiencing some problems in keeping its historic

appearance while permitting modern development. One of these

problems concerns Lahaina's small boat harbor.

Xn the past, there have been many requests, for expansion

or even relocation of the harbor. Th1s seemed. feasible, but

surfers and. ocean scenery lovers and. some others have come

into conflict with the boaters.

In my paper I will try to see whether or not a harbor

extension or a new harbor is feasible according to the people

of Lahaina. I will try to show how the people feel about the

harbor and show what are the good and, bad, points for some alter-

native plans of act1on.

METHOD OP RESEARCH

I ~rote a questiona1re to f1nd. diffexent views of people

about the Lahaina Harbor. I, interviewed. people from the harbor

and. areas around the harbor. Basica13.y I tried to get people

who have had some form of contact in the area of the harbor

such as boaters, d.ivers, swinners, and residents of Lahaina.

I also interviewed. some people who didn't ordinarily come in

contact with the harbor in hopes of getting different opinions

and. views.

I got my' idea from last years symposium, but I decided to

interview people because the subject that I chose,
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Lahaina Harbor, is more in an opinion stage rather than an effects

and. consequences stage.

ln my paper X limited. the possible solutions to< �! re-

taining the present harbor, �! expand.ing the present harbor,

�! relocating the harbor to other areas of Lahaina, and, �!

relooating some present classes of harbor users to Naalaea.

RESULTS OF RESEARCH

I found out that most of the people don't want to see

the Lahaina Harbor expanded beoause of several reasons. One

is that most of the boats looking for room to dock here are

from other islands or the mainland.. Some of those people who

come here don't pay taxes but send their children to our public

schools. Some bring in contraband,. Another opinion that was

stated strongly was these other island. and, mainland vis1tors

who take away dock space are really hurt1ng the local oommer-

oial fishermen and. some of the people who live here because the

looal markets have to bring in fish and other seafoods from some

other port, raising the cost of these seafood.s here. The boaters

and. some local residents agreed that the present harbor should. be

expanded, f' or the reason that there would be more dock space and.

that the charter boats could bring in more money.

For the concerns of scenery and. the biological balance of

the ocean, some boaters and some local residents said. that it

wouldn't harm the -rea, if certain precautions are carried. out

and. depend1ng on what tools they use to build, the harbor with,

for ezILmple, a suct1on dredge. The others said that if studies

are performed, pollution and, destruction of the scenery could
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be avoid.ed. Those who felt the biological balance would. be harmed.

felt that oil and. fumes from boat engines, garbage, sewage and

ohher wastes from coats would. harm fishes and. other ocean life.

I wond.ered if people would like to see other sites developed

for boats currently' docked at Lahaina.. Again most of the local

people said. no and. only a few boaters and local people said. yes.

Those who said. no, said. that you would only be moving the present

problems io the other site. Those who said yes, said. that they

would. like to see Naalaea or another site developed because the

other site would. accomodate the boats that don't have a place to

docke

Some of the places that ~.ere sugested for a new harbor vere

at the Mala wharf area, in front of Lahaina as recommended by a

survey team of engineers, and Maalaea Harbor.

Those who were involved. with some ocean related. activities

said. that a new harbor or an expansion of the harbor would. destroy

their activities. Those concerned. with surfing aired. their

views when prime areas of surfing were threatened, with destruc-

tion.

.4 prime surfing site will be d.estroyed, by dredging and

harbor construction as proposed. for Maalaea Bay. . . . Specif-

ically, the mod.ifications to the existing harbor that threaten

the surfing area are the extend.ed south breakwater and the new

entrance channel."

"It is recommended, that the proposed. plan for harbor

mod.ications not be implemented, and. that alternatives be found.,

1n view of the social cost, present and. future usage of the surf

sports area,~<
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"A proposed relocation of the existing boat harbor to a new

site on the northwest side of the present boat harbor channel would.

aestroy several surfing s1tes in an extensive area used in both

summer and winter seasons. The existing harbor 1s a source of

serio us poll ut 1on. Many surf ers complain of inf ect ions f rom the

area. Reef dredging, alteration of currents and. Jetty construction

threaten to reprod.uce Honolulu's waterfront problems in the

Laha 1ns area

A similar question was asked. of boaters on how the harbor

would. affect them. The answers varied. so greatly that no sig-

nifcant conclusion could be drawn.

CONCLUSION

Judging from the views that I received. I could not Justify

a recommendat1on either for or against an expansion or relocation

of the harbor. But Judging from the informat1on that I have, I

can give my personal conclusion. I bel1eve that a new harbor

shouldn't be built nor should the present harbor be extended.

I feel that the present harbor should. be modernized. and managed

properly 1n regard to upkeep, sanitat1on, and. land and ocean

traff1c. I also think that the local commercial fishermen and,

boaters should have pr1ority to docking stalls. Although the

Lahaina Harbor isn't a commercial fishing harbor I Chink a small

sect2on should be left aside for them.
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FOOTNOTES

"~UBF PAHANETEB~ Final Beport" John Kelly, Besearch Consul-
tant, James E. E. Look Laboratory of Oceanographic Engineering,
Technical Beport No. 33, November 1973, pg. 208, Naalaea..

2"SUBF PAKViETEBS Final Beport John Kelly, Besearch Consul-
tant, James E. K. Look Laboratory of Oceanographic Engineering,
Technical Beport No. 33, November 1973, pa. ?08, "Lahaina".
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SAMPLE OF QUESTIONNAIRE USED

This is a questionnaire concerning the Lahaina Harbor. Please
answer these questions as best you can.

l. Are you a resident of Lahaina? Of Maui?

2. Do you wish to see the current Lahaina Harbor expanded? Why?

3. Where do you want to see it built? Why'?

4. Do you think, if there is a new harbor, that it will harm the
environment so far as scenery or the biological balance of the
ocean is concerned? Explain.

S. Do you think Maalaea Harbor or other site should be developed?

6. If you are a surfer or do any ocean related activities, how do
you feel the new or the expansion of the harbor will affect
you, the activity, or the site?

7. If you are a boater what do you think of the present harbor?
How will a new or an expansion of a harbor affect you?

8. How important is the harbor to you? In what ways do you make
use of the harbor?

Thank you for answering my questionnaire.
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RICHARDSON CENTER, HII 0, HAWAII
by Arlene D. Bazell, Pahoa High School

LB ! LRjlMT

Our islands are surrounded with

waters abundant with life, and ye.

cceanczraphy is cnly beginning +c

beccme a career in ~awaii. ,". center

trying tc ercuse pu'olic awareness was

formed - t'~!e ..ichardscn,s'.!te Ccean

"enter. It is my wis". tc present tc

the public a guide fcr the center, a

guide telling people abcvt ,ichardson

=enter, aocut the plant li e and the

abundant sea life. ,: erhaps this will

inspire cthers tc dc a guide fcr

similar marine r.,creaticn areas.

:hen there will be nc reason for

pecple nct to know of the impcrtance

cf cur cceans.
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  cr ancgraphy, a lar=-e f i ld, is beginning tc open up

'~:.re in .' awaii. Our islands are -.r e perfect spct fcr t'r is

se Ir'."..ur ccear. is fillec wit!" abundant and fertile life

in cne c," t~e best climates « e trc- 'cs. cut befcre

cceancgrapl y can be expected tc expand an; mere, cne ctner

.ing is needed - public awareness. Only when pecple rea~.ize

t',-e im-.;crtance cf cur cceans and the -.~pcrzunities the ccean

~elis, can we, expect p ople tc ccnsider the field. So how do

we arcuse the publics curicsi.y into disccvering t'.: field:

hrcugh marine r"creation',

"he idea was offered to the .-'ahoa .' =rine Science class

by Yrs. !andra;;hite when she spoke cf th upccmir ~ s symposium.

her. had be n a guide dcne fcr the i aena r oint;"=-.lk . cr

t~ cse whc didn't knew their way..~ similar p. cj.ct cc: .. oe

dcne .cr .'<ic~ardscn .state Ocean "enter. ' nc! led~a:. t",.~

center needed tc 'o brought to 'be nub' ic. 'he center is run

'.;y ~;: � "cunty but funds are limited an" several tim s t'..:e

+is is where he public iscenter was near l; clc ed dc'~'n.

.uide cul: b created wi=h several a=re=its. .. ".F
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varicus ways. Grcups and organ'zations, the public, in

f:"..ilies cr inriividuals, can hei-� "y vclunteering ideas, wcr~,

time an~ ta ent. :f nct;-in' else, b~ lettin;: .;-.. ccuncilr e~

' ncw hc . impcrtant the cen .er is tc them, wculd be of r.elp.

'...is pret. ct was well wcrth t-e ;;crk it ~.as pcin,"- c take.



could gain the reccgniticn much needed. Perhaps a guide

would draw in mere pecple and maybe, with the center being

such a public interest place, the funds would be stabilized.

'crking on creating the guide wculd give me the experience

of the struggle cf a publicaticn as well as teach me as much

as I hcped tc teach the public. F'inally, It wculd do the

main thing it was intended fcr. The guide would present

ancther form cf marine recreation. It wculd offer infcrmation

cn the terestrial and marine life at the center, and many

pecple dc consider learning, recreaticnal.

1'METHODS

Sc I took up on the idea, volunteering the next three

months to much more than I expected. F'irst I attempted to

set up a schedule. I decided what I wanted tc show the pecple.

Starting inside the center, gc out and arcund the side, toward

and arcund one cf the many fish pcnds tc the left 0f the

building, back toward the center, down the path which leads

tc a gccd swimming area, then ventually back again. This

should be a total of 20 � 3G minutes cf walking and learning.

Along the way I'd give pictures, descripticns and basic uses

of the plants.

Once at, the end of the trail, I'd take the readers into

the water, literally or just descriptively, once again giving

'oasic descripticns, drawings and uses of the a'gae, anemones

and fish so pl n.ifully fcunc'. at Richardscn Center,
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The next step was tc take -uava stakes, tops painted

white with black numbers, and decide exactly where they should

be put. The first wculd be where the Aloe, surrounded with

coconut trees. The n xt at one of the many ancient Fish ponds

where mullet and koi can still be found. The third, at a

brackish water pend where a fresh water stream slowly seeps

in. An ideal spot for ycungsters to swim and play in the

sand. The ether stakes continuing down the path would point

out plants such as bananas, Chinese palms, Halas, Monstera,

Bowstring Hemp, Cannas, Ti's, Laua'e, Taro vines, Hau, Ircn

wood, Milo, and Chinese Almond.

In order to give the drawings, descripticns, and uses of

these plants, I had a lot tc find cut. The drawings I did all

by myself, first in pencil, next in pen using a form of carbon

tc transfer it ento paper in a darker form.

The descripticns and uses I cculdn't begin to work until

I had the common and scientific names, true, I could have gone

through, bock after bock, and found what I needed, but thanks

to Mrs. Hanna BOWMAN, that task was simplified. We tcured the

center and she gave me both ccmmcn and scientific names for

almost all of the plants. After this, it was much easier to

gather the needed infcrmation.

Once> l had the names, I next needed to gather as

much information on the plants, I decided to pcint out tc my

readers. From this infcrmaticn I cut it back tc a brief

description and a few of the more important uses. Next,

was to write it cut in a presentable way sc it cculd keep
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the readers interest stirred. Then tc put it intc order es

to what goes where, and where and hcw much space to leave for

pictures.

t>cw the only thing that could be dcne, after reading it

over and ever again, was to type it up in hopes that no

mistakes were cverlcoked or pages left out.

The typed copy was read over by myself, my teacher, and

parents, for mistakes. Nany were found and several pages

needed tc .be done over, .'nd they were, over and over again.

Over and over again made success sc sweet when I handed

in a final total cf 37 pages, blessed and cursed by us all.

RESULTS

The end was sweet, when I had a 37 page guide to show

for the nights and days cf hard work by myself and those

who helped me. The project was well wcrth the effcrt.

However, this was truely nct the end, but instead the

beginning. The guide was next tc be sent, to Sea Grant,

through Nr. Harcld Takata, to be published and distribvted

to Richardscn Center. The guide would be offered to the

public, as criginally intended, to help arcuse pulic awareness

cf our oceans, through marine recreaticn.

Along with the guide, Richardson Center also has an

album I did in conjuncticn with the guide. To Identify Algae

by a drawing is nearly impo;.sible. Hut, yet, the center has

so many species grcwing in the water that the'. could nct be

omitted. o instead, I collected, dri d and mcunted several
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of the more commonly fcund Algae and compiled them into an

album. It is my hope that as people find others which have

nct been previously ccllected, they will dcnate them to the

center to be dried and added tc the collection. In this

way the collecticn will be ccntinuously updated with new

species.

Along with the Algae, the Album also has some of the

photographs I took of the center.

CONCLUSION 8  RECOMMENDATIONS

With this guide, besides teaching a little which may not

have been known already, perhaps it will encourage someone

to do a similar guide elsewhere.

In hopes that scmecne does decide tc dc a similar project,

I'd like to give a few suggesticns:

1. Give ycurself time. A year wculd be best. Three

months, I found was not enough time to dc it calmly

and completely. If it has tc be rushed thrcugh, dcing

it night and day, the project beccmes a menace. Nake

the project a pleasant and rewarding task, by giving

ycurself plenty of time.

2. Before you do anything else on the guide, be sure

to schedule yourself. Write cut exactly what needs

to be done, and set up dates fcr completicn fcr each

thing. And stick to the schedule.' Don't leave it

tc pile up in the last week. It won't work that way.
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lf you wcrk with a partner or partners set a rule-

wcrk first, play later. And get the work done. Be

sure ycu know your partner well. Know that he or

she will be able and eager tc dc the much needed

wcrk. Split the work up evenly. Know exactly who

does what before ycu start.

If ycu decide to wcrk alone, be sure to take

along a friend for the sake of safety. If you' ll

be working in the water make sure your friend is

a strong swimmer. You may get intc trouble in

the water and you want to be sure your friend will

be able to help.

4, The final and perhaps most important suggestion is this:

Don't give up, there will be times of hard luck, you

don't ccunt on, like differences cf opinions, colds,

lousy weather, family responsibilities, or other

ccmmitments. There will be times when the work

seems to swamp ycu, but push to get through. You' ll

realize when the whcle crdeal is over, every ounce

of work ycu put in was well wcrth it.

Perhaps, now, with my guide and cthers that may be

inspired, the public awareness will be increased.

People will realize the impcrtance cf our cceans, for

eccnomical, educaticnal, and recreaticnal aspects.
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THE SEA URCHIN IN HAMAII
by Derri c k J. Ignac io, Pahoa Hi g h School

ABSTRACT

This paper explores the sea urchin populations in the

Kawaihae and Kapoho areas on the island of Hawaii. X have been

diving for two years and have become most interested in sea

urchins. Xs there a way to use sea urchins in the food industry?

Another cpxestion is, if there is a market for the sea urchin,

what, kind of market? This report is based on four kinds of sea

urchins living in Kawaihae and Kapoho areas. X will explain

which ones might be used in aquaculture. X will also explain

what they look like and how they live and reproduce.
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METHOD OP RESEARCH

My purpose was to search out and identify the different sea

urchins in Kawaihae and Kapoho areas. I made a more thorough

survey of Kapoho. I made five dives to get enough information on

sea urchins living in these waters. My first three dives were made

at Kawaihae. Two of the dives were made during the day and the

third was at night. These dives were made over the weekend of

October 8 and 9, 1977.

The first dive on October 8, was early in the morning. The

purpose was to harvest and look around for different species of

sea urchins. This dive lasted about one hour of diving off a

reef area at a depth of 10 to 15 feet. The species that was

harvested was the Diadema, local.ly known as black spiney sea

urchin or vauna.

The second dive was made at night on October 8, during the

hours of 8:30 to ll:30. The purpose was to look for night species

of sea urchins. The dive covered an area about 3/4th of a mile

along the shoreline.

The third dive was during the day on October 9. Xt was made

during the early afternoon hours. This dive was to harvest the

Diadems and to look around for different species.

The other two dives were made at Kapoho on November 12, 1977.

The dives were in the afternoon. The first dive was made in a

tidal pool. I marked with string an area of 10 x 10. Then I

counted the species in this area. Since the bottom was of rock

and sand, X then brushed away about 3 inches of the sand to look

for urchins under the sand.

The last dive later that afternoon was in an area closer to

the reef. It was too rough to mark out an actua1. area, so in an
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estimated 10 x 10 area, I counted all of the sea urchins I could

see.

RESULTS OF RESEARCH

The first. survey in October in the Kawaihae area, I found

many blackish blue sea urchins  Diadema.! The results showed 45

to 60 in a 10 by 10 area. Some of these sea urchins almost. touch

each other. The Kapoho survey in November showed nearly the same

results, but the count was down to 35 or less. The shape of" the

blackish blue sea urchin is round and the size of its skelton is

3-4 inches. The needles are 3 to 6 inches long. I found only one

sand dollar on each of the two Kapoho dives. It had short spines.

The sand dollars were white and brown in color, flat, round and

about 4 inches in diameter.

Xn the first, of the Kapoho dives, X found two pencil slate

sea urchins. They were of a redish color. The skelton is round

and has needles like a fat pencil.

The last type of sea urchin found was a white sea urchin.

The sea urchin was almost the same as the blackish one but has

stronger needles or spines. I found this one right on the shoreline.

REPRODUCTXON OF SEA URCHINS

All echinoids are dioecious, and the majority display no

sexual dimorphism. In regular echinoids, there are five gonads.

Sperm and eggs are shed into the sea water by the contraction of

t' he muscle layers of the gonads, and fertilization takes place in

the sea water. As in asteroid, spawning in temperate species takes

place in the spring and early summer. Brooding sea urchins retain

their eggs on the peristone or around the periproct and use the



springs in holding the eggs in position. The heart urchins and

the brooding species of sand dollars brood their eggs in deep

concavities on the petaloids.

Sea urchins live mostly near rocky shores, feeding on algae

and decaying matexials and serving as one of the many kinds of

scavengers that keep the sea bottom from becoming foul. The tube

feet of the sea urchin end in suckexs and are long and slender,

extending beyond the spines. Both are used in locomotion, the tube

feet being moved by changes in pxessure in the water vascular

system and by muscles; the spines are moved by muscles. Five

teeth are seen around the mouth.

Sand dollars belong to the same class as sea urchins but are

flattened and covered with short spines. They move by means of the

spines and small tube feet on both surfaces of the body. The large

tube feet which protrude from the five double rows of holes on the

upper surface are respiratory. The animals swallow sand and digest

the organic material contained in it.

DXSCUSSXON OF THE POSSXBXXaXTXES OF PRODUCTXON OF SEA URCKII!TS

Xn Hawaii today, there are some uses of the sea urchins. The

pencil slate sea urchin is being used to make necklaces. Some peo-

ple make the necklaces and sell them to the tourists in Hilo and the

other islands. They sell for $5.00 or less. The production of this

looks limited as not too many people buy these. Kapoho is a good

possibility for production of the pencil slate sea urchin.

Anothex' one for the possibilities of production is the blackish-

blue spiney sea uxchin as a food product. But perhaps only a few

people will buy it. A guart sized jar could sell for about $50.00.

To harvest the sea urchin isn't easy. You have to look for a place
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like Kawaihae. You have to dive in water 15 to 20 feet deep.

Xt takes about 3 buckets full to make one jar of the edible pox-

tion of the sea urchin. The meat, from the sea urchin looks like

body fat. Xt is utilized as food in some parts of the world.

*Pratt states "over 100,000 dozen sea urchins are yearly brought

into the fish markets of Marseilles." This production might be

possible if more people could be taught to eat it. There is no

market yet in the store in Hawaii but only the people who go div-

ing for this sell it to other people.

The sea urchin could help the job market. For you would need

divers and then people to collect the fat from the sea urchin.

Already some jobs are due to the sea urchin. Tourists buy neck-

laces and take them back with them. Xn order to faxm sea urchins

you would need a big salt water pond that has a high rate of algae

and the right kinds of decaying material and help in farming and

harvesting the product.

The spiney needles can be easily removed by a wire basket.

You put all the blackish blue sea urchins that will fit into the

basket and shake well until all the needles are removed. You then

remove the fat from the shell. All of this takes time and the sea

urchin wouldn'0 be a fast crop.

COHCXUSXOHS AHD RECOMBEMDATXOHS

My research revealed that Kawaihae and Kapoho resources of

sea urchins vary in numbex' and type. Some areas may be filled but

other areas can have hardly any. One place may have only one kind

of sea urchin while the other can have two to three kinds of sea

urchins. Xn researching this topic I have found that their are
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limits to producing sea urchins as food. I feel that trying to

start it will be hard to do, because X don't think people will

be that eager to try it, as food at the present time. X feel

that some day sea urchins may be a part of the food list. The

food market is slowly looking for new and better food-resources

in the sea. X feel the sea urchin should be studied more

thoroughly.

BUCHSBAUM, Ralph. 1948. Animals without Backbones. 2nd ed.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press.

MSH, Kaye 1975. How Xnvertebrates Live. London: Elseiver-
Phaidon.

+PRATT, H. S. A Manual of the Common Xnvertebxate Animals; p. 641,
A. C. Halurg Co.
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SHARK' S

by Wayne E. Plumline, Kubasaki High School

An extensive genius of fishes of the rag family, found widely dis-

tributed in the ocean, but most abundantly within the tropics. The

body is elongated in most species, the tail is thick and fleshly, and

the teeth are generally large, sharp, and formed for cutting. The skin

is scaleless, but usually is very rough with thornlike tubercles, and

is used .in making shagreen, They swim with great speed for long dis-

tances, often pursuing ships for the sake of securing the offal and

waste materials thrown overboard. Some deep-sea species attain an enorm-

ous size and are noted for their voracity in devouring other forms of sea

life. Al3 species are more or less destructive of food fishes and do im-

mense damage to the fisheries. The most powerful of the man-eating species

is the White Shark  Carcharodon carcharias!, of the warm seas. It is

found in the water's off the southerly coasts of th United States, where

it attains a length of 40 feet. It scents food for some distance and is

readily attracted by blood or decompo ing bodies. Other large species

of shark's are the tiger shark, the blue shark, the hammerhead shark, and

the common dusky shark

Dan erous S cies:

The Great Hammerhead Shark  Sphyrna mokarran!, is a full-bel3ied

animal that gro~s as long as fifteen feet, perhaps longer. There are

four or five different species, with the great hammerhead the largest

and most dangerous, and their profiles are all quite similar. The tails

are huge and tower higher than the first dorsal fin, whiehin turn is
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proportionately taller than the first dorsal fin of most other big sharks.

The pectoral fins, on the other hand, are proport ionately smaller, per-

haps because their guiding and balancing function is shared with the heed,

Thus, where other sharks must rely primarily on their pectoral fins for

aid in banking, climbing, and turning, hammerheads also employ their heads.

The Great Blue Shark  Prionace glauca!, is probably the easiest dan-

gerous species, other than the hammerhead, for the biologist to identify.

For one thing, it i,s by far the thinnest~ only about 175 pounds at nine

feet, as againest 300 or &0 for the same length mako shark and 700 or

800 pounds for a comparable white shark. The blue shark's colouring is

also distinctive; it is in fact almost the prettiest of alL,. The back

is a stunning indigo, the sides bright blue mixed with silver near the

tail � all set off by a snow-white belly.

The Great White Shark  Carcharodon carcharias!, is by far one of the

most difficult species to identify. To a man in a boat or even in the

w'ater, its profile could well be that of an adult brown, mackerel, or per-

haps even a mako shark, so closely do these resemble one another at first

glance. Closer study would, of course, show the differences, but this is

seldom pos.=ible  or desireable! in open water.

You can't tell one by its colour either, for white sharks are seld-

om white, Younger ones are uiually dull brown, adults slate grey to al-

most brlack on top and dirty white below. The misnomer may have origi-

nated long ago, when sailors saw their white bel3ies flash when they rol1 ed

over, and began to call the whole fish white. The name took hold, or so

the story goes, and has since become so firmly rooted that no n.cunt of

<ruth or logic can change it. Actually occasic ~a1! 1".;.," ' -gee ' mans may '->e
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pale grey or lead white, but they are the exc.eptions rather than +he ru" e.

How, then, can you spot a white shark?

First study drawings and photographs, then loo'c for a rather stout

bo~v with a curving back and a short, pointed snout. The gill slits will

be very long, the eyes small, the petoral fins wiRe and Heep, giving an

impression of great power. Located at the peak of the back, the first

dorsal fin will be a sharp, equilateral triangle, while the tail will be

strong, stubby, and almost evenly proportioned on top and bottom. The quick-

est means of identification  though not found on eve~ individual! is a

oronounced black spot on th axis, or armpit, of each pectoral fin, The

teeth are also distin~tive � even triangles with sawtooth edges � but they

are less obvious at first glance<

The Tiger Shark  Galeocerdo cuvier!, is rather graceful, with a long

>~eeping t~il with a large upper lobe and a streamlined body marked in

youth with the vertical stripes that gi~ it its name. These stripes are

actually composed of dark spots fused together' with age, the dark colours

spread until back and sides are solid grey or greyish brown. The belly,

which is set well forward, is light grey or white.

Examined close-up, the tiger shark loses some of its charm. The head

is blunt, short, very wide and rounded, and withal quite brutal, while the

mouth is huge � four-fifths the width of the head and filled with five or

six rows of big, coarse teeth, teeth so sharp and numerous, eighteen to

twenty-four per row, that they can cut through even the shells of tutles,

Tiger sharks' teeth are shaped like valentine hearts lying on their

si".es and are in effect little curved saws; some naturalists claim they are

the most efficient teeth of any dangerous species of shark,
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The shako Shark  Isurcpsis maka!, is slender, lightning fast, quite

brave and aggressive. It, prefers warm and temperate waters inshore and

off in the Pacific and Indian Oceans. The make's deep blue colouring,

which looks cobalt or ultramarine in the water, fits in perfectly with

the open sea that it prefers to the paler waters close to shore. Thi.s vi-

vid blue tells it apart from all other shark species but the blue shark,

which is almost the exact same colour but different in profile. Its belly

is snow white,

Protection k ainst Sharks:

Since the outbreak of Woz'ld War II, and afterwards marine biologists

from all over the world began studPing and experimenting with new ways to

pz'otact servicemen and bathers from the possibility of shazk attack. The

biggest thing discovered or was thought to be the biggest thing discovered,

was a substance called Shark Chaser ~ It was issued mainly to servicemen at

sea and piolets, It was later found to be useless against a determined at-

tack, and was shortly afterwards discarded.

Other methods of protection were soon discovered, but, evan they were-

n't totally efficient. Below are a few of them<

1! Meshing< k process in which two large post are set up
and a very large net is placed between the post in or-
der to keep sharks away from popular bathing resorts.

2! Watch Towerz This is where a very large observatory is
set up, and contains four or more lifegmrds with bino-
culars and when one of them spots a shark entering the
area, a alarm is then set off to clear water,

3! Air Patrol> Its where planes fly at lcw altitude and
when they spot a shark, they drop a streamer to warn the
lif'eguare3s ~  Similar to the watc.h taw'er � but a greater
distance of' viewing!.
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D! Vitamin A
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conn~jical Uses of the Shark:

A! Jet~ej ry

8! Shark-fin Soup

C! Tough Leather:
shoes

boots

wallets

1uggage
golfbags



CROWN-OF-THORNS  RELATION TO THE FAR EAST REGION!
by William L. Krumpelman II, Kubasaki High School

C r own- o f - Thorns
 Threat to Coral Reefs!

"Man, long familiar with pestilence and natural catastrophe,
now faces perhaps the most unusual plague of this century.
Populations of large, coral-eating starfish are increasing s.t a
phenomenal rate in tropical seas thousands of miles apart.
Scientists find no precedent nor can they agree on a. reason for
these spontaneous infestations, Yet if the starfish plague
continues, some experts predict that eventually entire coral
reefs may crumble from wave action and disappear, endangering

the island homes of hundreds of thousands of people."<

The crown-of-thorns  Acanthaster lanci! is one of the

most spectacular predators on coral reefs. These tough-bodied
sea stars crawl relentlessly over coral reefs and devour the

living coral animals called polyps by exerting their stomachs

over them on the spot. The crown-of-thorns is a tough-bodied,

spiny sea star with 12-20 legs,

"Unlike most sea stars, the crown-of-thorns has

sharp, venom-bearing spines, which protect it against
most of its predators. The spines consist of calcium
carbonate and organic material and are held erect by
muscles. Glandular tissue is reported to be contained

within the spines themselves and can secrete a toxin
into the water or into the tissue of the would-be

victim."2
When a person is punctured by the crown-of-thorns spines,

he will experience pain, redness, swelling, some muscle para-

~Jan N. Weber, "Coral Killer puzzles science", Smithsonian,
April |970, p.$0

2Jacques Cousteau, T?iw Ocean World of Jac ues Cousteau,
Volume 6, y.f.|1
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-lysis, nausea, and possible vomiting. In addition to the

venomous spines the crown-of-thorns has another poisonous

chemical in the skin covering its entire body, The spines are
very sharp and when slightly grazed by the spine it may leave a

cut in Chat spot. When cut by these spines, force the cut to

bleed because then you will be getting the outer coating of the

crown-of'-thorns out of the cut and will help to stop infection.

The starfish moves across reefs, going as far as 820 feet a

week devastiting all the living coral polyps in the area.

Crown-of-thorns usually eat at night, exerting its stomach inside

out and on the coral to feed. When the starfish is finished eating,

all that is left is the dead remains of the corals skeleton that

is made of calcium carbonate. Acanthaster lanci eats usually

on the outer reefs Chat protect the islands. These are the

fringing and barrier reefs. They usually move toward the land area

after eating the outer reef. You may find a crown-of-thorns at

the deepest depth of about 70 meters,

"The very first discovery was on Okinawa, reported by a fisherman

in ].902, Chen later in 1957 Dr. Nyoko reported a great population

explosion on Okinawa's reefs, The first discovery of great

importance of the starfish plague occurred at a popular tourist

resort on Green Island, Australia, This resort is located on

the 1,2/0-mile long reef called the Great Barrier Reef. In 1960

one single large crown-of-thorns was found near the southern end

of the reef at Green Island. Around this starfish was the remains

of live coral. Noone really realized untill sometime later that

the crown-of'-thorns ate the live coral polyps."3

In the following years �960-1960! the increase of crown-

of-thorns had almost tripled. Nore scares in the reef were reported

and a great concern was given to the devastation of the reef.
' ~

By this time the implications were almost evident. If no measures

of investigation would have been done, the whole reef might

have been destroyed in a couple of months' Nore scientists

were Crying to find out their destruction rate and how to stop them.

3Jon N. Weber, "Coral Killer puzzles science", Smithsonian,
April 1970, pp. 31-32.
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The crown-of-thorns killed about 9. of the coral on the

northwestern part of a 100-mile coastline on Guam in 1967.
Crown-of-thorns also invaded 300 miles of Australia's Great

Barrier Reef. This was the worlds most extensive example of
the destruction of coral reefs. These islands also were invaded
by the star fish,' Malaysia, New Guinea, Palau, Saipan, Truk, the
Ryukyu island chain, Japan, Figi, Tahiti, Tuamotu Archipelago,
Phillipines, Taiwan, all Indonesian islands, and some places even
on the eastern coast of Africa. Many scientist and oceanographers
were very concerned with the behavior and its eating habits. One
concerned Biologist wrote'this note,

"The attacks are occurring throughout the Pacific,
into the Indian Ocean, and almost to thee coast of east
Africa. It appears that all of the tropical reefs of
the Pacific area are in real danger."~
"Many biologists concerned, about the populatio5 explosion of

the crown-of-thorns, were seeking reasons why there was so many of
these sea stars, After extensive studying many scientists found
alot of. different solutions. One was that some of the crown-of-
thorns natural predators  The giant triton trumpet shell, puffer
fish, parrot fish, the mollusk helmet, and one type of a small
shrimp! are being greatly reduced by collecters around the
world. Scientist James A. Sugar calculated that shell collectors
took at least 100,000 tritons from tike Great Barrier Reef between
1.949-1959. They say that they are trying to find out whether it' s
possible to grow these animals on a special triton farm. If it is,
we' ll seed them as adults along the Great Barrier Reef".5

When watching a triton catch and eat a crown-of-thorns is
quite a thrill. First the triton locates the crown-of-thorns then
pursues it. The mollusk first seized the starfish, holding it
between the shell and its foot. Then the triton tears the starfish
to shreds and devours it. Later he will spit out the spines.

"9 3 'll 3 ' ", 5 '*

April 1970, p. P5
5James H. Sugar, "Starfish Threaten Pacific Reefs", National

97, l 35
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Some people argue over the fact that a triton can move faster

than a crown-of-thorns, but it is true that the triton can move

faster. The crown-of-thorns can only move a out a foot per minute

when com7oeting for food.

Fi 1 Crown-of-Thorns Dia ram:
dottom

Dead coral means real danger to many people on coral islands

and atolls in the pacific region. When the crown-of-thorns eats

the live coral, all that is left behind is the coral skeleton

which eventually the storm waves ' ould wash away the shoreline and

possibly the whole island. Before this could happen the islanders

would have to leave or starve to death. They get their lively-

aood from the seas products. When the reef dies so does the

amount of fish in that region. The coral reef is the su%staining

factor of all ocean li.e on atolls.
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"The possibility that such a disaster might strike the Pacific

Islands Trust Territory, administered by the United States, prompted

the U.S. Oepartment of the Interior to send out an international

tea.m of more than 60 scientists and divers to study the problem in

the summer of 69'. The project, managed by the Westinghouse Ocean

Research Laboratory of San Diego, California, was set up to survey

the damage caused by the crown-of-thorns".6
Fi 2 Fart of the Crown-of-Thornsi

The Foot
This red tip contains 'i.his is the

the deed137 1:exin, The ~ white part of
spine is made of the leg. The
glandular tissue. I ~ yel low part is

a suction cup,
"No real theory up to date can be used to tell the starfish

plague and its wide distribution. Some scientists think that the

populat'on explosion has no unusual cause but that it only was

a natural disaster. Other theories were given but none seemed

to really answer it. Many scientists in Australia seem to think

the over-collection of the great triton shell was the main reason

,9,,
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for this breakout. But on other islands in the pacific, though not

many shell collecters there, we. e equally infested with the crown-

of-thorns, Other theories have been made by scientists concerning

mans disturbance. American marine biologists, together with

government agencies, examined all earlier conclusions

pollutants, blasting and dredging, shell collecting, spear fishing,

and their effects on the predators of seastars. Some scientists

say that typhoons were responsible for the redistribution of the

food supply of predators on sei stars. This "environmental

disturbance" idea now awaits experimental tests. Very recent'y

another hypothesis was off'ered~ that a chemical attraction among

feeding stars might serve to bring them together".~

and dredging to create new airfields or to enlarge existing

facilities may have removed normal encrusting organisms from wide

4

dhianci has s chance of laying her eggs and most of them growing to

adult stage. Hotiever during |Iltmrttll's heavy sea, air, and ground

bombardment, you would expect to see a population rise of the

cro,~~-of-thorns, but there was none. Dredging and mining are not

heavy to the islands but the use of pesticides is. These pesticides

have a wide effect while in the ocean, Some kill fish, some

increase the rate of developement, and some make the creature

turn out abnormally. So the crown-of-thorns might have been

effected by the pesticides by having a vast increase in population.

"In his office at the university of Guam, Dr. Chesher told me

that man may be responsible in another way for the invasion. "By

ki.lling the coral in the process of blasting channels or dynamiting
for fish", Dr. Chesher said, "he has perhaps altered the underwater

environme~t in favor of the sea-stars survival,"8
~G.. " ' '.' ", ' I

'9 I ~ 34'I

8James H. Sugar, "Starfish Threaten Pacific Reefs", National
G~. 97 .. 347
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Dr. Chesher explained that many of the Acanthaster lanci that

are spawned by the female starfish  Spawning usually occurs from

July-August! may never make it to adulthood. Usually the coral

polyps eat the starfish larvae. Many other predators eat its !arvae.

Hut if the coral is kill-.-d br mans devastation, the starfish won' t

have any predators 'n larvae stage thus leaving many to become full

mature adults. The result from this action is called a population

explosion.

"Support for mi hypothesis," Dr. Chesher pointed out,

"comes from the fact that infestations in Guam, Rota, and

Ponape were first disc. overed near blasting or dredging

sites."9

Nany other scientists have given their hypothesises about

how the reef may be being destroyed by mans use of atomic energy

and by pesticide residues was5ed into the oceans by rivers and

strems form land. But to all the theories and hypothesises all

can be figured into a basic category. This category is the place

of mans activities.

Wa s of killin Crown of Thorns

Theia are many different ways of killing the crown~of-thorns

but the chemicals you may use may be effective to other living

organism-" in the water and the things that eat the crown-of-thorns.

One way is to use a formaldyhyde gun,, This i."- like a shot but it

is inserted i'neo the heart of the Acanthaster planci, This gun

i~as used extensively by scientists and div'rs on Guam in 1,967-1 970.

Also it was used in Australia on the breakout of starfish on the

Great Barrier Reef, Many scientists say that this formaldyhyde

also has effects on the balance of nature in ocean life. Bleach

c: an also be used. The bleach can kill it almost automatically.

But the bleach kills coral polyps and also many other living organisms,

Among' was also tz'%ed but it really had no ef'fee%a The most effective
way, found by many people, is to stab the starfish and bring it

ashore. When you get it ashore.e let it set above the hightide

mark to dryout and rott away, W~aznin Nany divers have thought

h t ld kill the starfish bv cutting it in half, But like
Sugar, "Starfish Threaten Pacific Reefs", National

P
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a..!1 starfish they also have radial symetry. This is when .. star

f". sh is cut in half it will regenerate and become two starfish,

This would not help solve our problem but only make it worse,
I think that if man takes away all the crown-of-thorns that

he will alter the whole food chain of the seas, With the crown-

of'-thorn g;one what would its predators eat7 Thus what would

happen to them ? Wo~ ld they too go out of existance'? All these

questions should be also taken into concideration richen trying to

solve the problem with the crown of thorns.

Acanthaster lanci on Ja an

The very first report .in Japan on the crown of thorns was in

19'".2 by a local village fisherman, He was out one day pulling in
his nets when he noticed an unusual type of starfish. He brought
it back to be studed. Later in 195'7 Dr. 5"'.yoku reported a great
popuIation increase in the Ryukyu islands. Thats when the study of

an really got to work to try to save the coral reefs.

"In the Yaeyama Islands, the aggregation of Acanthaster

planci ha., been seen ohly on the reefs around Hatosa Island and

those south of Taketomi Island  Fig 5!. It was in 1972 that an

unusual high density aggregation was first noticed around Hatoma

i'land, Since then, in spite of the great controlling effects,
the poy;ulation has kept its high density level there. In July

1a~o, a la-g~ porulation of Acanthaster appeared in the vicinity
of Taketomi Island and it grew very rapidly. As above, the devastation
of coral communities due to .~canthaster's pr dation is seen locally
on some restricted reefs. In the Okinawa Islands, however, almost

all of the coral reefs along the western coast have been devastated

already. In the area between Iriomote and Ishigake Islands, so
called Seki-Sei Lagoon, Acanthaster shows a gradual increase.
The Yaeyama Islands is well known for its beautiful and large-
scaled coral reefs in Japan, and we can see a variety of marine
life there.. The area will be designated as a n ttional marine

park by the Environmental Agency of the Japanes Government."
"Some efforts to rerrove Acanthaster from the high density

area have been conducted by the Environmental Agency and Okirawa
Pzefectural Government. During < to 12 of February in 1975, a
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Rig~Nap of Yaeyama Islands. Insertion showa location of islands.

total of 5,117 starfishes were removed from reefs around Hatoma

Island and 1.5 days from March 10-29, 9,147 starfishes were killed,
'Ihese 9,147 were taken from the southern reef of Taketomi Island,
During these control works some observations of the population were
done".10

* 0 *

II ' ' i . 1R

December f 976
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is to try to study the population increase and the removing of the

seastar. All this is being done under control works, but not the

y ~ l . l

Ecological distribution, density, and degree of damage of corals

are delt with.

Principally the starfishes were removed from the living sit~s

by means of hand spears. The starfishes were landed and a part of
the population ~as taken as a sample for latex analysis. Number
of' arms, maximum diameter excluding spines and fresh body weight were

recorded. In advance of the removing works, 10 minutes snokelings

were done at 14survey points around Hatoma, Island and 15 points

south to Taketomi Island to know the density. Distribution and

feeding were also recorded. And in 23 days of' removing works the

similar survey was done in the a ea of the removing works.11
The present wnrk was dona during the removing work, consequently

only the brief observations were available. Because the removing

starfish was done in the wide area in 23 days we could get general

of' the distribution and the effect to corals. At present in the

Yaeyama Islands, only around stoma Island and on the reef south of
Taketomi Island the high density population was seen. In these areas

t ~' y lit

progressing. In the following, the status of thes areas is mentioned.

A Area around Hatoma Island

On the southern reefs an abnormally high density population ef

starfish was first recognized in 1972, and a total of 10,850

starfishes were removed by Taketomi town. Purther in 1973, the joint

control team of Taketomi Town and Ishigaki City killed 52,650

starfishes. In spite of these efforts however, the high density status

have continued up to the present works.12

B Area south of Taketomi Island

The distribution of starfishes in March of 1975 is shown in

Pig. I. It was in June of ]974 when the high density population of

11Sesoko Narine Science Laboratory, Techmical Report No. 4,

December 197~

~2Sesoko Marine Science Laboratory, Technical Report No.
December 1976
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around Hatoma Island. Starfishes concentrated on the inner reef

slope to form zonal distribution,
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~Fi~ Regional status of the devastation of coral communities due
to Acanthaster glanci around Hatoma Island, February 1975%

starfishes was first observed, and at that time only 5 to 6
individuals were counted in 10 minute surveys even at the highest
density area. About only 9 months later, they increased up to 10
to 2'3 indi.viduals per 10 minute survey.

Corals were"damaged more intensely at the deeper bottom than at
th shallower. At the shallower part just below low water line where



the corals showed a good growth, many starfishes were removed. At

the shallower part, comparatively many starfishes were seen in contrast

to the number of feeding scars, most of which were of small size.

And further, any starfishes were collected from the coral patch

without any feeding- scars,

d

iI
~pi . 8 Distribution range of' Aoantbaster lanoi around Taketomi
Island. High density areas are seen on the patch reefs and barrier
reefs southeast to the island.

l. In the Yaeyama Island, high density Acanthaster populations

wa- observed only in the restricted area of the reefs around Hatoma

and Taketomi Islands. In the Gatoma area, some control efforts were

done in February of 1975 and removed 5,117 starfishes, and in March

of the same year 9,147 starfishes were captured from the reefs

wouth to Taketomi Island.

2. In 1972, the high density of Acanthaster popula,tion was
noticed on the sOuthern reef off Hatoma Island and that population

consumed almost all of the corals growing deeper than 2m, except

the outer reef margin. And now they proceeded almost to the shore

line of th- island. They aggregated along the inner reef margin

»Sesoko Marine Science Laboratory, Technical Report No. 4,
December 1976
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21cm were extremely few,

7.Population around Taketomi korea was

here again those starfishes less than 21cm

comprises only 14$ of the population. But

the reef there was a population of smaller
20cm 1~

F

mostly of 24cm class and

are relatively few and

in a particular site of

individuals less than

ll t

December 1976
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to form a narrow band.

On the inner margin of the reefs southeast to taketomi Island
a quantity of starfishes were observed just below the low water mark.
The"e were few feeding scars in comparison with the density of
starfish and the feeding scars were mostly of small size. Many
st:<rfishes were captured from the luxuriant coralgrowths of almost
10% coverage without any sign of' feeding scars,

In the high density area, tabular acropora were more freq+en4gy
fed om than branching corals, but it does not mean that the coral
communities of tabular acroporans were always attacked first.

5. Nost starfishes had 15 arms and there was no difference

in the number of arms between the Hatoma arid Taketomi populations,
6. Average diamerers of starfishes in Hatoma and Taketomi areas

were $1,2410.28cm and 2l.6+0,28cm respectively, Most of the star
fishes in Hatoma area were larger than $0cm and those less than
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THE EFFECT OF PALYTOXIN FROM PALYTHOA VER'USUS ON RANI CELLS
by Allen I. Hori, Waieea High School

i-' EXTRACT

".j~-.ath o. co! tinued viabi~it~. of ra'i =-". is ar t r i; t roc,uc�

tion of ~aiytoxir. f . oai Faliiti>oa vesti n- was i..vs stiaated ant

corrrpared to the respons s of norrrial lymphocytes under zhe same

conditions. Palytozin was found to have an ri;ancin= effect

in most cases> on the "rowt?! of ra�'~i cei is ,urdiffex ertiated

stem cells! and an errhancin~ ~"feet, in a few casesp GIi the

pr owth of normal |y."..phocytes. 4, os...i',ie mor oholo~ical ch.",n�=e

in the paiytoxin tr ated ra�'i celi was .-il o:-"=r!.
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INTRGDUCTICK

Lymphomas are defired as malignant tumors that involve the

lymphatic system instead of a particular body organ. Included

in the classification of lymphoma are Lymphosarcoma, Hodgkin's

Disease and leukemia. Among the malignant diseases, lymphomas

are about the most sensitive to irradiation and medication

however, they remain incurable with uncommon instances of reco-

very. The actual cells used in toxicity tests in this project

are rani cells  premature lymphoid cells! from cancer patients.

These cells are not yet differentiated. However, since they are

removed from patients who have diseases related to lymphoma, the

cells are more likely than not to develop into cancerous tissues.

Palytoxin is a sea toxin from the soft coral ~Pal thos ves-

tisus. This zoanthid, formerly called Zoanthus vestisus Verrill

is found abundantly in waters surrounding the Hawaiian Islands,

American Samoa and Tahiti. Numerous studies have been done in

relation to the soft coral ~Pal thos vestisns and to ,>alytoxin it-

self. Nistysyn �972! examined extracted lipids from F. vestisus

through chromatography while Sheikh {1969! isoalted compounds

found in palytoxin. lmoto �974.! worked with F. vestisus and its

antibacterial properties. However, no apparent studies have been

done with palytoxin and its effect or. lymphoma cells.

Sheikh reveals that the Hawaiian warriors used the toxin

from F. vestisus on their spear tips and that it was previously

believed to be an algae and not a coelenterate. He also points

out that palytoxin is toxic to mice, resulting in paralysis of the

hind legs, respiratory difficulty, gasping, convulsions and final-
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ly death. ."uthermore, inhalation of the toxic powder cai. edi a

strong burning s:;nsation and bleeding of the rmsal p="s'ages, and

:.".ucus from F. vestisus polyps caused r dness and itching of tend-

er parts of the skin.

C'ther marine tox.'.ns have been te ted on lymphoma cell arid

resulted in reduced viability of the lymphoma cells  holutburi .

f ~A»»' ', Ok '-, '975'

thus setting a precedent to the purpose and execution of th=s pro-

ject..herefore it is the purpose of this prospect to investiga'-;

the reactions of lymphoma cells and also normal lymphocytes to

palytoxir. under controlled, laboratory conditions. After isolat-

ing the �"alytoxin, preliminary toxicity tests will be made on the

crayfish, Procambarus, to test for its toxicity ard subsequently

~he toxin will be introduced to raji cells and to normal lympho-

cytes.

i'KTKRIALS AND !L'THOUS

Pre aration of Pal toxin: Polyps of the soft coral ~Pal-

thoa vestisus were collected twice from the mud flats at Yailupe

Beach Park, on the east side of Oahu, in the midmorning at low

tide with water level not exceeding two feet. The first collec-

tion was trar sported, rocky bases intact,, to the lab and the polyps

were seve 'ed before use. The second collection was severed off

t;he rocks while st,ill submerged within their environment and trans-

ported to the lab for p rocessing.

The poly,.s were cleaned of debris and soaked overnight in
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enough methanol to cover them. The liquid was then decanted, fil-

tered by vacuum filtration and kept as extract Z. Co .lectio."

was then ground with mortar and pestle, soaked overnight for two

nights in 15;l' methanol/chloroform  vol,-! with ~ ub equent filt-ri.-. � ,-.

Collection P2 was soaked three times in the same solution and fil-

tered accordingly. The extracts were then combined and filtered

once more by vacuum filtration. Gbserved was a divi.=ion of ..-re n-

ish-yellow and brown licuids. The greenish-yellow 1.'quid was

assumed to be sea water excreted by the polyps -nd the brownish

liquid was the liquid form of crude palytoxin. This portion was

then evaporated on a rotary vacuum evaporator. The r "idue was

moved from the eva�oration flask and redissolved in 1G ml. of di..�

tilled water which became the final extract of crude palytoxin.

Prior to introducing th= toxin to the var'ous cells, this

form of the crude palytoxin was filtered, ising a l'~llipore Zwin-

nex Fi' tration Apparatus to eliminate any bacteria or yeast which

;ould possibly contaminate he culture.

Toxicit tests on Procambarus: Preliminary toxicity tests on

Procambarus to test palytoxin's toxicity were carried out. i'ro-

cambarus, average weight of 15.0 g., were placed in heavy:.lass

dishes with enough stream water to cover them. Dosages of one-

tenth milliliters, two-tenth milliliters and three-tenth mil' ilit-

ers of separate toxin dilutions were in�'ected into separate cray-

fish using sterile syringes. A total of twenty-four crayfish were

inoculated with dosages and dilut';ns as follows:
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six crayfish:
O.lcc - full strength

1:2
eJ

l:F.
1:10
saline - control

<ix crayfish:
0 ' 2cc - same

twelve crayfish:
0.3cc - same

of four tests were carried out and are identified as follows:

Test I � Toxicity tests on rani cells
Viability tests on rani cells

Test II � Toxicity. tests on normal lymphocytes
Viability tests on normal lymphocytes

Test III - Toxicity tests on rani cells
Viability tests on rani cells

Te: t IV - Toxicity tests on normal lymphocytes
Viability tests on normal lymphocytes

Tests I and II weri run in parallel as were Tests III and IY.

Normal lymphocytes used.'in Tests II and IV were obtained from dif-

ferent people.

Toxicit tests on ra i cells: To examine the actions of paly-

toxin or raji cells, 0.2 ml of rani cells, 0.2 ml of sterile Eagles

Kinimal i"ssential !Iedium and 0.2 ml of the appropriate toxin dilu-

tion were combined in sterile test tubes and incubated at 37 C for

a total of twenty four hours. Dilutions used were full strength,
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All concentrations were diluted using crustacea saline solution.

~controls were set up, iniecting the crayfish with saline solution

at O.lcc, 0.2cc, and 0.3cc respectively. The weight of the indi-

vidual crayfish, time inoculated, reactions and time of death were

recorded. Death was dtermined by the absence of movement of the

gills and tail swimrerets.

Toxicity tests on cells were run. Two trials were run on

both the ra/i cells and the normal lymphocytes separately. A total



1:lG, 1:100 and a control consisting of 0.2 ml of t'=rile saline,

"a--les 'ini;..~1 -'ssential i~iedium and v.2;;1 of ra i cells

was made. Tests 1 and IZ had viability t sts done at two, four,

ten and twenty-four hours aft,er the int,roduction of the toxin while

Tests Ill and EV had viabilit,y t,est,s done at one, four, seven and

twent~~-four h.urs after introduction cf the palytoxin.

Viabilit tests on ra 'i cells: ~fter the appropriate ti.ie

a hemacytometer. The via' le cells remain d colorless «.hiie th

d ad cells appeared stained blue. The dead cells appeared blue be-

cause they were ro longer capab' e of sustairing the function of

their membranes t,h:s allowing the Trypan Blue t,. per..~cate into t,he

cell and ident,i.y it as dead.

Pre-aration of norm.-." 1 m hoc es: The whole blood was cen-

trifuged as 1000 3,i-'i for five minutes. The interphase layer was

then pipetted out into sterile tubes. This w:.-s then laye;ed on

3 ml of Lympho Prep and centrifuged at, 1600 H.."-"i for thi rty minutes.

The interphase layer was pipetted a-ain into sterile tubes ard

washed three times by adding an equal amount of Hanks ESS and cen-

trifuging at l000 RPN for t,en minutes.

Toxicity tests on normal l ~hoc t,es: To test, the effect,s of

palytoxin on normal lymphocytes, the procedures remained the same

as when testing with the raji cells. Toxin dilut'ons and control

remained constant.

Viabilit tests on normal 1 hoc tes: Viability test,s deal-

ing with normal lymphocytes remained the same as the viability
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'nterval, 0.0< ml of saline, 0.01 ml of the cell-toxin mixture and

0.01 ml of Trypan Blue were placed in a t, st tube for courtir = under
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tests performed with raji cells.

iISGUSZZUi'i CF R SULTG

ki'lin certain cellsb"-. t,hat,".alytoxin exhibits sej.ectiv toxici' y,

while al'o;:in,"-. oth- r cells to continue liv'ng, multip' yin:-;-nd t,."..s

t?~ risin= numb. r o vi..ble ce»' s. "- ..atin=-.,a sum.:. t'.;n.enc a 'J. s i n p
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Crayfish were used to test for palytoxin's toxicity. Dosa es

of O.lcc, 0.2cc and 0.3cc of palytoxin diluted to 1 2p 1 !+! 1 E'

and 1:10 and full strength were injected into separate crayfish.

The length of time between inoculation and death, their weight and

reactions were recorded.

In this study, palytoxir, at its weakest dilution used �:10!

proved to be lethal as did stronger concentrations. The control

showed no toxic effects. The crayfish were originally aggressive

and responsive when provoked. However, the treated group all showed

signs of being slug.,ish, having a .loss of balance and, in some

cases, paralysis.

Palytoxin was then introduced at, different dilutions tc both

raji cells and to normal lymphocytes. -ingle doses of 0.2 ml of

toxin at 1:10, 1:100 and full strength dilutions were used. The

toxin had varied effects on the raj' cells. Immediately afte'-. in-

troduction of the palytoxin, the majority of the cells showed

-"reatly lowered viability. As the hours elapsed, a proliferation

nf viable cells was noted and finally after a tw nty-f ur nour

p:.riod, another drop  gradual! in viab'e cells was noted.

0ne explanation for the fluctuations of the viabl =.lls could



'hat palvtoxin does exhibit selective toxicity mi:.;ht be

..ause h . control shows a gradually dyirg pattern ~

"-results of ti-.e test= done with normal lymphocytes were

c onc lu ive sine 8 too gr'eat, a variation was s 0'An in t,.': e .";..'".. a ~ 1 t

's interestin~ to note that the normal lyzphocytes u e,. 'r Test 1I

were from a f male, approximately 23 year's of a,-e while the nor-,:-'al

lyzphocytes used in Test ZV were f .om a male -,'proximately 19 years

olc . This difference could nave a bearing cn the condition of t;-.

lymphocytes and or their reacti~.ns o palytoxir:..

Futhermore, the great difference in the data fror,. the test,s on

ormal .ly. phocytes could have resulted fro;.. «:;peri.".crt;1 =rror ..uc>

as contamination or miscalculation.

ln contrast, with the work done with rormal lymphocytes, a con-

sistent, pattern. can be s=en in the data from the tests carried out

This pattern of -'nitial willin» ireduced viabi-~;ith ra.ii cells.
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lity! fcllowed by a proliferation of the raji c-11 cou d be �~usti-

fied by stating that the rani cells were obta ned " o ~ th same

cultur thus insuring uniformity and consistency ~rior to the intro-

uction of the palyt,oxir..

As an additional follow-up exer=ise of the pro�' ct> a "ytolo-

"ical study using a hemacytometer was made to observe ird:vi 'uel

elis, both rani c;.lls ar.d normal lymphocytes under the present

tr.ated and untreated states. Th.'s step may have '=' en the most

significant oz all. ,',".'ien comparing urtreated ra�-'-,:. cells to tre-t-

d rani cells, a definite morphological difference:.~as observed.

he ur.treated rani cell sr..ear appeared liice or~,in=:.r y '-.differen-

tiated 1 rmphoid cells wnich are large with nucleol-' pres rt, but,



when the treated ra�-' c-ll smear was observed, a noticable size d.-.-

crease  approximately three microns! and an alteration in tne

maturation  development of undifferentiated lymphoid cell to a

normal lymphocyte! of the cell was seen. Instead of the nucleoli

being present in the immature raji cells, only a large dominatin;-..

nucleus could be found. In an untreated raji cell, nucleoli and

large cell size are apparent; however, a treated raj' cell appears

to have instead of nucleoli, a nucleus, thus suggesting that it

has ma i, red into a normal lymphocyte, changing its morphology.

This differentiation of the raji cell maturin�"- into a normal

lyrphoc"te could be attributed to palytcxin; however, a definite

statement is inappropriate due to the many variables involved in

the present study. Additional tests and controls must be examined

to gather more conclusive data on this aspect of differ. ntiation.

No differ ntiation as such could be seen in the normal lym,bocytes.

A change in the staining quality was quite apparent in the "a�'.i

cells also. All smears of the ra�-'i cells were prepared in the same

manner. In the treated raji cells> especially at full strength, the

raji cells "tained extremely heavily, appearirg al:.,ost blact.. This

heaviness decreased as the concentrations of the palytoxin decreased.

This further suggests that palytoxin, althou::h enhances the growth

of ra�'i cells, changes their basic structure, and also the che..;ical

structur of the ra.ji cells causing th: treated group tc react dif-

ferently to the stain thus appearing almost black as opposed to the

imk anc:. light purple colors seen on staining of the untreated ra�-'i

cells.

"ince a =reat deal of work has been done with the constituents
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of ~Pal thos vest.'sus, definite future ';eric could include refini"::

pre-�arat.'on, retest ng its t..ic ty o,the method of palyt xin

ra>i ';== ' ls 2nd, ossi. ti ssu . > r ich pr vs de additions ' infor .,:,-

nature of ~valq toxin.tion or t"..e effects anc',

CCI, CLU ~c IC1~

'..esults of experim nts contained within t'.is research 'r--

ject show that palytoxin has an enhancin= effect on rani c;-;1's

causing them to proliferate at various sta=es of t'..eir develop-

ment and that it ..ay alter the morphology ar;d stainin:~ f,ual.-."

of the rani cells.
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PHOTORECEPTION AND BEHAVIOR PATTERNS IN HERMIT CRABS
by Bridget J. Kennealy and Gordon H. Okamura, Pahoa High School

ABSTRACT

Oo hermit crabs really change shells?

If so, what is the reason for this?

'What kind of eating habits does the hermit crab have?

What kind of photoreception do they exhibit?

These are some of the questions we aim to answer in this paper.
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I l' TRODU CT I 0Il

The hermit crab is a decapod crustacean belonging to the suborder .5nomura.

They are notable for their habit of sheltering themselves in gastropod shells.

They do this to cover the1r unprotected abdomen. The hermit crab orobab'ly had

it's origin in forms which used crevices and holes for protection, 0 hermit

will make use of other protective shells if no suitable shell can be found.

Some have been seen with their abdomens stuck in half of a coconut or in joints

of bamboo.

The abdomen of a hermit crab 1s made to fit in the spiral chamber of a

gastropod sheila The abdomen is asymmetrical and soft, except for the tip.

Here it is calcified to form an anchor so the hermit can hold a firm grip on

the inside of a shell.

The claws are built heavily and formed so that when it withdraws into it' s

shell it closes the opening of the shell. The first two pair of legs are very

slender in porportion to the length. They' re used for walking. The last two

are very small for adjusting the shell and cleaning the body.

Since the hermit crabs are always out growing their shells, sometimes

there is competition for shells of suitable size. The crabs will always use

empty shells and never try to kill the organism occupant. .Although two hermits

will f1ght for the possession of an empty shell. Usually the bigger hermit

will win.

Ilhen the hermits grow too big for it's shell it does not leave the old

shell 'rntill a new one is found. The hermit crab locates a shell with it' s

eyes. It then 1nspects it with the chelae, inserting on into the interior.

If the shell looks suitable 1t will try it out. If the fit, weight, and mov-

abilityy is bad, he will go back to it's old shell and search for another.
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'Iost hermit crabs are marine animals, they can be found almost anywhere.

".1though a f .. species have become adapted for on the land. They run in size

from 1/" inch to 18 inches. Large groups of hermits often crawl areas of the

ocean floor vhere seashells are abundant.

HETH03S OF RESEARCH

To answer the questions we have, vre set un a couple tanks. ~ne tank is

to watch the hermits change shells and another to find out the kind of photo-

reception the hermit crabs display.

The first tank was studied every day for about a month to see when the

l,'ermit change:i their shells. Also in this tank the eatinn habits were observe/.

T'ie hermits .'ere fed about three times a week. They were fed many different

things to see what they would eat. Thinqs like shriven, dead fish, and even

a1gaes that were living on the rocks.

In the second tank the experiments on photoreception was performed.

";bout fifty crabs were put into this tank. First, two large rocks frere set in

the middle of the aquarium to see if the cr'.Ls prefered to stay in the oven or

un.'er cover.

Then the rocks were taken out of the tank and half the tank was shaded

.it" the other half light. T ~is was done to see if the hermits preferred to

stay in the 1ight or the dark. Then some pieces of shrimv were put into the

1i~hteJ region to see what their reaction vould he.

This experiment took about » " '!our and a half.
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RESULTS OF RFSEARC'l

a second experiment was undertaken. It was found thatTherefore

the crabs tended to stay in the shaded region of the tank. I/hen the food was

put in the light region some of the crabs came out of the dar k to recieve food

but they immediately took it back into the dark to eat it.
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After observing the first tank it v!as found that the crabs crew out of

their shells in about a months time. They preferre3 the gastropod shells more

than any other kind of shell but the correct size was the most important

criteria.

The hermit crabs ate almost anything providing it was edible. They

really kept the tank clean.

In the second tank it was found that within twenty minutes the crabs were

on or under the rocks that were placed in the middle of the tank. Just this

does not denote photonegativity. It could be that the crabs would rather climb

on a rock than crawling in the sand.



',Je have found throuqh research and exoeriments that the hermit crabs do

change their shells. The reason for this is that the crabs qrow out of their

shells and it is necessary to find a new one as soon as possible as to protect

their soft abdomen which is very delicate and it needs protection. The crabs

will also look for a new home if' their shells are cracked or broken.

It was also found that hermit crabs are scavengers of the ocean. They

will eat almost anythinq so they help to keep the ocean floor free from allot

of iebree. The hermit crab is an aminore.

It was also observed that the hermit crab is a very smart and clean ani-

From the results of the photoreception experiments it was concluded that

the hermit crab prefers",the dark to the light. They would rather blend into

their envirment, like climbing on the rocks or stayinq in the dark. I think

it's just a natural instinct to hide from it's predators. I think that this

adaptive advantage for photonegative responses is in many animals. Hiding in

the dark and coming out only for food is just instinct. .'iaybe they think they

are more secure thinking they are less visible. All this is just a natural

way of protecting themselves.
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A UACULTURE: A POTENTIAL IMPACT
by Francine Kaneta, Sacred Hears Academy

INTRO DUCTION

Some problems involved with aquaculture are that it is timely,

there might be success in one type of farming than in othersj cam-

petiton may arise between private organizations and public agencies,

and also questions such as these may come about � Is there any

future for aquaculture?, Is it economical? j Andj Is is worth it?

Nodern-day aquaculture has been defined by the National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Adrainistration as. "The culture or husbandry of

aquatic animals or plants by private industry for commercial pur-

poses or by public agencies to augment natural stocks. Current

aquaou3.ture has been around for no more than 15 years. Butj a forsL

of aquatic farming has been in the Hawaiian islands for more than

800 years. This dates back to old. Hawaii; the people raised fish

in very large ponds Food for animals z esu1ted from natural pro-

ductivity of the ponds'

Literature research has been the method used to evaluate the

information used Jot- this research paper
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RiX'..ARCH AND DEVEL' PY7Y~T

A. Idea of A uaculture

The idea for farming the sea has not come about fust re-

cently. Zt has been around since the times of the Polynesians.

These Polyne~ians, not only the Hawaiians, developed a for.. of

aquatic farming that would supply them sufficiently for a number

of weeks to years. Hith tr e use of unpolluted streams' ponds, and

the ocean, the Hawaiians were able to keep numerous amounts of fish

and shellfish to supply their family or the village in which they

lived~

8. Animals Hesearched

There are four organizations in the State of Hawaii which

conduct basic and applied scientific research on aquaculture

These organizations are the State Department of Land and Natural

Resources, the Hawaii Institute of Narine Biology of the Universi-

ty of Hawaii, and. the Oceanic Institute. Other agencies fund re-

search and development acti.vXties but do not conduct on-going re-

search the~selves' Such organizations are the International Center

for Livi.~g Aquatic Resource management of the Rockefeller Founda-

tion and the State Narine Affairs Coordinator. The various State

task forces for economic development on the Neighbor Islands may

also fund research and development.

The approaches to research and the particular species

being investigated have been different for each of the major organ-

izations. The 3'awai.i Institute of 1'arena Biology, for example,

evaluated numerous local species of fish and shellfish to determine
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theix' potential for aquaculture. «however, the ''.nuenue «"isheries

Research Center of the Department of Land and ':atural Resources

and, the Oceanic Institute have osch focused its research efforts

on developing the aquaculture potential of one selected species:

the Nalaysian prawn, and the mullet respectively.

Regarding all the species being invest' gated, three cate-

gox'ies are evident:  I! Species such as I ullet and milkfish which,

mass-cultured, would provide large amounts of low-cost food protein.

This approach is aimed at exporting the technology to developing

countries; �! Species such as prawns, moi, mullet and mi'Cfish

which~ when mass-cultured, would provide moderate or high-priced

food fish and/or shellfish to be sold bv private entexprise. This

approach is aimed at developing an a" xacultuxe industry In the

State and gaining benefits therfrom, such as employment, a diversi-

fied economic base, and expanded tax base, etc ,' �! Species such

as .topminnows shich, when mass-cultured, would provide a more plen-

tiful bait supply fox catching food fish, l.e., a live-bait supply

for the Hawaii tuna fishery.

CD Amount of Fundi Involved3

Some 25 or so animal species have been investigated in

the course of ac.uaculture x'esearch in Hawaii. A funding summary

fox the yeaxs l962-1976 is given In Table I. Approximately $5 3

million has been spent by the organizations carrying out Hawaii-

based animal aquaculture research programs. Another .';.'1.25 million

has been spent on plant aquaculture' However, much of this research

has been carried out elsewhere in the Pacific. The largest portions

of the Federal, State and private funds have been spent since l970~
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Table X.� S79PJST QF RkD FOlIQIMG FCR AQUACULTURE XN BAQQI
THROUGH rr 75-76 A

FECAL

ifOAA
SEA GBAHT OTHER STATE PRIVATE TOTALSORGANIZATIONS

SW "mar COLLEM, U.~~.

872~600b/ $ 13~600 $2~ 187~600

lll~ROO 421~~ 1~ 260~100

ANVIL AQUACULTt'RK 41~ 30l~hOO

7%,300PLANT AQUACULTURE

826,900

819,000 1,753,500

7000/ 289t 500

70~000

a- All figures founded to the nearest hundred

b- Includes 497~000 fromm StaM AC Office as aatch for Sea Orant Fuds~

c- Includes $135,100 Mich could not be differentiated into State and Private,
he+ever~ it ie assumed that these funds mre mostly private

d~-Amding figures include all types of expenditures~ i.e. capital construction~
~ies, operating expenses and supplies.

e- Includes 411~000 in County funding. Total Ãac Funding is ~231,700,
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OCEANIC INTITUTF+

167,500

783,500

286,200

141,000

373,200

l0~000

434,200

70' 000





landi It could also provide alternative, or make available addi-

tional~ uses for bodies of fresh aed salt water, as well os zro~d

water. In addition, it is complementary to State open-space poli-

cies and State and County programs to develop new and needed. indus-

tries on the Neighbor Islands'

CD Bemomic Develo ment

Aquaculture could supply Cise needs of sizable sectors of

the State max'ket for aquatic food products as well as provide a

worldwide expox't product, e.g., pxawns and oysters to Japan. Aqua-

culture could serve the State's need for a more diversified economy.y

and also the State's desire for greater independence from Nalnland

and foreign imports. It could also provide Jobs for a small. portion

of Hawaii's skilled and semi-skilled labor force

D. Develop nt of Stocks of S rt Pish Bait Fish and Ornamental

aM freshwatex ! and shellfish to satisfy the increas-

ing x'ecreational fishing pressure on wild populations.

B. Bait Pish: Culture of alternative bait fish  topmin-

nows, shad, tilapia! in hatchery operations could

allow substantial expansion of the tuna industry locally

as well as establishing rearing tec'.piques for e~pan-

sion of tuna fisheries around the Pacific.

0 ~ Ornamental Fish: Development of the cultuz'0 of aquar1.um

fish  marine and, fre~hwatsrj in Hawaii could satisfy

a small local market and provide, in the case of marine
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reef species, an export product for the huge '."ainland m r ket.

POLJ.CI~'S F'cH FUT '3'.' QR" r~' '.?7

A. Less Pelf. ance on Im orts from the 'Mainland

"Approximately BO percent of all goods and. services pur-

chased in Hawaii are shipped into the State"  Ref.27!. The State

is seeking to lessen this xeliance on imports, particularly in the
ax*ca of food products

8 Gx eater Mversif ication of the Econom Particularl the A ri-

culture Sector

Diversification of the economic base theoretically leads

to 8 situation of greater stability of the economy The State is

interested in diversifying the economy as a Mole and the agricul-
tuxal sector in particular, i.e., expand to cultivation of othex-

crops in addition to pineapple and sugarcane.

C, Preserve Prime A ricultural Lands

Hawaii was the first state to adopt a general plan and a

land use law �961!. The law focused particular attention on "en-

couraging orderly and efficient development of land for ur'ban use,

with least possible encroach;".ent on prime agricultural land."

D. '".ncoura e Economic Develo ent of the Hei hbor Islands

Neighbor Island economies are tied to agriculture, parti-

cularly pineapple and sugarcane. Alter native and supplemental in-

d.ustries are needed in those areas ~here phasing out of t ese

large scale agricultural practices are occurring.
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CO NC MSXON

I t;ink aquaculture is a good fieM for many people to ..o into.

it provides us with many !obs, and an abundance of different species

of marine. 11fe that are good, for nutrition.

Aquaculture can be economic and can be taught to developing

countries in order for them to have a great food supply.

I hope aquaculture w111 progress more and develop into a ma]or

source of food for Hawaii inst;ead, of relying on imports from the

',ainland and dif'ferent countries such as Japan.
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SEAWEED
YEGETATlON FROM THE SEA

by Scott T. Tsutsui, Pahoa High School

Seaweed or Limu, however you choose to

call it, hae been around a long, long time.

There are many uses for this vegetation from

the sea. Some are edible, some are not, some

are big, some are small but anyway you look

at it, these weeds from the sea will still be

around for a long time to come and we must

learn to take advantage of the uses and po-

tential of seaweed
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VEGETATION PRCN THE SKL

Introduction

TaBLE l
 Limn with Hawaiian names!

l. Knteremorpha prolifsr a

2. Ulva fasciata

'ele'ele

papahapaha

pahapaha

palahalaha

pakaiea

wawae'iole

ta I ala

3. Codium edu3.e

248

I have a beach house down at Kapoho, Hawaii and I always walk along the

sea shore and explore it. The most cammn thing I see around is the seaweed

or lieu, it's all over the place, in tide pools, on the rocks, by the waves,

etc. You can find seaweed aU. over the islands on mostly every beach. Since

the seaweed is such a comaon plant on the sea shore and that most people who

walk along the beach and find seaweed plants don't know much about it, I

thought I would do some research on it and since I am exposed to the ocean

envirement a lot, I could get a better understanding of the seaweed.

In the olden times in Hawaii, limu was an important part of the Hawaii-

an diet. It was the third component of a nutritionally balanced diet consist-

ing of fish and poi,, together they furnished the necessary protiens, carbo- *

hydrates and minerals for an adequate nutrition. The limn primarily supplied

variety and interest but they also added significant amounts of vitamins.

There are many different kinds of edible limu here in Hawaii and I have

made a table of the most comon edible Hawaiian algae.



SEAMEED
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Introduction

TABLE 1  cont.!

S ientific N e

Dictyopteris plagiogramma

5. Sargassum echinocarpum

6. Porphyra pahe'chere

lua'u

pahe'e

7. Asparagapsis taxifozmis kohu

lipehe

koko

8. Grat eloupia filicina

OTHER USES OF LMJ

Limu kala' Sargassum species, is frequently used on open coral cuts. It

is chopped or chewed and applied as poultice. Lima kala was also used by

priests  Kahuna! in rituals. Neck leis can be made by limu kala.

The green sea lettuce, Ulva fasciata, was used as adornment in olden times

in the hula and given the name of "pahapaha 0 polihale" after the locality

where it was used in western Kauai.

Limu lipe'epe'e  Laurencia species! was kapu to hula dancers as pe~epe~e

means hidden  referring to it's nestling habits! and it was believed that the
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9. Gracilaria coronopifolia  ogo; Japanese!

10. Ahnfeltia Parvi~piU.ata

ll. Laurencia nidifica

lipu'akai

huluhuluwaena

pakeleawa'a

Manauea

lipe'epe'e

mane'one'o
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Xntroduction

secrets of the hula would be hidden from the dancers who ate the seaweed.

AGAR ALGA CARRAGEENAN

Agar, algin, and carrageenan are extracted from several species of marine

algae and is the basis of a multi~lion dollar industry in the United States.

Seaweed is used in various parts of the world as food, as fodder, and as fart-

iliser but in the United States itis chief value is for these three colloids.

Of these three, agar is undoubtedly the beet known, like algin and carragee-

nan, agar is widely used in food processing as an emulsifier, stabiliser, gel-

ling agent, or thickener. Although agar may be extracted from at least twenty-

eight species of red seaweeds, the known source is the algae Gelidium. Much

of the agar used in the United States today is imyarted. Only one firm, the

American Agar and Chemical Company of San Diego, produces agar in the United

States.

The second colloid, carrageenan is also extracted from red algae. Car

rageenan is used principally as a thickener, stabiliseg, and gelling ager.'. :n

food and food products, pharmeceuticals, cosmetics, paints, and textile sizings.

Zn recent years, the carrageenan industry has grown more rapidly than that of

any other seaweed product. Nearly half of the world's annual production of

carrageenan of 8,640 metric tons is produced in the United States.

Algin, which is the general name for alginic acid and it's derivatives.

lt is extracted from large brown algae, principally the large kelp Macrocystis

and Laminaria. The largest manufacturer of algin in the United States is the

Kelco Company of San Diego, and is estimated to be producing from Macrocystis

approximately 3,900 metric tons of algin per year, at a value of nearly ten

million dollars.
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Materials and Methods

THE GROWZH OF LMJ

I made and experiment at nor beach house down in Kapoho, Hawaii. The pur-

pose of my experiment was to see how much limu would grow in a period of time.
I measured an eight feet by eight feet square in water of about two to three

feet in depth. Z used iron bars and wooden sticks to mark off the square, I

submerged the iron bars to form the sguare at the bottom and on each corner I

secured a wooden stick with wire so the sticks would be sticking straight up

and out of the water and so far it would look like this:
uaoOF.Q

co'RhlK'R $3%ck~
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Results of Research

After I had all of that set up I gathered various species of limu. The

only ones I could gather was the limj kala  sargassum echinocarpum!, limu

wawae'io1e  Codium edule! and the limu lipoa  Dictyopteris plagiograuea!. I
%brae

then set them in the square and observed them for Smasl weeks. I came and

checked the limu each week if there was any growth or change and I made a

chart and kept records on it, the chart looked something like this:

LIKJ GROWTH CHART

We

2
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Conclusion
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This investigation was not one of the most accurate experiments but I

gained a little knowledge and a better understanding of the growth rate of

these various species of limn by seeing it for myself and doing aU. the test-

ing by myself. Naybe if I hsd set up this experiment for a longer period of

time then maybe I would have come up with a much better and much here accurate

conclusion. I hope people will become more aware of the uses and potentials

of seaweed and have a better understanding of these weeds from the sea.



HAWAI IAN AQUACULTURE: BRIGHT FUTURE
by Lyle M. Miyasaki, Lahainaluna High School

ABSTRACT

Aquaculture has been highly touted as an industry that could

make Hawaii rich. It also has been labeled as high-risk. It has

been shown that its good side clearly outweigh its bad side. By

developing aquaculture, the people of Hawaii will be happier be-

cause there will be more jobs and a greater Hawaiian income
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INTRODUCTION

"Aquaculture is not some esoteric science with little 'r no

practical application; on the contrary, it may be the most prac-

tical and most rewarding field in which science can make an im-

mediate and lasting contribution to mankind.""

That quote, by John P:. Craven, the State Xarine Affairs Co-

ordinator, really tells us something about aquaculture. Aquacul-

ture, it is said, has an unlimited. variety of ways it could help

the people of Hawaii, Not only will it create new jobs, it will

bolster the economy of Hawaii. Unfortunately, too few people have

embarked on the journey of aquaculture'

METHOD OF RESEARCH

got most of my information from a series of newspaper arti-

cles by Bruce Benson. I went about reading it and my other sour-

ces then picked out my most important facts and quotes. I then

arranged them in an orderly way.

In my paper, I will try to find out why most people are skep-

tical, to say the least, about going into aquaculture, and to give

r asons for, at least, trying it.

THE ADVANTAGES

Raising fish, shrimp, prawns, oysters, etc, the way farmers

raise chickens and pigs is not unrealistic. All it would take is

some people with the enthusiasm and urge to do it, Here is the

urge: It is estimated that an acre of sugarcane in Hawaii may
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produce a crop worth $1,000. That same acre, put into prawn rais-

ing, 3,000 pounds of prawns worth $12,000 would be produced year-

ly. That is $11,000 more than sugarcane, sounds interesting

doesn't it? But that's only dealing financially, what about the

employment view? Robert Schmitt, the State statistician, came up

with these figures: "50,000 acres were planted in pineapple in

1975 to provide hI,195 direct jobs for a ratio that is the same as

aquaculture--1 position for every 10 acres". The 221,000 acres

planted in sugarcane provided 9,640 jobs for a ratio of 1 position

for each 22 acres."' Dr. Bob Shleser, the aquaculture coordinator

for the Department of Planning and Economic Development, said of

a rough survey that there are about 200,000 acres suitable for use

in aquaculture. That, theoretically, comes out to about 54,000

new jobs.

There are two major aquaculture farms in Hawaii, they are

owned by Dr; Ken Kato. One project, in Laic, Oahu, grows prawns,

the other, in Kihei, Maui, grows catfish. Both projects have been

doing okay and are expected to grow. I have been out to the Kihei

catfish far'ms. I observed that they have a lot of ponds which are

full of catfish. The year that I went was 1974, the group that I

was with wer allowed to catch the fish and keep them--we payed.

70q! a pound. The day we went, we were one of the first there, by

the time we were leaving, there was a line of cars the full length

of the road leading to the main highway from the fishfarms. It

was th 't populart

There is also another need for the expansion of aquaculture.

Some economists predict that of the major sugarcane plantations,

half of them are heading in the general direction of failure-.
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"hat could mean the loss of as many as 6,000 jobs--pushing the un-

employment rate up to an unreasonable 15 per cent.

Financially, aqua. culture is a big producer, but what about

financial backing~ Nell, on Sand Island, Oahu, {in 1970! Takuji

Fujimura and Henry Oka'moto, using State and Federal funding, de-

veloped farm and culture techniques to the point where they can

complete a. prawn's cycle of life. There are also some private cor-

-porations that have helped out with financial aid and land to work

on. C. 2rewer and. Co. has invested $2 million and 300 acres of

ponds on 450 acres of land at their now defunct sugarcane planta-

tion at Kilauea, Kauai for prawn production. It will be the big-

gest prawn farm in the world.

Likewise, the Hawaii State Legislature, earlier this year,

�977! has appropriated a majority of $1 million for aquaculture

spending in 1977-78. Also, some members of congress said that Ha-

waii has shown enough possibilities for a major portio~ in an up-

and-coming national aquaculture plan.

So, there are two major reasons why aquaculture is needed by

:hawaii: economy  Hawaiian income!, labor  employment!, and becau:-e

the State and Federal governments plus private corporations have

interest in it, there is added incentive.

But, there are still some people who are opposed to aquacul-

ture. For many different reasons, they are afraid ar' say it does

not prove itself yet.

THE RISKS

Nhy are people af'raid? Nhat is the reason? Nell, one thing
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is that aquaculture hasn't really proved itself physically. On

paper it all works out fine, but who knows what will happen in the

real world.

,One of the reasons could be the fact that only a few of the

people here know how to go about raising prawns and fish, and there

aren't too many colleges that teach about aquaculture' There are

lot of things that you should know about the raising of fish and

prawns, For example:

To raise mullet from its larva stage to a full-grown adult,

you must have the right size of living organisms from the begin-

ning. They must be small enough for the larvae to accept it But

also big enough to contain enough protein for them to grow. Then,

there is the phytoplankton of which the living organisms feed on.

ln Craig Paulsen's office, for example, in the Oceanic Institute

on Nakapuu Point, Oahu, there is a very expensive microscope used

~.o monitor the phytoplankton. Which just goes to show that it does

.ake a lot of monitoring of the phytoplankton, using expensive and

complicated equipment--requiring knowledge and time.

There j.s also the threat of disease wiping out the entire

population of a project. Substances in the water such as fungi,

parasites, viruses, and worms may cause disease.

So far, marine biologists have done very little research and.

have made little progress in the study of the diseases that afflict

fish. Besides the substances listed previously, natural and man-

made pollutants, and improper feeding can also have adverse affects

on your "crop".

The one thing aquaculture farmers fear the most is disease

=aused by p-:rasites. These parasites live off other creatures.
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".he controlling and preventing of the appearance of parasites is

rery difficult. Catfish live in murky water. For the farmer to

see the f'ish, then to determine if it is aff'llcted, is even more

iiifficult. I., a f',"rmer does notice his fish of prawns are sick

he then would. have to identify the cause. Then ge't a cure.

There, the two basic reasons why people are hesitant to go

Lnto aquaculture. The first one, the lack of knowledge, is the

one that is the more serious of the two. The second, the uncer-

tainty of decimation of the ranks of fish by disease. And since

modern aquaculture is relatively new, people are still not sure of

its cppabilities.

CONCLUSION

It may have seemed that I was knocking land farming, I was-

n't. I just wanted to point out that there is a bright outlook

on aquaculture as compared to agriculture.

While inflation steadily rises.and the unemployment picture

begins to look bleaker every day, wouldn't it be wise to consider

aquaculture as a good alternative to the sugar industry?

If I were to go into aquaculture, what would I raise? I'd

raise either lobster or crab, or opihi. It would be very chal-

lenging. Getting the lobster to reproduce in captivity isn't some-

thing simple. I think that the opihi would sell good, t! e same

goes for tHe lobster and crab.

I think that I have shown that the good side of' aquaculture

outweighs the bad side. And that aquaculture in Hawaii really does

4vve a bright future.
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FOOTNOTES

from the second of four articles by Bruce Benson, The

Honolulu Advertiser, May 31, 1977

2. from the second, of four articles by Bruce '=enson, The

Honolulu Advertiser, May 31, 1977
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7H f EEL CONTROVERSY
by Lana L. Matanabe, Aiea High School

Hawaii, an island in the Pacific Ocean blessed with beautiful beaches,

tons of fresh water fishes and fauna, and a booming tourist industry. Will

this exotic wonderland be effected by the importation of 50,000 "unagi" eels

for experimental or other scientific purposes? This issue brought about many

different kinds of view points.

Although this eel bill has passed the state House by a slim margin of

26 to 2z. It was voted unanimously to veto the bill by the state Senate Com-

mittee on mergy and Natural Resources.

The main objective of this experiment was to see whether or not raising

eels in Hawaii for local consumption as well as exportation to other countries

would be profitable.

The intention of the state was to import American eels known by their

common names;freshwater eel and silver eel or by their scientific name, l~uilla

rostrata. They are from the Anguillidae family and its length may vary from

four to five feet. It inhabits all rivers east of the Rocky Mountains, from

Mexico north to Maine. The other range is from West Indies and south to Central

America ta Brazil.

The migration of this American eel is quite peculiar for it can spawn in

salt water, although, they live in fresh water. It is possible for them to do

this probably because they have a body mucus which helps protect the eels against

damage from such a change.

The main controversy between the opponents and proponents of the bill is

the concern cf endangering the ecological balance of our Hawaiian waters, if

some of the eels should escape and settle themselves in surrounding waters.
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According to vertabrate zoologist, Alan C. Ziegler, non-escape of some eels

would be close to impossible; no matter through t..e eels's own ca:ability to

leave their ."onc's or tr.rough flooding or other disasters.

Another issue brought up by the opponents of the bill was the occurance

of frequent, poaching of eels to colonize in reservoirs, home ponds, streams,

as well as other watercourses that will definitely bring about the 'nhabitancy

of a ravenous predator which could abolish the Kalaysian prawn aquaculture in-

dustry established here.

The Malaysian prawn or better known as Macrobrachuim Rosenbergii are giant

prays that are raised at Kahuku, Oahu. They are edible, therefore, invasion

of eels would certainly deteriorize the market for Malaysian prawns.

Not only do they' fear the destruction of our Malaysian prawn industry but

also the fresh water fishes and fauna, as well, if such an incident should oc-

After all the commen.s from the opponents of the bill were heard, the pro-

ponents backed up their points by stating that the eels will be bred in tanks

inst,ead of ponds. They affirmed that the tank's rims w'll be curved inwards

and the entire top will be covered with screen and will be placed in a basin

where water seeping out of the tanks will be drained tnrough the ground,

In a report administered by Japan Airlines 'n 1975, Hawaii, with it,s ideal

climatic condi'' ons would b: :;;e c..o-' -e plac= .:" such a cultivat' ";. '=- eels.

!.avir.,= urope arid Japan as the chief consumer, the eel market now is about

60,000 metric tons, and as proponents of the bill stated it, would s+art a "new

multi-million dollar industry for Hawaii". 1

However, Hawaii would be confronted by a dilemma if Japan, being 'he sup-

-:liers of elvers  gourig stock! should raise their;rices; then Hawaii would

either have +o pay these ri"''culou prices or forgo thi program.
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The mullet culture was suggested as an investment which would guarantee

a successful industry.

The eel controversy will still remain until the 1978 session of the Ninth

State Legislature when the bill can be re-surfaced again.

1. Sea Grant Newsletter; Eels: A Sli e Sub'ect, April '77.

CONCLUSIONS REACHED

Although there is a chance of this eel bill to re-surface again in the

next session of the Ninth State Legislature, we should keep in mind the pros-

pects of such an industry that would be established here.

I feel the real success in such a program is to venture into it with an

open mind and hope for the best,. After all, no industry at first started from

the .top; but with determination and pride it worked its way up.

Eel raising may become a multi-million dollar industry for already there

are zany kinds of food products on the market made from them. They will become

a delicacy for.Hawaii's finest restaurants as well as gain popularity in the

sea food category.

All this can happen if they cl oose tc venture into a potential industry

with an opt,imistic foresight rather than with a pessimistic view.
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